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The Guardian of Devotion, His Divine Grace
ßrÈla Bhakti Rak›aka ßrÈdhar Deva GoswÅmÈ MahÅrÅj

INTRODUCTION
rÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu preached the fullfledged theistic conception given in ßrÈmadBhÅgavatam. ßrÈmad-BhÅgavatam mainly deals with
the comparative study of theism and the ontology of
Krishna consciousness. It surpasses all other Vedic
literature, even the PurÅˆas. The Brahma-vaivarta
PurÅˆa and Padma PurÅˆa represent the importance
of devotion to Krishna through narration and history
to some extent, but fall short of the philosophical
and ontological standard set by the MahÅpurÅˆa, ßrÈmad-BhÅgavatam. ßrÈmad-BhÅgavatam can satisfy all
Vedantic scholars, for it represents Krishna consciousness in its fullest dignity. ßrÈmad-BhÅgavatam
expounds as the highest attainment of theism not
consciousness, intelligence, or ontology, but ecstasy,
beauty, and harmony—rasa. In ßrÈmad-BhÅgavatam,
rasa is all-important. It is a unique treatise, for it
takes theism from the plane of intellectual jugglery
to the domain of rasa.

ß
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I once began writing a book which was to be a
summary study of the eighteen thousand verse ßrÈmadBhÅgavatam. Bhaktivinod †hÅkura condensed the
whole BhÅgavata principle into one thousand verses
in his BhÅgavatÅrka-marÈci-mÅlÅ. I had a mind to
consolidate it even more, to represent it within three
hundred verses. I began that book, but could not finish it.
ßrÈmad-BhÅgavatam is a vast treatise in the
Sanskrit language, filled with essential information,
historical reference, and expositions on the major
schools of philosophy. In ßrÈmad-BhÅgavatam, many
minor points of history and geography are also mentioned which, although nonessential, support its
conclusions. Whatever is unnecessary in ßrÈmadBhÅgavatam is eliminated when its meaning reaches
its purest and most intensified glory in the teachings
of ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu. So, if we are to consider the very gist of ßrÈmad-BhÅgavatam, we must
study the life and precepts of ßrÈ Chaitanya
MahÅprabhu. Just as the teachings of the great
author of ßrÈmad-BhÅgavatam, ßrÈla VyÅsadeva, were
percolated by the realizations of ßukadeva
GoswÅmÈ, the essence of ßrÈmad-BhÅgavatam has
been percolated by the life and precepts of ßrÈ
Chaitanya MahÅprabhu.
Therefore, because the teachings of ßrÈman
MahÅprabhu represent the gist of ßrÈmad-BhÅgavatam,
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I would like to include here one of the verses I originally composed to introduce my summary study. It
glorifies the position of GadÅdhara PaˆÎita, the most
intimate associate of ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu.
GadÅdhara PaˆÎita used to read ßrÈmad-BhÅgavatam in
JagannÅtha PurÈ, at the †oÊÅ-GopÈnÅtha temple. He
would read, and ßrÈman MahÅprabhu and the great
devotees like SvarËpa Damodara and RamÅnanda
RÅya were his audience:
nÈlÅmbhodhi-taÊe sadÅ sva-virahÅ-k›epanvita˜ bÅndhava˜
ÍrÈmad-bhÅgavatÈ kathÅ madirayÅ sañjÈvayan bhÅti yaÓ
ÍrÈmad-bhÅgavata˜ sadÅ sva-nayanÅÍru-pÅyanaiÓ pËjayan
gosvÅmi-prabaro gadÅdhara-vibhËr-bhËyÅt mad-ekÅ-gatiÓ

“On the shore of the broad blue ocean,
GadÅdhara PaˆÎita used to read ßrÈmad-BhÅgavatam
to ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu, who was suffering
from the great internal pain of separation from
Himself (Krishna). GadÅdhara PaˆÎita supplied the
wine of kÂ›ˆa-lÈlÅ to intoxicate his afflicted friend
and give Him relief. As he read, tears would fall
from his eyes like flower offerings onto the pages of
ßrÈmad-BhÅgavatam. May the pleasure of that brilliant personality, GadÅdhara PaˆÎita, the best of
the GoswÅmÈs, be my only object in writing this
book.”
The title of this book is The Golden Volcano of
Divine Love. ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu felt a great
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pain of separation from Krishna which burned like
fire and was expressed as the ßik›Å›Êakam. This is
explained in Prema DhÅma Deva Stotram (54):
ÍrÈ-svarËpa-rÅya-sa⁄ga-gambhirÅntya-lÈlana˜
dvÅdaÍÅbda-banhi-garba-vipralambha-ÍÈlanam
rÅdhikÅdhirËÎha-bhÅva-kÅnti-kÂ›ˆa-kuñjara˜
prema-dhÅma-devam eva-naumi-gaura-sundaram

“Diving deep into the reality of His own beauty
and sweetness, Krishna stole the mood of RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ
and, garbing Himself in Her brilliant luster, appeared
as ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu. For the last twelve
years of His manifest pastimes, He was deeply
absorbed in the mood of union and separation and
shared His heart’s inner feelings with His most confidential devotees. In the agony of separation from
Krishna, volcanic eruptions of ecstasy flowed from His
heart, and His teachings, known as ßik›Å›Êakam,
appeared from His lips like streams of golden lava. I
fall at the feet of ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu, the
Golden Volcano of Divine Love.”
He was vomiting the fire of painful separation from
Krishna in the form of the ßik›Å›Êakam. Therefore, ßrÈ
Chaitanya MahÅprabhu is compared to a golden volcano and the ßik›Å›Êakam is compared to divine lava.
ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu has taught us that
separation is the highest principle in divinity. Just
as the most intense conception of ecstasy is associa-
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tion with Krishna, the most intense conception of
pain is separation from Krishna. Yet the pain felt
from Krishna’s separation is far more intense than
the ecstasy felt from His association. ßrÈman
MahÅprabhu says, “Can’t you understand the
painful situation you are in? Your senses must have
all been destroyed? Otherwise you would have died
from the pain of separation from Krishna. It is
inconceivable. We belong to Him wholesale. He is
all in all to us, but we can’t see Him. We are
forcibly separated from Him. How can we tolerate
this?” And Bhaktivinod †hÅkura once said, “I can’t
tolerate separation from Krishna any longer. I can
go on for only three or four more days, and then I
shall have to leave this body.”
To love Krishna means that we shall have to “die
to live.” In the beginning divine love seems like lava,
death, but really it is nectar, life. Many persons in this
ordinary world are also frustrated in love. They sometimes go mad and commit suicide because they can’t
tolerate the pain. But the pain which comes with separation from Krishna, although compared with lava, is
not injurious like lava. KavirÅja GoswÅmÈ explains:
bÅhye vi›ajvÅla haya, bhitare Ånandamaya,
kÂ›ˆa premara adbhuta carita

“The wonderful characteristic of divine love of
Krishna is that although externally, it works like fiery
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lava, internally it is like sweet nectar that fills the
heart with the greatest joy.”
Although he felt the greatest pain of separation
from Krishna, still, within His heart, ßrÈ Chaitanya
MahÅprabhu experienced the deepest ecstatic joy.
The ecstatic symptoms manifested by ßrÈ Chaitanya
MahÅprabhu have never been found in the history
of the world or even expressed in any scripture. In
Him, we find the highest conception of the
Ultimate Reality. This is explained in my Prema
DhÅma Deva Stotram (66):
Åtma-siddha-sÅva lÈlÅ-pËrna-saukhya-lak›ana˜
svÅnubhÅva-matta-nÂtya-kÈrtanÅtma-vanÊanam
advayaika-lak›ya-pËrˆa-tattva-tat-parÅtpara˜
prema-dhÅma-devam eva naumi gaura-sundaram

“This is the all-conquering conclusion. The highest conception of the Ultimate Reality must also be the highest
form of ananda, ecstasy. ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu is
Krishna, ecstasy Himself, tasting His own sweetness and
dancing in ecstatic joy. His own Holy Name is the cause
of His ecstasy, expressed as dancing, and the Holy Name
is the effect of His ecstasy, expressed as chanting. The
cause is the effect. The dynamo is creating ecstatic energy which makes Him dance, and His chanting distributes
that ecstasy to others.”
In this way, by every word from His lotus mouth
and every gesture and movement of His beautiful
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golden figure, ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu performs
His ecstatic pastimes of divine love.

rÈla Bhakti Sundar Govinda Dev-GoswÅmÈ MahÅrÅj
appeared in this world on December 17th, 1929 at
Bamanpara, a small rural village in the Burdwan district of
West Bengal. He joined the Sri Chaitanya Saraswat Math in
1947 when he was seventeen years old. A few weeks later, ßrÈla
Bhakti Rak›ak ßrÈdhar Dev-GoswÅmÈ MahÅrÅj surprised everyone by announcing that his young disciple would later become
his successor.
ßrÈla ßrÈdhar MahÅrÅj himself saw to ßrÈla Govinda
MahÅrÅj’s education, and had him properly trained in Sanskrit
grammar and composition, as well as the conclusions of the
ßÅstras (Vedic literatures). From the beginning, ßrÈla Govinda
MahÅrÅj demonstrated a remarkable memory and the ability to
learn quickly just by hearing. Later, he was sent to Calcutta,
where he stayed with Srila A.C. Bhaktivedanta SwÅmÈ MahÅrÅj
and learned Bhagavad-gÈtÅ from him. ßrÈla Govinda MahÅrÅj has
always shown the ability to properly represent the profound siddhÅnta, or spiritual conclusions of his teachers, and many of the
prominent disciples and followers of Srila BhaktisiddhÅnta
SaraswatÈ †hÅkur had much appreciation for him and bestowed
their blessings upon him.
On March 26th, 1986, ßrÈla ßrÈdhar MahÅrÅj formally gave
his chair to ßrÈla Govinda MahÅrÅj and personally seated him
as his successor and the ÅchÅrya (preceptor and guardian) of the
Sri Chaitanya Saraswat Math. ßrÈla Govinda MahÅrÅj has also
traveled extensively throughout the world; everywhere devotees and scholars alike have appreciated the profound insight
and beauty of his teachings. Like his spiritual master, he has
attracted many people by his strong common sense, profound
intelligence, and disinterested, or nonsectarian nature. Today,
with many centers and disciples, and books published in a variety of languages, ßrÈla Govinda MahÅrÅj has become the leader
of a flourishing worldwide Krishna consciousness mission.

ß

rÈla ßrÈdhar MahÅrÅj is the foremost pure devotee and is the
patriarch of the followers of ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu. He
is an intimate disciple and eternal associate of ßrÈla
BhaktisiddhÅnta SaraswatÈ †hÅkura, the founder-ÅchÅrya of ßrÈ
GauÎiya MaÊh who masterminded a spiritual revolution to inundate the world with Krishna consciousness. Noted for his wonderful ability to draw out the inner meaning of the scriptures,
ßrÈla ßrÈdhar MahÅrÅj once composed a poem describing the
ontological positions of ßrÈla Bhaktivinod †hÅkura and the line
of disciplic succession stemming from ßrÈ Chaitanya
MahÅprabhu. ßrÈla BhaktisiddhÅnta SaraswatÈ was so pleased
with his poem that he remarked, ßrÈdhar MahÅrÅj is carrying the
conception of Bhaktivinod †hÅkura. Now, I am satisfied that
although I may go, at least one man will remain behind who can
represent my conclusions.”
As he prepared to leave this mortal world, ßrÈla
BhaktisiddhÅnta SaraswatÈ expressed his desire to fix his consciousness on the lotus feet of ßrÈ RËpa MañjarÈ. He called his
beloved disciple ßrÈla ßrÈdhar MahÅrÅj to his bedside and
requested him to sing the famous song of Narottama DÅsa
†hÅkura, ßrÈ RËpa MañjarÈ Pada. At that time, in what has been
described as a ‘power transmission,’ he gave ßrÈla ßrÈdhar
MahÅrÅj entrance into the eternal entourage of ßrÈ RËpa
MañjarÈ. According to ßrÈla ßrÈdhar MahÅrÅj’s vision, however,
he was posted as the gatekeeper, the guardian of devotion
(Bhakti Rak›aka), to protect the storehouse of conclusive truths
about the full-fledged theistic conception of ßrÈ Krishna, Reality
the Beautiful as presented in ßrÈmad-BhÅgavatam and preached
by ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu and the line of disciplic succession that has descended from Him, known as the ßrÈ Chaitanya
Saraswat SampradÅya.

ß
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ßrÈla Bhakti Rak›aka ßrÈdhar Deva GoswÅmÈ MahÅrÅj

rÈ NityÅnanda Prabhu. By the grace of NityÅnanda
Prabhu we develop our attraction for ßrÈ GaurÅ⁄ga.
NityÅnanda Prabhu helps us consolidate the foundation on
which we can progress further. His mercy sometimes
exceeds the mercy of ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu. He
won’t allow even those who want to avoid Krishna consciousness to escape. If someone says, “I don’t want it,”
NityÅnanda Prabhu won’t allow it. He will say, “No! You
must want it. I request you earnestly—take it! Use it and
you will be able to feel the value of Krishna consciousness.” He used to roam about here and there, rolling in the
dust with tears in His eyes saying, “Take the name of
GaurÅ⁄ga and I will be sold to you.”
By His mercy, even the most fallen souls can attain the
supreme goal. He is the most generous-hearted aspect of
guru-tattva, so we must bow down our head to Him, accept
His holy feet, and surrender to Him.

ß

ßrÈ NityÅnanda Prabhu

rÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu is the Supreme Absolute
Truth in its fullest and most dynamic expression. The
influence of RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ over Krishna has transformed Him
into a devotee, and He is searching Himself. Krishna—the
personification of ecstasy and beauty—is mad in tasting
His own internal nectar. His dancing indicates that he is
full of ecstasy, and His sa⁄kÈrtana movement is the distribution of that ecstasy to others.

ß

ßrÈ Krishna Chaitanya MahÅprabhu

His Divine Grace
ßrÈla Bhakti Sundar Govinda Dev-GoswÅmÈ MahÅrÅj

ßrÈ ßrÈ RÅdhÅ and Krishna

rÈ ßrÈ RÅdhÅ and Krishna. ßrÈ Krishna is the fountainhead of all pleasure, ecstasy Himself, and SrÈmati
RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ is the embodiment of ecstatic love of Godhead.
RÅdhÅ and Krishna are one and the same, but They have
assumed two forms. Thus They enjoy each other, tasting
the mellows of divine love. The service of ßrÈ ßrÈ RÅdhÅ
and Krishna in VÂndÅvana can be attained only by unalloyed devotion to the lotus feet of ßrÈ ßrÈ Guru and
GaurÅ⁄ga.

ß

Part 1

The Life
of
ßrÈ Chaitanya
MahÅprabhu

THE
GOLDEN AVATAR
n the teachings of KarabhÅjana ®›i we find mention of the different incarnations for different ages
(yugÅvatÅras). In DvÅpara-yuga, the yugÅvatÅra is
mentioned as follows:

I

dvÅpare bhagavÅn ÍyÅmaÓ
pÈta-vÅsÅ nijÅyudhaÓ
ÍrÈvatsÅdibhir a⁄kaiÍ ca
lak›aˆair upalak›itaÓ

“In DvÅpara-yuga, Lord Krishna appears with the
color of a dark rain cloud, wearing lightning-colored
garments. He is decorated with beautiful ornaments,
His chest bears the mark of ßrÈvatsa, and He carries
His own weapons.”
After the description of the yugÅvatÅra of
DvÅpara-yuga, KarabhÅjana R›i mentions the kaliyugÅvatÅra:

29
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iti dvÅpara urv-ÈÍa
stuvanti jagad-ÈÍvaram
nÅnÅ-tantra-vidhÅnena
kalÅv api tathÅ ÍÂˆu

He says, “O King, up to DvÅpara-yuga, I have finished describing the incarnations for different ages
who come to remind the people of the most appropriate duty for their age. They come and tell us, ‘If you
do this, you will get the greatest benefit.’ O King,
after the DvÅpara age is finished, the age of Kali
comes. The incarnation for the age of Kali has been
mentioned in many places in the scriptures, and now
I am just going to explain that information to you.”
(S.B. 11.5.31)
Then he says:
kÂ›ˆa-varˆa˜ tvi›Å ’kÂ›ˆa˜
sÅ⁄gopÅ⁄gÅstra-pÅr›adam
yajñaiÓ sa⁄kÈrtana-prÅyair
yajanti hi su-medhasaÓ

In a suppressed way, this verse explains the advent
of ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu. The ordinary meaning
of kÂ›ˆa-varˆam is “of a black color.” But tvisÅ ’kÂ›ˆam
means “His luster is not black.” “Accompanied by His
associates, He is worshipped by the process of sa⁄kÈrtana, the chanting of the Holy Name of Krishna, and
those of sharp intellect will perform this kind of worship.”
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JÈva GoswÅmÈ explains the meaning of this verse
in his own parallel verse:
antaÓ kÂ›ˆa˜ bahir gaura˜
darÍitÅ⁄gÅdi-vaibhavam
kalau sa⁄kÈrtanÅdyaiÓ sma
kÂ›ˆa-caitanyam ÅÍritÅÓ

“I take shelter of ßrÈ Krishna Chaitanya
MahÅprabhu, who is outwardly of a golden complexion, but is inwardly Krishna Himself. In this age of
Kali, He displays His expansions while performing
congregational chanting of the Holy Name of
Krishna. That He is blackish within means that internally He is Krishna; that He is golden without means
that He has accepted the mood of ßrÈmatÈ RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ.
In the age of Kali, that Golden Lord is seen accompanied by His expansions, associates, and intimate
devotees performing sa⁄kÈrtana.”
Someone may argue that the meaning of kÂ›ˆavarˆa˜ is that His color is black and His luster is also
black. But how is this possible? That would be redundant.
The conjunction between the words tvisÅ and akÂ›ˆam
mean that His color is kÂ›ˆa, black, but His luster is
akÂ›ˆa: not black. Then, someone might say, “Not black
does not necessarily mean golden. Why should it mean
golden?” The answer is found in ßrÈmad-BhÅgavatam.
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Once Vasudeva sent the astrologer-priest Garga ®›i
to VÂndÅvana to perform the name-giving ceremony for
Krishna. At that time, Garga ®›i came to the house of
Nanda MahÅrÅja and explained that Vasudeva had sent
him. He said, “Your child is now a little grown up and
the name-giving ceremony must be performed.” At that
time, he spoke the following verse:
Åsan varˆÅs trayo hy asya
gÂhˆato ’nuyuga˜ tanËÓ
Íuklo raktas tathÅ pÈta
idÅnÈ˜ kÂ›ˆatÅ˜ gataÓ

“In past incarnations, this boy has appeared with
different complexions: white, red, and gold, according
to the particular age in which He appeared. Now He
has assumed this blackish color.”
He said, “Krishna comes in a white color in Satyayuga, red in Treta-yuga, and He also comes with a
golden complexion. Now in this DvÅpara-yuga He has
come in a black color.” So the reference to the golden
color (pÈta) is found here, because only that color has
been left for this present age of Kali. There is another
reference to this golden color in the Upanishads: yadÅ
paÍyaÓ paÍyate rukma-varˆam: “Krishna, the Supreme
Brahman, appears in a golden form.” Rukma-varˆam
means golden. And here also, non-black means golden.
Krishna wanted to come as the incarnation for
this age of Kali, as well as to fulfill His promise in
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VÂndÅvana: “ I shall chant the glory of the gopÈs, especially of RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ. I shall chant Her name, Her
glory, and roll in the dust of the earth!” But
RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ said, “I won’t allow Your body to roll in the
dust of this earth. I shall cover You with my luster.”
Both the mood as well as the luster of RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ capture Krishna when He comes here in Kali-yuga. And
this does not occur in all Kali-yugas, but only in a special Kali-yuga.
In all the days of BrahmÅ, in every yuga, the
yugÅvatÅra comes, but Krishna appears only once in a
day of BrahmÅ, or once every 4.3 billion years. At
that time, the Original Personality of Godhead
(svaya˜ bhagavÅn) appears along with His abodes,
VÂndÅvana and NavadwÈpa. And Krishna and
MahÅprabhu do not come here alone, but They come
with Their paraphernalia and suitable companions.

And in this age of Kali, He performs a double
function: He preaches nÅma-sa⁄kÈrtana, and more
importantly, He assumes the mood of RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ to
taste His own sweetness, rasa. He is rasa Himself.
Krishna thinks, “What is the intensity of the finest
rasa in Me? I would like to taste that.” But only devotees can taste that, so He took the position of
RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ to taste Himself as Krishna, the central,
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final and perfect abode of rasa. Only RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ can
taste the maximum rasa, so He has to take Her nature,
Her mood and temperament to taste His own intrinsic
ecstasy. For that reason He descended. His first duty
was to spread nÅma-sa⁄kÈrtana, and the secondary,
internal, private duty was to perform svabhajana-vibhajana, to taste His own intrinsic ecstasy in the mood of
RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ. In PurÈ, with RÅmÅnanda RÅya, SvarËpa
DÅmodara, and other intimate associates, He tasted
that great ocean of union in separation continuously
for twelve years. In His last twelve years, He passed
His time only in the process of tasting that mellow.
That incarnation is generally worshipped by
sa⁄kÈrtana. Without sa⁄kÈrtana, GaurÅ⁄ga and His
paraphernalia cannot be worshipped. He is the propounder of sa⁄kÈrtana, He loves sa⁄kÈrtana, and He gets
satisfaction only by sa⁄kÈrtana. Only those who have
sufficient merit (sukÂtivÅn), will worship Him by this
process. The common mob cannot join this campaign.
Those who have good guidance internally, good fortune, can catch the very gist of truth and engage in
this process of nama-sa⁄kÈrtana.

A rubbish-brain cannot detect what is right or
wrong, or how precious this is. He cannot understand
or follow this higher line of thought. A man should
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be judged by his ideal, his aspiration for higher things.
If the ideal is great, the man is great. What should be
the highest ideal? Love. Love is the supreme thing. It
is the most rare and precious thing. Divine love and
beauty is the highest thing ever known to the world,
and those who can catch this are really possessed of
good intellect (su-medhasaÓ). And one who possesses
this highest ideal should be considered a man of higher order. He alone can understand and practice sa⁄kÈrtana. He alone can take to this path, this process of
satisfying the Supreme Being by chanting the Holy
Name of the Lord.

This is mentioned in ßrÈmad-BhÅgavatam, as well
as in the MahÅbharata and other Vedic scriptures.
KarabhÅjana ®›i, the last of the nine great yogis, has
given us a clue to understand ßrÈ Chaitanya
MahÅprabhu as the special incarnation for the age.
He has mentioned the incarnation for this age of Kali
in a mystic way. We may think, why has this not been
described very plainly? So many avatÅras are clearly
described, but when ßrÈmad-BhÅgavatam describes ßrÈ
Chaitanya MahÅprabhu as the incarnation for the age
of Kali, it is discussed in a mystic way. The answer is
found in the teachings of PrahlÅda MahÅrÅja, who
says, “O Lord, one of Your names is Triyuga, meaning
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one who incarnates in three ages—Satya, TretÅ, and
DvÅpara—but not in Kali. And why? Because the
incarnation for the age of Kali is in disguise (chhannaÓ
kalau yad abhavas tri-yugo ’tha sa tvam).” Here we find
the key to this mystic way of representing ßrÈ
Chaitanya MahÅprabhu to the fortunate and intelligent circle (su-medhasaÓ), that ordinary people may
not have any clue.
dhyeya˜ sadÅ paribhava-ghnam abhÈ›Êa-doha˜
tÈrthÅspada˜ Íiva-viriñci-nuta˜ Íaraˆyam
bhÂtyÅrti-ha˜ praˆata-pÅla bhavÅbdhi-pota˜
vande mahÅ-puru›a te caraˆÅravindam

“O MahÅprabhu, Your lotus feet are the highest
object of meditation, for they not only destroy the
pain of material existence, but they bestow the greatest fulfillment to all souls who take shelter beneath
them. Your lotus feet even purify all saintly persons
and holy places. Lord ßiva and Lord BrahmÅ aspire to
take shelter beneath Your lotus feet. O MahÅprabhu,
You give shelter to all who simply bow down before You.
You relieve all the miseries of Your surrendered servants.
In the grand ship of Your lotus feet, we can cross over
this ocean of material miseries. O MahÅprabhu, I bow
down before Your lotus feet.”
After mentioning the incarnation of Godhead for
the age of Kali, ßrÈmad-BhÅgavatam suddenly begins
this song in praise of that great yugÅvatÅra, ßrÈ

The Pañcha-tattva. ßrÈ Krishna Chaitanya, NityÅnanda Prabhu,
ßrÈ Advaita åchÅrya, ßrÈ GadÅdhara PaˆÎita, and ßrÈvÅsa †hÅkura

Krishna Chaitanya MahÅprabhu. With a grand voice
the BhÅgavatam has come to sing the praise of that
guide for Kali-yuga. This follows the verse which
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hints at the avatÅra of Kali-yuga. KÂ›ˆa-varˆa˜ means
one who is always describing Krishna, who always has
on his lips the words “Krishna, Krishna, Krishna.”
Another meaning of this expression is “One who is
Krishna Himself, but whose luster is not black.” If we
look deeply, we shall find that hidden beneath His
golden luster is the blackish body of Krishna. With
His own paraphernalia He has come to this plane,
and service to Him is performed only by sa⁄kÈrtana,
divine sound in mass prayer. By that symptom we can
recognize His divine position.
ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu is a hidden incarnation;
He comes in disguise. Such an avatÅra is worshipped by
the divinely intellectual. In this way, the ßrÈmadBhÅgavatam first describes that uncommon, extraordinary personality, ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu, in a mystic
way and then proclaims His nobility and greatness.
The ßrÈmad-BhÅgavatam explains, “That same personality who came as RÅmachandra and Krishna has
again appeared. He has come to direct you to the real
fulfillment of life. He is drawing the sweetest nectar
from above for the sake of everyone. Only meditate
on Him and all your troubles will be finished. He is
the agent purifying all the holy places of pilgrimage
and saintly persons by His touch, by His sa⁄kÈrtana, by
His drawing the highest things down from the highest
plane. And even BrahmÅ and ßiva, puzzled by His
noble gift, will begin to praise Him. They will eagerly
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aspire to take shelter under His lotus feet in surrender.
The pains of all who come to serve Him will be
removed, and their inner necessities will be fulfilled.
And He will take care of those who take shelter of
Him; they will be given protection as well as everything they may need. In this world where mortality
rules, where we are continually experiencing the undesirable changes of repeated birth and death, in this area
where no one wants to live, a great ship will come for
us and take us within and carry us away from this
unpleasant position. Let us fall at the feet of that great
personality who comes to give the highest nectar.”
The ßrÈmad-BhÅgavatam continues:
tyaktvÅ su-dustyaja-surepsita-rÅjya-lak›mÈ˜
dharmi›Êha Årya-vacasÅ yad agÅd araˆyam
mÅyÅ-mÂgam dayitayepsitam anvadhÅvad
vande mahÅ-puru›a te caraˆÅravindam

“O Supreme Lord, You gave up the goddess of
fortune and Her great opulence, which is most difficult to abandon, and is sought after even by the
gods. In order to perfectly establish the principles of
religion, You left for the forest to honor the brÅhmaˆa’s curse. To deliver the sinful souls who chase
illusory pleasures, You search after them and award
them Your devotional service. At the same time,
You are engaged in search of Yourself, in search for
ßrÈ Krishna: reality the beautiful.”
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ßrÈla ViÍvanÅtha ChakravartÈ †hÅkura has given
his explanation that although it seems that this verse
applies to Lord RÅmachandra, who left His kingdom
and went with SÈtÅdevÈ to the forest to discharge the
duties designed by his father, this also applies to ßrÈ
Chaitanya MahÅprabhu. ViÍvanÅtha ChakravartÈ
†hÅkura has drawn out the internal meaning of this
verse and applied it in the case of Chaitanya
MahÅprabhu. TyaktvÅ su-dustyaja-surepsita-rÅjyalak›mÈ˜ means He left imperial prosperity which is
hard to abandon. Generally we find this in the case of
Lord RÅmachandra, but ViÍvanÅtha ChakravartÈ
†hÅkura says that surepsita-rÅjya-lak›mÈ˜ means the
valuable devotional company of Vi›ˆupriyÅ-devÈ.
That may not appear to be a materially big thing, but
the dedication that Vi›ˆupriyÅ has shown in Her
heart for ßrÈman MahÅprabhu is greater than any
imperial standard. And He had to leave that behind.
Such a standard of sacrifice and service is never found
even among the great society of the gods. For the sake
of the public welfare, He had to ignore the serving,
loving attitude of Vi›ˆupriyÅ.

This verse mentions the curse of a brÅhmaˆa.
That brÅhmaˆa told ßrÈman MahÅprabhu, “I want to
participate in your nocturnal kÈrtanas in which You
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taste kÂ›ˆa-lÈlÅ, but the doors are closed.” When ßrÈman MahÅprabhu used to perform kÈrtana and taste
the vraja-lÈlÅ of Krishna, he did so behind closed
doors in deep night. But this brÅhmaˆa thought himself a very qualified, religious person because he lived
by only drinking milk and nothing else, so he said, “I
must have entrance into that kÈrtana. I do not eat
anything but milk; why should I not be allowed?” ßrÈ
Chaitanya MahÅprabhu replied, “Milk drinking is no
qualification for entering into Krishna consciousness.” The brÅhmaˆa said, “Then I curse You to lose
your family life!” “All right,” MahÅprabhu said and
accepted the curse. And later He took sannyÅsa and
chased after those who were misguided by MÅyÅdevÈ
in order to save them. At the same time, although
He is Krishna, He accepted the mood of ßrÈmatÈ
RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ. For these two reasons, He left his apparently worldly life: He acted for the welfare of the
public and, after finishing that work, spent the next
twelve years tasting the very inner aspiration of ßrÈmatÈ RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ and searching after His own inner
sweetness. This was what He came to show to the
world. In this mystic way, ßrÈmad-BhÅgavatam has
proclaimed the magnanimous appearance of ßrÈ
Chaitanya MahÅprabhu.

A
MYSTERIOUS
INCARNATION
fter ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu took sannyÅsa, He
went to live in JagannÅtha PurÈ. There, he converted the greatest scholar of the day, SÅrvabhauma
BhaÊÊÅchÅrya. After meeting ßrÈ Chaitanya
MahÅprabhu, the great scholar SÅrvabhauma
BhaÊÊÅchÅrya questioned his brother-in-law GopÈnÅtha
åchÅrya about the avatÅra of the present age Kali-yuga.
GopÈnÅtha had been living in NavadwÈpa, and he was a
follower of ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu. In his own way,
SÅrvabhauma began to praise ßrÈ Chaitanya
MahÅprabhu as a beautiful man and a great scholar.
“I have great attraction for Him,” he said, “But I
don’t think it wise that at such a young age He has
taken sannyÅsa, the renounced order of life. He has
such a long life ahead of Him; how will He be able to
keep up the dignity of the life of a sannyÅsi, a life of
renunciation? I can’t sit by and do nothing. I like this
boy very much. I shall have to help Him as a
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guardian, so that He may not lose His prestige by giving up sannyÅsa, attracted by the fascination of worldly pleasures.”
GopÈnÅtha could not tolerate all this guardianlike advice. He told SÅrvabhauma, “This young
man, who is very beautiful, charming, and scholarly,
has attracted your attention, and you want to
become His guardian to keep up the purity of His
life. Do you think you will have to help Him? What
do you mean by saying all these things? Don’t you
know that He is really the incarnation of Godhead
for this age? He is the avatÅra for Kali-yuga; He
inaugurated the yuga-dharma of nÅma-sa⁄kÈrtana in
NavadwÈpa, and His appearance is mentioned in the
scriptures.” SÅrvabhauma replied, “No, no! You are
not talking to an ordinary person. Don’t think that
you can say whatever you like and I will accept it. I
am a hard nut to crack. What are you saying? There
is no kali-yuga-avatÅra. One of the names of Vi›ˆu
mentioned in the Vi›ˆu-sahasra-nÅma in the
MahÅbhÅrata is Triyuga, ‘The Lord who appears only
in three ages.’ That means that the Lord has no
incarnation in Kali-yuga except Kalki, who is a pastime incarnation and not the yugÅvatÅra, the incarnation for the age.” GopÈnÅtha replied, “You think
yourself so learned, but although you have studied
all the scriptures, and are so proud of your learning,
the MahÅbhÅrata and ßrÈmad-BhÅgavatam are the
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main scriptures of the followers of eternal religious
principles, and still you have no particular knowledge about that.”

At that time, GopÈnÅtha åchÅrya quoted passages from the ßrÈmad-BhÅgavatam and MahÅbhÅrata
(kÂ›ˆa-varˆa˜ tvisÅ ’kÂ›ˆa˜, suvarˆa-varˆa hemÅ⁄go).
In this way, he pressed his point: “Here we find the
direct avatÅra for the age of Kali. He has appeared to
spread nÅma-sa⁄kÈrtana. He is not a man, but the
Supreme Lord, Krishna Himself.” SÅrvabhauma said,
“No, no. Go away. Mind your own business. Don’t
think that you can instruct me.” And in this way
they argued.
Later, SÅrvabhauma BhaÊÊÅchÅrya told ßrÈ
Chaitanya MahÅprabhu, “I would like to teach You
VedÅnta philosophy, so that You can keep up the
standard of Your renunciation. I will teach You that
this world is nothing, so that You never feel any
charm to again enter into mundane life.” ßrÈ
Chaitanya MahÅprabhu said, “Yes, you are my
guardian. Whatever you say, I must do. I will come
and learn VedÅnta philosophy from you at whatever
time is suitable for you.
Then GopÈnÅtha åchÅrya told ßrÈ Chaitanya
MahÅprabhu, “SÅrvabhauma is saying this because
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he doesn’t know Your real identity.” ßrÈman
MahÅprabhu replied, “Why are you speaking against
him? He is My guardian. He was My father’s classmate, so he has great affection for Me. It is out of
affection that he poses himself as My guardian and
looks after My welfare. I don’t find any fault in
that.”

In a few days, ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu began
to hear VedÅnta from SÅrvabhauma BhaÊÊÅchÅrya,
and as SÅrvabhauma would speak, He would remain
silent like a good boy, as if He were hearing with a
submissive attitude. But after he had been teaching
ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu for seven days,
SÅrvabhauma had some doubt in his mind. He
thought, “What is the matter? I am such a great
scholar in VedÅnta and logic, and I am trying my
best with all my intelligence to put before Him the
inner meaning of VedÅnta, but I draw no response
from Him. He is only quietly attending my discourse as if He is deaf and dumb. And I can’t say
that He does not understand me, for He has a sharp
intellect. I am sure of this, but still He gives no
appreciation, no response whatsoever. He raises no
question and gives no indication whether He
understands or not—nothing of the kind. Then
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what am I doing?” He could not keep to himself
any longer. He put the question straight to the
Lord: “For more than seven days I have been
explaining the inner meaning of VedÅnta to You.
Many sannyÅsis come to me to learn about VedÅnta,
but You don’t have any question about my talk, my
explanation? You maintain a strange and wonderful
silence. What is the reason?

Then, ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu revealed
Himself. He said, “SÅrvabhauma, what you explain is
on the basis of ßa⁄kara’s philosophy, but I heard that
it was by the order of the Lord that ßa⁄karÅchÅrya
concealed the real purpose of VedÅnta. Its author,
VyÅsadeva, is a completely theistic person, and he has
prepared this VedÅnta, but what you say is all based
on atheistic scholarship.”
SÅrvabhauma was a very intelligent man. He realized, “In a very gentle way, He wants to tell me that
what I am explaining is all bogus. I am laboring diligently to explain VedÅnta to my utmost capacity for
the last seven days, and now He shows His true colors
and says that what I am explaining is all false. What is
He saying?” Still, in a gentlemanly way, SÅrvabhauma
with some hesitation asked ßrÈman MahÅprabhu,
“You say that what I have been explaining for the last
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seven days is all unsubstantial and unreal. Then can
You give the proper meaning? If this is all improper
and false, then what is the real meaning of VedÅnta?”
ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu humbly replied, “If you
order Me to explain VedÅnta, I will try. The sËtras or
codes of VedÅnta are lustrous in themselves. They are
self-evident. The proper reading of the sutras leads
towards Parabrahman, Krishna.” ßrÈ Chaitanya
MahÅprabhu began with this introduction. He said
that ßrÈmad-BhÅgavatam is the real explanation and
commentary on VedÅnta. It is mentioned in the
Garuda PurÅˆa:
artho ’ya˜ brahma-sËtrÅˆÅ˜
bhÅratÅrtha-vinirˆayaÓ
gÅyatrÈ-bhÅ›ya-rËpo ’sau
vedÅrtha-paribÂ˜hitaÓ

“ßrÈmad-BhÅgavatam represents the real purport of
VedÅnta-sËtra. And although it is very difficult to
draw out the real purpose of the one-hundred-thousand-verse epic MahÅbhÅrata, the great history of the
world, ßrÈmad-BhÅgavatam has come to give its real
meaning. The mother of all Vedic knowledge is the
GÅyatrÈ mantra. ßrÈmad-BhÅgavatam gives the gist of
GÅyatrÈ in a very full-fledged way. And the supplementary truths of the Vedas are also found within ßrÈmad-BhÅgavatam.” Therefore, VedÅnta must be
explained in the line of the truth which has been
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expressed in the ßrÈmad-BhÅgavatam. Only then can
the real meaning be understood.

When ßrÈman MahÅprabhu mentioned ßrÈmadBhÅgavatam, SÅrvabhauma, being a learned paˆÎita
could not deny its validity. He said, “Yes, I also like
ßrÈmad-BhÅgavatam. And I especially like this one
very beautiful verse. At that time, SÅrvabhauma, to
regain lost prestige, began to explain the ÅtmÅrÅma
verse of ßrÈmad-BhÅgavatam:
ÅtmÅrÅmÅÍ ca munayo
nirgranthÅ apy urukrame
kurvanty ahaitukÈ˜ bhaktim
ittham-bhËta guˆo hariÓ

“Even the liberated souls fully satisfied in the self
are irresistibly attracted by the superexcellent qualities of Krishna and surrender to Him with unalloyed
devotion.”
SÅrvabhauma explained this verse in nine different ways, while ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu, as before,
sat silently hearing. After he had finished his explanation, SÅrvabhauma thought that he had regained
his position to a certain extent. Still, as a courtesy, he
asked ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu, “Are You satisfied
with this explanation? If You can give any more light
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to this verse, I will listen to that.” ßrÈ Chaitanya
MahÅprabhu told him, “If you order me, I may try.”
Then He gave eighteen different types of explanations of that verse, leaving aside the nine already
given by SÅrvabhauma.
At that time, while listening to the explanation of
ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu, SÅrvabhauma gradually
saw that he was losing his position. His pride was finished. Astounded, he thought, “This youth, this
young boy, is not an ordinary person. No ordinary
intellect can refute my arguments. Leaving aside all of
my attempts to explain this verse, He gave eighteen
wonderful explanations of this particular verse. What
is this? Such consistent, irresistible, devotional, and
beautiful explanations are coming, superseding all
those that with great energy and effort I explained.
No human being can surpass my explanations. No
human intellect can cross mine. This is a different
sort of explanation. It is all-encompassing. But it is
coming from this young boy? What is this?”

Gradually, he lost his faith in himself and became
baffled. He recalled how GopÈnÅtha åchÅrya had said
that ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu was not a human being
and thought, “It is not possible for a human to explain
things in this way—it is something supernatural.” Then

Mystic Revelation. ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu reveals Himself as
NÅrÅyaˆa and Krishna to SÅrvabhauma BhaÊÊÅchÅrya.

ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu revealed to SÅrvabhauma
His spiritual position as NÅrÅyÅˆa and Krishna combined. In a trance, SÅrvabhauma saw all these things
and fell at the Lord’s feet, and almost completely lost
consciousness.
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When he arose from his trance, he found that boy
still sitting there like a student with great humility.
Then ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu asked him, “May I
go for today?” SÅrvabhauma said, “Yes, you may go
now.” The Lord went away, and SÅrvabhauma
remained there. After some time, he recovered, and
began to think, “What have I seen? Four-handed
NÅrÅyÅˆa, then Krishna playing the flute! I was not
defeated by a man—that is my solace. SÅrvabhauma
become a changed man and composed two verses:
vairÅgya-vidyÅ-nija-bhakti-yogaÍik›Årtham ekaÓ puru›aÓ purÅˆaÓ
ÍrÈ-kÂ›ˆa-caitanya-ÍarÈra-dhÅrÈ
kÂpÅmbudhir yas tam aha˜ prapadye

“I surrender unto the lotus feet of ßrÈ Krishna
Chaitanya MahÅprabhu, who is an ocean of mercy.
He is the Original Personality of Godhead, Krishna,
and has descended to teach us the real meaning of
knowledge, renunciation, and devotion to Him.”
kÅlÅn na›Êa˜ bhakti-yoga˜ nija˜ yaÓ
prÅdu›kartu˜ kÂ›ˆa-caitanya-nÅmÅ
ÅvirbhËtas tasya pÅdÅravinde
gÅÎham gÅÎham lÈyatÅ˜ citta-bhÂ⁄gaÓ

“Let the honeybee of my mind dive deep into the
lotus feet of ßrÈ Krishna Chaitanya MahÅprabhu, who
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is the Supreme Personality of Godhead, Krishna
Himself. He has appeared to revive the path of unalloyed devotion, which had almost become lost due to
the influence of time.”

These two verses were composed by SÅrvabhauma
BhaÊÊÅchÅrya expressing that ßrÈ Chaitanya
MahÅprabhu is the Supreme Lord Himself. The next
day, early in the morning, ßrÈman MahÅprabhu, with
some prasÅdam from the JagannÅtha temple, ran to
SÅrvabhauma while he was still in bed. He cried in a
loud voice, “SÅrvabhauma, how wonderful is this
prasÅdam! It has a very extraordinary taste. Please
take it. I have come for you with this prasÅdam.”
SÅrvabhauma arose from bed as MahÅprabhu offered
him the prasÅdam, and he could not but accept it
without cleansing his mouth. Ordinarily a brÅhmaˆa
paˆÎita, early in the morning, will first cleanse his
mouth, bathe, offer different prayers, and only then
take prasÅdam. But when ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu
personally came and offered it to him with His own
hand, what could SÅrvabhauma do? He had to accept
that prasÅdam. ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu told him,
“We have previously experienced the taste of so many
things like ghee, rice, sweets, and spices. We all know
what flavors they have, but this is wonderful. This has
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touched the lips of Krishna Himself. It is extraordinarily wonderful and tasteful.” Then, SÅrvabhauma
eagerly ate that prasÅdam and began uttering some
mantras:
Íu›ka˜ paryu›ita˜ vÅpi
nÈtam vÅ dËra-deÍataÓ
prÅpti mÅtreˆa bhoktavya˜
nÅtra kÅla-vicÅraˆÅ

“One should take the mahÅ-prasÅda of ßrÈ Krishna
as soon as one receives it, without consideration of
time or place, even though it may be dried up, stale,
or brought from a distant country.”
na deÍa-niyamas tatra
na kÅla-niyamas tathÅ
prÅptam anna˜ druta˜ Íi›Êair
bhoktavya˜ harir abravÈt

“The prasÅda of ßrÈ Krishna is to be taken by gentleman as soon as it is received, without hesitation.
There are no regulative principles concerning time
and place. This is the order of the Supreme
Personality of Godhead.”

He took prasÅdam, and the Lord and servant
embraced one another and began to dance in ecstasy.
As they danced, the symptoms of ecstasy appeared in
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both of them. They perspired, trembled, and shed
tears. Absorbed in ecstatic love, ßrÈ Chaitanya
MahÅprabhu said, “Today, I have conquered the
whole world, for I have converted a scholar like
SÅrvabhauma BhaÊÊÅchÅrya. Now, he has so much
faith in mahÅ-prasÅda that without performing any
Vedic rituals, he took the prasÅdam. My mission is
successful!”
From that day on, Sarvabauma BhaÊÊÅchÅrya
knew nothing but the lotus feet of ßrÈ Chaitanya
MahÅprabhu, and could only explain the scriptures
with the conclusions of devotion. Seeing that
SÅrvabhauma had become a follower of ßrÈ Chaitanya
MahÅprabhu, GopÈnÅtha åchÅrya began to clap his
hands and dance. He said, “Well, SÅrvabhauma, what
do you think now?” SÅrvabhauma replied,
“GopÈnÅtha, you are my real friend, for it is by your
grace that I received the mercy of ßrÈ Chaitanya
MahÅprabhu.”

OF

FRIEND
THE FALLEN

lthough it is the duty of justice to seek qualifications, mercy has no such limits. Divine mercy
does not care for any qualifications, but is always
ready to compensate the weak and unfit. Only one
thing is required: our sincere eagerness to receive
mercy. In Chaitanya-caritÅmÂta it is said:

A

kÂ›ˆa-bhakti-rasa-bhÅvitÅ matiÓ
krÈyatÅ˜ yadi kuto’pi labhyate
tatra laulyam api mËlyam ekala˜
janma-koÊi-sukÂtair na labhyate

“Pure devotional service to Krishna cannot be
obtained by performing pious activities even for millions of births. It can be purchased only by paying one
price: intense eagerness. Wherever it is available, one
must purchase it immediately.” No qualifications from
one’s previous life will help one to attain Krishna consciousness; only eagerness and faith are important.
57
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And what is the effect of Krishna consciousness?
bhidyate hÂdaya-granthiÍ
chidyante sarva-sa˜ÍayÅÓ
k›Èyante cÅsya karmÅˆi
mayi dÂ›Êe ’khilÅtmani

“Our inner aspiration for rasa, ecstasy, is buried in
the heart and the heart is tied down and sealed. But
hearing and chanting the glories of Krishna breaks
the seal of the heart, and the heart awakens and
opens to receive Krishna: the reservoir of pleasure,
ecstasy Himself (raso vai sah, akhila-rasÅmÂta-murtiÓ).”

Our heart’s concern is with ecstasy, charm, and
sweetness. And this is felt by the heart, not by the
brain, so the heart has been given the most importance. The next effect is felt in the plane of knowledge. After getting a taste of divine sweetness, suspicion vanishes (rasa-varja˜ raso ’py asya para˜ dÂ›tvÅ
nivartate). When we have a taste of real ecstasy (rasa),
then all doubts are cleared. By getting a taste of
Krishna consciousness, the heart is captured and
when the heart is captured, the ecstasy of love of
Godhead, prema, begins to flow. Being satisfied, the
heart will say, “This is what I was searching for!”
Then, the brain will follow, thinking, “Yes, there can
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be no doubt, this is the highest goal of our search.
Dissolve everything else.” The heart will say, “I have
attained prema, divine love—this is the highest thing!
Stop all works from now on.” Then, karma will close
all its workshops. After coming in touch with Krishna
consciousness, the first result is that the heart awakens. When the heart is captured, the brain approves,
and our karma, energizing in the wrong direction,
stops. Krishna consciousness is the real wealth of the
heart.
It is the nature of divine mercy to extend itself
without caring for any law. The only consideration is
our eagerness to accept it. Mercy is offered in this way:
“Do you want this?” If we simply agree, “Yes, it is wonderful and most tasteful,” then we can have it. If our
prayer is genuine, then nothing else is required. It is a
simple transaction. If we want it, we will get it. Krishna
consciousness is most simple. Whether one is fit or
unfit is unimportant. Anyone who simply wants it may
have it.
And what of those who don’t want this divine
gift? For them, ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu distributed
special mercy though His most magnanimous canvassing agent, ßrÈ NityÅnanda Prabhu. NityÅnanda Prabhu
won’t allow even those who want to avoid Krishna
consciousness to escape. If someone says, “I don’t
want it,” NityÅnanda Prabhu won’t allow it. He will
say, “No! You must want it. I request you earnestly—
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take it! Use it and you will be able to feel the value of
Krishna consciousness.”
To capture the market, a clever merchant may distribute free samples of his product to his customers, saying, “Take one free! There is no question of paying any
price now. I am giving this away. Use it, and if you feel
the value, the utility of my product—buy it.” And then
afterwards everyone will purchase.

In a similar way, NityÅnanda Prabhu traveled
throughout Bengal making His humble appeal.
NityÅnanda Prabhu would knock at the door and fall
at the feet of His customers, crying, “Please accept
this! Don’t dismiss Me. Don’t drive Me away. Please
do what I say. Give all your attention to GaurÅ⁄ga
and you will be benefited beyond expectation. This is
My request to you.” He would shed tears, roll at their
door, and say, “You are reluctant to accept this, but
have no doubts. I implore you—take it! Believe Me.
Please accept GaurÅ⁄ga!” In this way, NityÅnanda
Prabhu used to wander down both sides of the
Ganges, roaming here and there and preaching about
ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu.
NityÅnanda Prabhu knows only GaurÅ⁄ga. He is
represented in kÂ›ˆa-lÈlÅ as Baladeva. Baladeva apparently performed the rÅsa-lÈlÅ, but at heart was only

The Two Lords, NityÅnanda Prabhu and ßrÈman MahÅprabhu

arranging rÅsa-lÈlÅ for Krishna: His nature shows the
experts of devotion that He is always dedicated to
Krishna. Otherwise He would not be Baladeva. He has
no individual thoughts for His own enjoyment; every
atom of His body is always eager to make arrangements
for the enjoyment of Krishna. In a similar way, every
atom of the body of NityÅnanda Prabhu is conscious
transcendental substance. And every atom of His body
is meant only for the service and satisfaction of ßrÈ
Chaitanya MahÅprabhu.

One day, MahÅprabhu’s mother, ßachÈdevÈ, had a
dream that Krishna and BalarÅma were on a throne
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and NityÅnanda Prabhu was addressing Baladeva,
“Come down from Your throne! Your days are over.
Now my Lord GaurÅ⁄ga will be installed.” Baladeva
refused: “No. I have My Lord—Krishna.” There was a
fight, but NityÅnanda Prabhu was stronger and He
took Baladeva down from the throne, saying, “Your
day has gone. Now the time for My master, GaurÅ⁄ga,
has come. You are a trespasser, a usurper—You must
come down.” And Baladeva could not defeat
NityÅnÅnda, who took Him down from the throne.
This is the nature of NityÅnanda Prabhu’s relationship with ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu. He has
nothing of His own; His everything is ßrÈ Chaitanya
MahÅprabhu. As Baladeva is to Krishna, NityÅnanda
Prabhu is to ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu. The aim of
ßrÈman MahÅprabhu’s descent was to distribute the
devotional service of VÂndÅvana most generously. On
the other hand, NityÅnanda Prabhu used to sing:
bhaja gaurÅ⁄ga, kaha gaurÅ⁄ga laha gaurÅ⁄ger nÅma
yei jana gaurÅ⁄ga bhaje sei ÅmÅra prÅˆa

“Worship GaurÅ⁄ga, speak of GaurÅ⁄ga, chant
GaurÅ⁄ga’s name. Whoever worships ßrÈ GaurÅ⁄ga is
My life and soul.” NityÅnanda Prabhu tried His best
to make the people at large accept ßrÈ Chaitanya
MahÅprabhu. What did He say? “Come straight to the
campaign of ßrÈ Chaitanya and you will safely attain
VÂndÅvana.”
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Of course, NavadwÈpa, the abode of ßrÈ Chaitanya
MahÅprabhu, is no less valuable than VÂndÅvana, the
abode of Krishna. The same rasa which is found in
VÂndÅvana is present in another feature in NavadwÈpa.
Some devotees have a special attraction for vÂndÅvanalÈlÅ, others have a special attraction for navadwÈpa-lÈlÅ,
and a third group represents both camps, but
NavadwÈpa is the most generous. In VÂndÅvana, the
pastimes of Krishna are confined to a confidential circle, but in NavadwÈpa, those pastimes are distributed.
Gaura-lÈlÅ is more generous than kÂ›ˆa-lÈlÅ.
In the Chaitanya-caritÅmÂta (Mad. 25.261),
KÂ›ˆadÅsa KavirÅja GoswÅmÈ explains his conception
of the difference between gaura-lÈlÅ and kÂ›ˆa-lÈlÅ:
kÂ›ˆa-lÈlÅmÂta-sÅra,
tÅra Íata Íata dhÅra,
daÍa-dike bahe yÅhÅ haite
se caitanya-lÈlÅ haya,
sarovara ak›aya,
mano-ha˜sa carÅha’ tÅhÅte

He says, “There is no doubt that we find the highest nectarine taste of rasa in kÂ›ˆa-lÈlÅ. But what is
gaura-lÈlÅ? In gaura-lÈlÅ, the nectar of kÂ›ˆa-lÈlÅ is not
confined to a limited circle, but is being distributed
on all sides. It is just as if from all ten sides of the nectarine lake of kÂ›ˆa-lÈlÅ hundreds of streams are flowing.”
Our highest aspiration is to achieve the service of
ßrÈmatÈ RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ, but in the beginning, we must
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approach ßrÈ NityÅnanda Prabhu through His manifest representation, the guru. NityÅnanda Prabhu consolidates the foundation which helps us progress further in devotion. Quick progress without a good foundation invites a negative reaction, so the mercy of
NityÅnanda Prabhu is our primary necessity. This
approach culminates in the service of ßrÈmatÈ
RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ (nitÅiyer-karuˆÅ habe braje rÅdhÅ-kÂ›ˆa
pÅbe).
To be reinstated as a servant of the servant to the
extreme degree is the philosophy of GauÎÈya
Vai›ˆavism. Our goal is not to become one with
Krishna—to receive service—we want to render service. The predominated moiety of the Absolute Truth
is negative potency—the energy that serves—and the
predominating moiety receives that service. Our best
interest will be reached when, according to our constitutional nature, we attain our position in the line of
servitors in the negative, predominated moiety; not
by considering ourselves one with the positive, predominating moiety.
By the grace of NityÅnanda Prabhu, we develop
our attraction for ßrÈ GaurÅ⁄ga. If we receive the
grace of ßrÈ GaurÅ⁄ga, we receive everything in the
highest degree. And that is the safest way to approach
RÅdhÅ-Govinda. If we try to achieve RÅdhÅ-Govinda
in some other way, our attempt will naturally be artificial and defective; if we approach RÅdhÅ-Govinda
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directly, avoiding ßrÈ GaurÅ⁄ga, there will be great
difficulty.

Therefore, we should invest all our energy in the
service of ßrÈ GaurÅ⁄ga. Then, we shall automatically
find ourselves being lifted towards the highest level.
PrabodhÅnanda Saraswati †hÅkur prays:
yathÅ yathÅ gaura-padÅravinde
vindeta bhakti˜ kÂta-puˆya-rÅÍiÓ
tathÅ tathotsarpati hÂdy akasmÅd
rÅdhÅ-padÅmbhoja-sudhÅmbhu-rÅÍiÓ

“As much as we devote ourselves to the lotus feet
of ßrÈ GaurÅ⁄ga, we will automatically achieve the
nectarine service of ßrÈmatÈ RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ in VÂndÅvan.”
An investment in NavadwÈpa DhÅma will automatically take one to VÂndÅvana. How one has been carried there will be unknown to him. But those who
have good fortune invest everything in the service of
GaurÅ⁄ga. If they do that, they will find that everything has automatically been offered to the Divine
Feet of ßrÈmatÈ RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ. She will accept them in
Her confidential service and give them engagement,
saying, “Oh, you have a good recommendation from
NavadwÈpa; I immediately appoint you to this service.” ßrÈmatÈ RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ is introduced in the form of
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GaurÅ⁄ga with the added element of magnanimity.
No selfish sensualism can enter our consideration of
the pastimes of ßrÈ GaurÅ⁄ga, for there He appears as
a sannyÅsÈ and a devotee.
Of course, if we are to analyze ßrÈ Chaitanya
MahÅprabhu, we shall find Krishna in the garb of
RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ. According to the impersonal philosophers, when negative and positive combine, they
become non-differentiated oneness, but Vai›ˆava
philosophy says that when both positive and negative aspects of Godhead are combined, personality is
not lost. Rather, in the garb of the negative, the positive is converted and begins searching for Himself in
the mood of the highest searcher. According to
Vai›ˆavism, when positive and negative combine,
they do not create equilibrium; rather their dynamic
character is always maintained. The combination of
RÅdhÅ and Govinda is ßrÈ GaurÅ⁄ga, and by the
grace of NityÅnanda Prabhu, we may be attracted to
ßrÈ GaurÅ⁄ga.

NityÅnanda Prabhu’s mercy sometimes exceeds
the mercy of ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu. Because it
may create a bad precedent, MahÅprabhu sometimes cannot accept certain fallen souls—He has to
consider their status as well as other things.
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NityÅnanda Prabhu’s mercy, however, does not care
for any unfavorable circumstances; His mercy is
very lavish and almost blind. He does not discriminate between different degrees of sinners. His
mercy is all-embracing. And ßrÈ Chaitanya
MahÅprabhu cannot dismiss His recommendation.
Even those who ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu rejected, NityÅnanda Prabhu sheltered, and gradually
MahÅprabhu had to accept them. So the grace of
NityÅnanda is the greatest both in magnitude and
circumference, and that is our solace, for by His
mercy even the most fallen souls can attain the
supreme goal.
ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu once told His followers, “Even if NityÅnanda Prabhu is found with a fallen
girl of the lowest kind, drinking wine in a wine shop,
still you should know that He is above all these things.
Although you may find Him apparently engaged in
lower activities, He is never implicated. He may
appear connected with so many fallen activities, but
you should know that He is always revered by the creator of the universe, Lord BrahmÅ, and other exalted
devotees. NityÅnanda Prabhu’s mercy is so powerful
that if one simply takes a piece of His loincloth and
wears it respectfully on his body, he will be saved from
all the disturbances of the mundane senses.” Therefore
we pray, “May my mind always stick to His holy feet; I
offer my obeisances to ßrÈ NityÅnanda Prabhu.”
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ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu took sannyÅsa for the
benefit of those souls swallowed by mÅyÅ. He ran and
chased after the fallen souls to deliver them from illusion by giving them the Holy Name of Krishna, and
NityÅnanda Prabhu, like His shadow, ran after Him
wherever He went. He fully surrendered and identified
himself with MahÅprabhu’s cause. So we must bow
down to NityÅnanda Prabhu. ßrÈ Chaitanya
MahÅprabhu was merged in tasting the sweetness of
RÅdhÅ-Govinda lÈlÅ, and diving deep into that reality.
However, at the same time, He wanted to deliver all
souls whose hearts had not been devoured by the false
notions of renunciation and exploitation. He ordered
NityÅnanda Prabhu, “Go to Bengal and try to deliver
them—give them divine love for RÅdhÅ and Krishna.”
He ordered NityÅnanda Prabhu to distribute
divine love for RÅdhÅ-Govinda, but instead,
NityÅnanda began to preach about ßrÈ GaurÅ⁄ga. He
thought, “It will be better for them to worship
GaurÅ⁄ga; that will help free them from their offenses
in their present condition, and by doing so, they will
automatically achieve a position in RÅdhÅ-Govinda
lÈlÅ.” He was ordered to preach the name of Krishna,
but instead began to preach the name of GaurÅ⁄ga.
So, for our own welfare, we bow down to NityÅnanda
Prabhu with all our humility.
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We pray, “O NityÅnanda Prabhu, O gurudeva,
please give me a drop of firm faith in ßrÈ GaurÅ⁄ga,
who is RÅdhÅ-Govinda combined, tasting the sweetness of the divine nectar of the pastimes of
VÂndÅvana. Give me a drop of faith, so that one day I
may attain divine love and enter into that domain.”
If we neglect NityÅnanda Prabhu and ßrÈ
Chaitanya MahÅprabhu, our aspiration to serve
RÅdhÅ-Govinda will be a dream, an abstract imagination without reality. NityÅnanda Prabhu is the refuge
of all fallen souls. He is the most generous-hearted
aspect of guru-tattva; we must bow down our head to
Him, accept His holy feet, and surrender to Him.
In the spiritual realm of VaikuˆÊha, NityÅnanda
Prabhu is represented as Sa⁄kar›aˆa, the Supreme
Lord who is considered to be the foundation of
everything in existence. All possible existence is
maintained by His energy. NityÅnanda Prabhu is the
original Baladeva, the Personality of Godhead.
Therefore, we should view the pastimes of
NityÅnanda Prabhu with full consciousness of His
dignified position, although He used to roam about
here and there, rolling in the dust with tears in His
eyes, saying, “Take the name of GaurÅ⁄ga and I will
be sold to you.” Although He posed in this lower
position, still, He should be considered in light of His
actual dignified position. We must surrender to Him
with that attitude.
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BalarÅma is represented in different parts of the
spiritual world in different aspects. He came here as
NityÅnanda Prabhu with ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu.
The truth about NityÅnanda Prabhu has been exhaustively explained in Chaitanya-charitÅmÂta and
Chaitanya-bhÅgavata. There, He is described as enjoying His life and relishing His pastimes with His own
younger brother. To that NityÅnÅnda, we must bow
our heads.
ßrÈ Krishna prema, divine love, is an inconceivable
substance which is very pleasing and ecstatic. Great
saints who get a taste of that wonderful substance
throw away all sorts of aspirations, including salvation,
which is lavishly praised by the Vedas. So NityÅnanda
Prabhu, although one with Baladeva, is greater than
Him. Why? He is distributing divine love.
What is divine love? It is so important and valuable, so much higher than all other sorts of achievements, that one who can give divine love is far superior to those who can give duty, wealth, pleasure, and
even salvation (dharma, artha, kÅma, mok›a). If we
conceive that Krishna is subordinate to ßrÈ Chaitanya
MahÅprabhu, then of course BalÅrama is subordinate
to NityÅnanda Prabhu. In all other respects the two of
Them are similar, but when magnanimity is added to
BalÅrama, He becomes NityÅnanda Prabhu.
First, the position of divine love must be established: the great saints discard salvation and other
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things after they get a slight scent of divine love.
Once the position of divine love is established, we
can understand that one who can give it must necessarily be superior to the givers of all other things.
So NityÅnanda BalÅrama is superior to
KÅraˆodakaÍÅyÈ Vi›ˆu, the Supersoul of the collective
universes, GarbhodakaÍÅyÈ Vi›ˆu, the Supersoul of
this universe, and K›ÈrodakaÍÅyÈ Vi›ˆu, the Supersoul
of all living beings. And that BalÅrama has come here
as NityÅnanda Prabhu—not with majesty, grandeur,
or power, but in a human form—to distribute divine
love. And He is the giver of GaurÅ⁄ga. His greatness
is proved by this fact. We can understand this by further examining the different aspects of His life, step
by step.
NityÅnanda Prabhu was born in EkachakrÅ, and
there He passed His early life. His parents, friends and
neighbors were filled with ecstatic joy, being pleased
with His sweet infant pastimes. From His birth, He
was a pleasure to the whole atmosphere of EkacakrÅ,
and in this joyful atmosphere He passed His childhood years.
One day, while NityÅnanda was still young, a
sannyÅsÈ came to His home and begged Him from His
parents. The sannyÅsÈ was roaming about to different
holy places and he prayed for NityÅnanda as his alms.
He took Him in his company and NityÅnanda Prabhu
wandered about almost all the holy places, following
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that sannyÅsÈ. It is said that the sannyÅsÈ was
Madhavendra PurÈ.
Then one day, from within, feeling ecstasy in His
heart, NityÅnanda Prabhu could understand that ßrÈ
GaurÅ⁄ga had begun His pastimes of sa⁄kÈrtana in
NavadwÈpa. And with that inspiration, He came to
NavadwÈpa DhÅma.

That day, MahÅprabhu told His followers, “I had a
dream that an extraordinarily great man, in a chariot
marked with the palm tree flag of BalarÅma, came to
My door and said, ‘Where is the house of NimÅi
PaˆÎita?’ Twice, thrice, four times—again and
again—he kept saying, ‘Where is the house of NimÅi
PaˆÎita?’” MahÅprabhu continued, “That great personage must have come last night to NavadwÈpa. Try
to search Him out.” They searched and searched, but
could not find Him anywhere.
Then MahÅprabhu told them, “Let Me try.” He
took them straight to the home of NandanÅchÅrya,
and when ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu with His followers suddenly arrived there, they found NityÅnanda
Prabhu sitting on the veranda. After seeing ßrÈ
Chaitanya MahÅprabhu, NityÅnanda Prabhu stared
intently at Him for some time, became absorbed in
Him, and fainted. In this way, in one day, He became

NimÅi meets NitaÈ. Seeing MahÅprabhu, NityÅnanda Prabhu stared
intently at Him for some time, became absorbed in Him and fainted.

the most intimate associate of ßrÈman MahÅprabhu.
When He was ordered by ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu
to give Krishna consciousness to everyone, He began
to distribute GaurÅ⁄ga consciousness, divine love of ßrÈ
GaurÅ⁄ga. That NityÅnanda Prabhu is the savior of all
fallen souls, without any discrimination of the degree
of their fallenness; so we bow down to His holy feet.
Once, ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu had a secret talk
with NityÅnanda Prabhu in JagannÅtha PurÈ. When
NityÅnanda Prabhu went to Bengal and married, some
say that MahÅprabhu asked Him to marry. It is our
opinion that because the so-called “high class” people
were so much surcharged with vanity, NityÅnanda
Prabhu was asked to approach the masses. Because He
was ordered to mix with them very familiarly for His
preaching purposes, it was found necessary for Him to
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marry. Otherwise, if He were to have mixed very familiarly with family men, accusations may have been leveled at His standard of renunciation. And to further
that purpose, He married. He had to adopt that policy
and accept that attitude. And He may have been told
to do so by ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu; it was not his
own decision. Of course, marrying or not marrying was
nothing to Him.
How He came in contact with His eternal consort, JÅhnavÅdevÈ is described in the Bhakti-ratnÅkara.
It appears that when He was preaching all around
Bengal, He preached at the house of JÅhnavÅdevÈ’s
father, SËryadÅsa PaˆÎita, the brother of GauridÅsa
PaˆÎita, who was already a follower of GauraNityÅnÅnda. SËryadÅsa gave Him intimate help in His
propaganda work, as his house was a good base. And
SËryadÅsa, who had two daughters, offered
NityÅnanda Prabhu his daughter in marriage.
Ultimately, ßrÈla NityÅnanda Prabhu and ßrÈmatÈ
JÅhnavÅdevÈ are eternally associated, and although
Their marriage apparently took place out of necessity,
it was actually part of Their eternal lÈlÅ.
Of course, some so-called sannyÅsÈs take advantage
of this to give up their vows of celibacy and marry.
They give the marriage of NityÅnanda as an excuse.
But it is not a proven fact that NityÅnanda Prabhu
was a sannyÅsÈ. Actually, the name “NityÅnanda” is a
brahmachÅrÈ name. “ånanda” is a suffix added to the
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name of a brahmachÅrÈ. ånanda, SvarËpa, PrakaÍa,
and Chaitanya are different types of brahmachÅrÈ
names. The name ånanda is also found in the sannyÅsa order of life, but we find no sannyÅsa title mentioned for NityÅnanda Prabhu. There is also no mention anywhere of a sannyÅsa guru for NityÅnanda
Prabhu, although we know that His dik›a guru was
Madhavendra PurÈ, the guru of Advaita Prabhu and
^Ívara PurÈ.
NityÅnanda Prabhu is known as an avadhËta.
AvadhËta does not mean a sannyÅsÈ, but one who is
not very particular about his external practices and
sometimes does things which should not be done.
When an exalted person is seen engaging in lower
practices, he is considered an avadhËta. It is understood that he is above that, but his practices are of a
lower nature. Ava means lower, and dhËta means that
he can either remove or purify.
NityÅnanda Prabhu broke the single sannyÅsa staff
(ekadaˆÎa) into three; that indicates that when taking
sannyÅsa, the renounced order of life, we should accept
not one, but three daˆÎas, which symbolize the dedication of body, mind, and words in the service of the
Lord. And ßrÈla BhaktisiddhÅnta SaraswatÈ †hÅkura
PrabhupÅda was also inspired by this action of
NityÅnanda Prabhu’s to give tridaˆÎa sannyÅsa to his
followers, in contrast to ekadaˆÎa which was formerly
current in Bengal. The system of tridaˆÎa sannyÅsa was
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the custom in Southeast India with the Vai›ˆavas who
follow RamÅnujÅcÅrya, and ßrÈla BhaktisiddhÅnta
introduced it for the modern age.

NityÅnanda Prabhu’s approach was somewhat
peculiar. His strategy was to uplift the most fallen.
Like Napoleon, whose policy was to attack the
strongest position of the opposing army, NityÅnanda
Prabhu wanted to capture the most sinful. Generally,
we think that a saint flies away from this world of
mÅyÅ and goes to a solitary place where he can enter
into a cave and engage himself in meditation. Indian
saints generally preach, “Give up everything, go to a
solitary place in the jungle, find a cave, and engage
yourself fully in understanding Godhead.” But our
guru mahÅrÅj was different. Like MahÅprabhu and
NityÅnanda Prabhu, he wanted to attack mÅyÅ and,
like a great general, he declared totalitarian war on
illusion and even all other existing conceptions of
religion. “Why is there this misunderstanding and
misconception?” he thought. “Everything belongs to
Krishna: ÈÍÅvÅsyam ida˜ sarvam. It is plain and simple and sweet. How can we think, ‘This is for me,
that is for Him?’ Why should we let this misconception stand here at all? Attack it—and crush the
whole thing!”

ßrÈla BhaktisiddhÅnta SaraswatÈ †hÅkura. He declared
totalitarian war against mÅyÅ, illusion, and all other
existing conceptions of religion.
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He told us, “KÈrtana means to preach against
misconception. As soldiers, you must go door to
door and preach Krishna consciousness—Krishna’s
interest—the Krishna conception. If they understand that everything is for Krishna, they will be
saved. This truth is plain and simple. Why should
they not understand this? Try to capture them, to
release them from the world of misconception and
misunderstanding where they are now suffering
from reaction.”
In this way, we are not afraid of anything. A
Vai›ˆava who loved solitary life once asked our guru
mahÅrÅja, “Why do you stay at Calcutta? That is the
place of Satan, where fighting for selfish interest is so
acute. Leave that—come to the holy dhÅma.” But
ßrÈla BhaktisiddhÅnta SaraswatÈ †hÅkura especially
chose that place, saying, “I prefer to represent ßrÈ
Chaitanya MahÅprabhu’s creed in an extremely contaminated place.” For this reason, he wanted to send
men to the West. “The East is captured by the glamour of Western civilization,” he said, “so Western civilization must first be crushed. Then, its glamour will
vanish and the whole world will come to join the
campaign of divine love of ßrÈ Chaitanya
MahÅprabhu.” This was the same spirit with which
NityÅnanda Prabhu canvassed the fallen souls of this
world, in his attempt to take them to the lotus feet of
ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu.

MAD
NIMåI PA™∂ITA
t the time of ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu’s
advent, Bengal had fallen far away from Krishna
consciousness. The people of the day had become so
much degraded that they would pass their time spending money like water to see the marriage of cats.
Deviating from the worship of the Supreme Lord,
Krishna, they used to worship the serpent-goddess,
Vi›aharÈ, or the controller of the demons, KÅlÈ. Very
rarely would the name of Krishna be heard from their
lips. Only a few of the Hindu gentleman, when
bathing in the Ganges, would chant the holy name of
Govinda, Hari, or Krishna. And NavadwÈpa DhÅma,
place of the advent of ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu,
was under Mohammedan rule in those days. The Kazi
was in power in NavadwÈpa, and the Hindu’s religious
feelings were checked by the strong hand of his
Islamic rule.
Advaita åchÅrya was a great scholar and the most
senior among ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu’s followers.

A
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He appeared in NavagrÅma in ßrÈ HaÊÊa, in the eastern province of Bengal, and resided in ßÅntipura.
Ontologically speaking, ßrÈ Advaita åchÅrya is the
avatÅra of MahÅvi›ˆu, who creates the material cosmos through the agency of His illusory energy.
Advaita åchÅrya is the devotee who earnestly invited
ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu to descend here as the
yugÅvatÅra to look after the welfare of all souls. He
began to worship the Lord with Ganges water and
tulasÈ leaves and invoked His grace, praying, “O Lord,
please come and deliver these people; the time has
come to relieve them by the distribution of the sweet
name of Krishna. Come, My Lord—they are most
poor!” In this way Advaita åchÅrya attracted ßrÈ
Chaitanya MahÅprabhu by pleading the cause of the
fallen souls. Of course, the time had come for the
advent of the incarnation for this age, the yugÅvatÅra,
but still Advaita åchÅrya performed the function of
inviting and welcoming ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu.

And when the Supreme Lord was about to appear,
Advaita felt in his heart, “My prayer is going to be
satisfied—He is coming!” Ultimately, He detected
that ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu, the Supreme
Personality of Godhead, had personally appeared in
the house of ßrÈ JagannÅtha MiÍra and ßachÈdevÈ as
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their newborn boy, NimÅi ViÍvambhara. And so,
Advaita åchÅrya went to pay due respects to the
child and His parents on the divine advent day.
When the boy was a little grown up, ßrÈ Advaita
Prabhu came down to bow at the feet of the child,
NimÅi. ßachÈdevÈ, NimÅi’s mother, shuddered: “What
are You doing? You are an old paˆÎita, a Vedic scholar.
If You show this kind of respect to my young boy it
will spoil His future! What are You doing?” It was said
that whenever Advaita åchÅrya used to bow down
His head to a Deity, the statue would shatter into
pieces if it was a sham, if there was no genuine presence of the Lord. But here, when Advaita put His
head at the feet of the boy, NimÅi put one foot on
Advaita åchÅrya’s head. Everyone was astounded and
wondered, “What kind of spiritual power does this
child have? Such a great devotee-scholar and senior
man as Advaita has bowed down to this child, and
the child has stepped on Advaita’s head, but the child
is quite unaffected! Who is this child?”

When NimÅi was a boy, sometimes He would disguise Himself with a blanket and enter into the
banana grove of a neighbor’s house. With a push of
His head He used to break down the banana trees.
The neighbors would come out and think, “A bull
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must have entered and demolished our garden!” In
these pastimes the Lord was teaching His devotees, “I
am demolishing all your banana trees that will be
used for some other purpose besides My service. In the
highest sense, you are My eternal associates, and I can
do anything and everything with your possessions to
suit My fleeting pleasures.” Sometimes He would
snatch fruit from the hand of ßrÈdhara PaˆÎita, saying, “Oh, give Me this banana. I won’t be able to pay
you any price.” ßrÈdhara Pandit would tell Him,
“Why are you doing this? You are a brÅhmaˆa boy; I
can’t refuse You. But You should not do these things. I
am a poor man. If You snatch away my best things,
how can I make a living?” In this way, NimÅi performed His pastimes of stealing fruit.
As NimÅi PaˆÎita grew up, He used to show
Advaita åchÅrya great respect. But Advaita could not
tolerate it. He said, “I know that You are not an ordinary person. You are a supernatural, transcendental
personality of the highest order. Still, in the worldly
sense, You are younger than Me, so You show Me
respect, but I can’t tolerate it. It is too much for Me.”
But what could Advaita do? NimÅi used to show His
formal respect to Advaita Prabhu every time They
met, so Advaita made a plan to stop this, and thought
to Himself, “I shall see how clever You are.”
He left NavadwÈpa, went to ßÅntipura, and began
to preach against the devotional school. The news
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came to NimÅi that Advaita åchÅrya, after such a
long time as a devotee, was preaching against the
devotional school. He was preaching that jñÅna,
knowledge, is higher than devotion. “Devotion makes
the Lord far away,” He argued, “and knowledge tries
to bring Him very near. With knowledge, one thinks,
‘I want to experience You, O Lord.’ And devotion
says ‘He is adhok›aja: transcendental. He can’t be
traced by our senses.’ So devotion makes Him far
away by saying, ‘It is only His sweet will that may
connect us.’ But according to the path of knowledge,
the supreme authority is within you, in your heart.
The devotional school is clearly secondary.”

In this way, Advaita åchÅrya began to preach.
And when that reached the ears of NimÅi PaˆÎita,
He went with NityÅnanda to punish Advaita. They
jumped into the Ganges and swam all the way to ßÅntipura, where they found Advaita åchÅrya. NimÅi
confronted him: “What are you doing, åchÅrya? Why
have You invited Me to come here? With Ganges
water and TulasÈ leaves, You prayed for Me to appear,
and now You are making fun of Me? You are speaking
against devotion, against Me? What is the matter
with You?” In this way, NimÅi PaˆÎita began to punish Advaita. He began to slap Him. The old wife of
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Advaita åchÅrya began to cry, “What are you doing?
Don’t kill that old man!”
NityÅnanda Prabhu was smiling, and HaridÅsa
†hÅkura, perplexed, was standing at a little distance
trying to understand, “What is the matter?” Then
Advaita åchÅrya Prabhu felt great satisfaction. He
said, “I have taught You a lesson now—You have
come to punish me. You are defeated—I have gained
victory over You!” Advaita Prabhu began to dance.
“Today I have defeated You, My Lord! You had to
punish Me. Where has that formal respect You were
always showing Me gone now?” In this way, Advaita
åchÅrya rejoiced, and offered MahÅprabhu a feast of
ÍÅk, His favorite delicacy.
The Lord gave so much grace to Advaita Prabhu
that although he was an old scholar and ÅchÅrya, He
was punished with slaps. It is not possible to punish or
dishonor anyone we respect, but only our intimate
friends. Disrespect and dishonor is possible only when
there is great intimacy. Pure devotees want punishment. “Punish us!” they pray, but punishment from
the high quarter is not very cheap.

Many years later, just before ßrÈ Chaitanya
MahÅprabhu began to manifest His final pastimes of
divine ecstasy, Advaita åchÅrya Prabhu wrote some
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mystic lines of poetry which He sent to the Lord
through JagadÅnanda PaˆÎita:
bÅulake
bÅulake
bÅulake
bÅulake

kahiha—loka haila bÅula
kahiha—hÅÊe nÅ vikÅya cÅula
kahiha—kÅye nÅhika Åula
kahiha—ihÅ kahiyÅche bÅula

Tell our Prabhu, who acts as madmen do,
that everyone has lost their sanity,
And rice once high in price has no value.
In love of God, half-crazed humanity
neglects this world and all they once held dear;
tell Him a madman brings this to His ear.

When ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu read that mystic poem, His mood became serious. SvarËpa
DÅmodara was there: “What is written here?” he said.
MahÅprabhu replied, “I do not know what is the real
meaning, but Advaita åchÅrya is a great ‘worshiper,’
and a certain class of ‘worshipers’ are accustomed to
think, “We shall invite the Deity, and for some time
we shall try to keep Him here for worship. Then,
when we are finished with our worship, finally we
shall bid Him adieu.’ Perhaps Advaita thinks, ‘Now it
is time for the Deity to go.’ I don’t know what is the
real meaning, but perhaps this is His purpose.”
SvarËpa DÅmodara took the poem, read it, and
became very thoughtful: “Oh, Advaita Prabhu is
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saying that the requirements for ßrÈ Chaitanya
MahÅprabhu’s appearance have been fulfilled, and
now, He is no longer needed to preach the Holy
Name of Krishna as the incarnation for this age. The
AvatÅra’s duty is finished, and so He may go.”

After this, ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu remained
within this world for twelve more years, but not as
before. His mood was quite changed. From that day
on, He felt great separation from Krishna in the mood
of RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ. Divine madness became predominant
in Him and His social connection was almost closed.
RÅmÅnanda RÅya and SvarËpa DÅmodara were His
attendants at that time. He no longer kept any social
connections; the fire within Him was burning—the
fire of separation. He was absorbed in RÅdhÅraˆÈ’s
search for ßrÈ Krishna after Krishna left VÂndÅvana.
In that mood of divine madness, He spent twelve
years in a closed room within the house compound of
KÅÍÈ MiÍra.
Sometimes at night, unconsciously crossing the
boundary wall, He would run to meet Lord JagannÅtha.
When SvarËpa DÅmodara and His other attendants
would suddenly find that no sound of Krishna’s name
could be heard within His room, they would begin
searching: “MahÅprabhu is not there; where is He?”
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Sometimes they would find Him fallen before the main
gate of the JagannÅtha temple, His legs and hands
drawn within His body like the limbs of a tortoise
drawn within its shell. A very sweet fragrance could be
detected emanating from Him, and the cows would
flock there, smelling His body. While MahÅprabhu was
lying in His trance, He was internally experiencing the
pastimes of RÅdhÅ and Govinda with the gopÈs in
Govardhana. At that time, SvarËpa DÅmodara and the
others tried their best to revive Him from His trance
by chanting the Holy Name of Krishna.
When MahÅprabhu was roused, He complained,
“What have you done? I was enjoying a most happy
experience there but by raising a clamor, you have
drawn me down here.” And what raised a clamor?
The chanting of Hare Krishna. And who was
chanting the name of Krishna? SvarËpa DÅmodara
and others of his caliber. The depth of the experience
of ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu in His divine trance
was so great that He took the chanting of Hare
Krishna to be noise. So, we may chant the Holy
Name of Krishna, and that may be simply noise. From
another angle of vision, however, it may be seen that
kÂ›ˆa-nÅma is of such immense value that it was given
preference over direct participation in kÂ›ˆa-lÈlÅ. But
the direction given to us by our ÅchÅryas, the spiritual
preceptors of our line, is that we should consider our
own chanting to be merely noise.
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One day, ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu was wandering near the seashore. A girl was fervently singing in
praise of Lord JagannÅtha, and ßrÈ Chaitanya
MahÅprabhu ran straight towards that sound. He
began running through thickets of dangerous thorns.
Then Govinda, His attendant, somehow stopped
Him. When He understood everything, He said, “Oh,
a girl is singing? Govinda saved My life.”

Sometimes He would suddenly feel that Krishna is
playing with the gopÈs in the YamunÅ. In that mood
He would jump into the ocean, crying, “Krishna!” He
jumped there and became unconscious, as the waves
were playing with Him. Finding Him gone, His devotees would wonder, “Where is MahÅprabhu?” and,
headed by SvarËpa DÅmodara, would begin their
searching. Once, the night was almost over and they
still couldn’t find Him. At last a fisherman came running, half-mad, chanting, “Krishna, Krishna,
Krishna!”
“What is the matter?” SvarËpa DÅmodara asked.
The fisherman replied, “Every night I catch fish, but
tonight I threw out my net and caught something
very heavy. When I began pulling it in, I thought it
was a big fish, but when I took it on shore I found a
big human figure, and when I went to remove the

A Vision of Reality. ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu described the lÈlÅ
of Krishna that He had seen in His trance.

body from my net, somehow I touched Him; now I
am half-mad.” Then, SvarËpa DÅmodara said, “You
must have seen our ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu?”
“No, I have seen Him before,” the fisherman said.
“He has a beautiful figure. It is not Him. It is something else.” SvarËpa DÅmodara told him, “Anyhow,
try to show us where He is.”
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They went and saw the long figure of the Lord,
His joints dislocated, lying on the sand, senseless.
SvarËpa DÅmodara and the others began to chant the
Holy Name of Krishna in His ear, until He came to
His senses. At that time ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu
began to describe the lÈlÅ of Krishna that He had seen
in His trance. In this way, after Advaita åchÅrya’s
poetry was sent to Him, ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu
lived His last twelve years in the mood of intense separation that ßrÈmatÈ RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ felt for Krishna.

This intense degree of divine madness was exhibited by ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu in His last days on
this Earth. But even in His life in NavadwÈpa, when
MahÅprabhu was the great boy-scholar NimÅi PaˆÎita,
everyone thought He had become mad after He had
returned from GayÅ and had begun showing signs of
devotion to Krishna. The normal-thinking men of the
day said: “This NimÅi PaˆÎita was a good man, a gentleman, but after returning from GayÅ, He is totally
changed, and is doing so many undesirable things. He
wants to preach so many new ideas. What is this? He
has become a madman. He doesn’t care for any rules
and regulations, social customs, or ancient scriptures—only ‘Krishna, Krishna, Krishna.’ Before, He
was normal, but recently He has become abnormal. Of
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course, He has a powerful intellect. When He was a
professor, He did not care for the scholarship of even
the greatest of paˆÎitas. He easily defeated the champion scholar, KeÍava KÅÍmirÈ, and many others. But now
we have lost Him. Now He is different. He does not
care for the brÅhmaˆas or the scriptures we follow. He
has a new opinion and He is presenting that to the
world. His ways are incomprehensible.” The neighbors
complained to His mother, ßachÈdevÈ: “ßachÈdevÈ,
what is this? NimÅi was not like this before; now He
doesn’t care for us anymore. He even has no charm for
His wife. What has He become? You are the daughter
of a gentleman, but just see your misfortune! What to
do? The fact is this, ßachÈ, your only son, who was so
brilliant, has become mad. You must arrange for proper medical treatment.” Then, ßachÈdevÈ called for the
kavirÅja, the doctor.
The doctor made an arrangement for a small,
brick bathing tank to be filled up with Vi›ˆu oil,
which is supposed to be a very cooling thing. And
NimÅi PaˆÎita was asked to bathe in that tank. He
did so, and suddenly began laughing and playing in
the tank. As He was diving and swimming in the oil,
He was laughing madly. At that time, ßrÈvÅsa †hÅkura
arrived for a visit and asked, “How is NimÅi PaˆÎita?”
ßachÈdevÈ told him, “Just see my misfortune! My NimÅi
has become completely mad. I called for the doctor
and he arranged for this treatment.” As she showed
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ßrÈvÅsa how NimÅi was playing in the tank, he asked,
“What is this?” ßachÈ replied, “My neighbors advised
me to do this.” ßrÈvÅsa said, “You are a very gentle
lady. You do not know how to deal with others. What
NimÅi has—I want! Your boy has kÂ›ˆa-prema, and I
want a drop of that. If only we are allowed to live a
few days longer, we shall have the opportunity of seeing many wonderful pastimes of Krishna.”
Then, NimÅi became sober for the time being and
told ßrÈvÅsa, “If you had also remarked that I was
mad, then I would have run to the Ganges and finished My life. At least you have understood what I
am; that is my solace, ßrÈvÅsa. If you would have told
the public, ‘He is mad,’ then I would have found that
there is no man here to accept what I have come to
give, so I must enter the river and drown Myself without hesitation.”
Before NimÅi PaˆÎita went to GayÅ, He was a big
scholar. When He returned from GayÅ surcharged
with devotion, He began to explain grammar again, as
before, but now He would show Krishna in the grammar. He would give interpretations of the roots of
Sanskrit grammar which showed the relationship
between Sanskrit and Krishna. He explained that
sound is only a vibration, and vibration means the
potency of Krishna. It is the potency of Krishna that
makes everything pure, that makes everything move.
If that potency is withdrawn, everything is dead and
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gone. In this way, NimÅi PaˆÎita wanted to explain
grammar in terms of Krishna.
Then, His students became very much disturbed.
“What is this!” they thought. “We have come to learn
Sanskrit from NimÅi PaˆÎita, but our academic
requirements will not be satisfied now. Still, the
coaching we got from Him is never to be had anywhere else, so we can’t abandon Him. But how to
improve the style of His teaching?” They went to the
previous teacher of NimÅi PaˆÎita, Ga⁄gÅdÅsa
PaˆÎita. He had been NimÅi’s tutor in His childhood.
Ga⁄gÅdÅsa said, “You are all fortunate to be students
of NimÅi PaˆÎita. He is such a nice professor. What is
your complaint?” The students said, “We were very
much pleased by studying under NimÅi PaˆÎita. But
now, since He has returned from GayÅ, He is explaining everything in quite a new way. He teaches
Sanskrit in terms of the Holy Name of Krishna. He
understands a very high philosophy, but that won’t
serve our purpose of studying grammar. It is certainly
valuable, but it will not help our studies. Please ask
Him to change His ways. He has regard for you
because you are His teacher. Only you can influence
Him.” “All right,” he said, “Ask Him to see me
tomorrow.”
The students went to NimÅi PaˆÎita and told
Him, “Your former professor has called for You. He
wants to see You.” NimÅi said, “Yes, I shall go and
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see him.” Later that day, He went to Ga⁄gÅdÅsa
PaˆÎita, and offered His respectful obeisances.
Ga⁄gÅdÅsa said: “How are You, my boy? I am happy
to hear that You went to GayÅ and performed Your
religious duties for Your ancestors. This is all very
good, but what is the matter? Your students are complaining to me. Is it true that You do not care to
teach them properly? Why don’t You care to teach
them as You did before? They all appreciate Your
teachings, but after returning from GayÅ You have
adopted a novel style of teaching. Don’t continue
this, I say—teach them properly. I hear from the
people that You have become a devotee. But were
Your forefathers not devotees? Of course, You have
become a devotee of an extraordinary type. But
don’t go astray. What You speak about devotion
seems unnecessary—that is not really grammar. Do
You think You are giving new light with Your new
meanings? Do You think your former professors were
all idiots? What do You have to say?” NimÅi was
silent. “All right then. Don’t go astray. Remain calm
and follow Your predecessors and teach the boys
well, so that we will not have to hear any complaints
against You in the future. Your students won’t go to
any other school. They are very fond of You, so
teach them well.” Then, NimÅi PaˆÎita took the
dust of His teacher’s feet and told him, “Yes, I shall
try to obey your order. By dint of your footdust, no
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one can challenge Me in scholarship. Don’t worry. I
shall teach them well.”

A few days later, NimÅi PaˆÎita began to chant
the name gopÈ, gopÈ while He was in a trance of devotion. Some big scholars that held a high social position went to Him and said, “NimÅi PaˆÎita! You were
a big paˆÎita and now You are a devotee. That doesn’t
matter, but why do You chant the name gopÈ gopÈ?
Take the name of Krishna. According to the scriptures, that will bring You some benefit. But You are
chanting gopÈ gopÈ. What benefit will You get from
that? You are mad.” NimÅi said, “Who is this Krishna?
Why should I worship him? He is a dacoit and a
woman-hunter!” And NimÅi picked up a stick and
chased them away.
Later they began to talk among themselves, saying, “NimÅi PaˆÎita has become stark mad. We went
to speak something good to Him, and He came with a
stick to kill us! We are not sons of ordinary men. We
have our high position in society and our family dignity. We will show Him!” They began a conspiracy to
teach NimÅi PaˆÎita a good lesson by giving Him a
good beating.
At that time, NimÅi suddenly cried out: “I took the
greatest measures to deliver these wretched souls, but I
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see now that they are simply creating more sins by
abusing Me and conspiring to punish Me. Why have I
come? What will be effective in delivering them? I
shall have to take the role of a sannyÅsÈ. Otherwise,
they will think that I am simply one of them, a householder. But if I become a sannyÅsÈ, a preacher, then
they may have some respect. They will say, ‘We are all
householders; he has become a sannyÅsÈ. He should be
revered.’ Then, from that reverence, they will get some
benefit. Otherwise, they will have to go to hell for
thinking that I am an ordinary man. To create some
respect, so they may benefit, I shall have to accept the
role of a sannyÅsÈ.” And He revealed to NityÅnanda
Prabhu and a few others, “On the last day of the first
month of this year, I shall take sannyÅsa.”

A TRAGEDY
OF SEPARATION
ccording to solar calculation, it was on the day
of Makara-sa⁄krÅnti, an auspicious conjunction
of the stars, that NimÅi PaˆÎita went to KÅÊwÅ to
take sannyÅsa, the renounced order of life. After this,
He would become known as ßrÈ Chaitanya
MahÅprabhu. He swam across the Ganges and in wet
cloth ran towards KÅÊwÅ. Just before this, He told
only a few of His friends, including NityÅnanda
Prabhu, GadÅdhara PaˆÎita, Mukunda, and others,
“The time when I will accept the robe of renunciation is very near.”
Just a few days before this, an opposition party had
been raised against NimÅi PaˆÎita. Those who
believed that material nature is the highest principle,
and that consciousness is a product of matter, began
to abuse NimÅi PaˆÎita. He thought, “I came to
deliver the lowest of men, but if they commit offenses

A
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against Me, there will be not hope for their upliftment.” Suddenly, He said, “I came with that medicine
which gives the greatest relief, but now I find that
their disease is rapidly growing worse and seems
beyond treatment. It will take its own course towards
doom. The patients are committing offenses by abusing their doctor. They are making arrangements to
insult Me. They take it that I am a family man—their
nephew. They take Me as one of them. I came with
the best medicine for the present degraded age, but
now I find that they are plotting against Me. Now
they are doomed. At least I have to show them that I
am not one of them.” He thought, “I shall leave family
life and take sannyÅsa and wander from village to village, town to town, preaching the Holy Name of
Krishna.” That was His decision, and within a few days
He went to take sannyÅsa at KÅÊwÅ from KeÍava
BhÅratÈ MahÅrÅj.
Just the day before He left to take sannyÅsa, from
the afternoon until the evening, there was a spontaneous gathering of devotees in the home of NimÅi
PaˆÎita. Every year in Bengal, that day was celebrated as Lak›mÈ-pËjÅ, worship of the goddess of fortune,
when special cakes are prepared and distributed.
NimÅi, knowing that early the next morning He
would leave NavadwÈpa to take sannyÅsa, attracted
His followers in such a way that almost every leading
devotee came to see Him that evening.
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They came with flower garlands and many other
offerings to be presented to the Lord. NimÅi accepted
their garlands and then placed them on the necks of
the devotees who gave them. Only four of His most
intimate devotees knew He was leaving; the ordinary
devotees did not know this would be His last night in
NavadwÈpa. With His own hands He garlanded the
necks of His devotees and appealed to them, “Always
chant the name of Krishna. Under no condition
should you give up this kÂ›ˆa-nÅma. And don’t do
anything else. While working, eating, sleeping or
walking, day or night—in whatever you do—continuously take the name of Krishna. Always talk about
Krishna—nothing else. If you have any real attraction
for Me, then don’t do anything without chanting the
name of Krishna.
“Cultivate Krishna consciousness. Krishna is the
origin of us all. He is our father; we have come from
Him. The son who shows no gratitude towards the
father is sure to be punished birth after birth. Always
chant these names of the Lord:
Hare KÂ›ˆa Hare KÂ›ˆa KÂ›ˆa KÂ›ˆa Hare Hare
Hare RÅma Hare RÅma RÅma RÅma Hare Hare

No other religious principle is required. Chant
Hare Krishna. This is not an ordinary mantra, but this
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is the mahÅ-mantra, the greatest of all the great
mantras, the very essence of all the mantras known to
the world. Only take to this, always. No other prescription is to be followed.
“Remember your Lord, your home. This is a foreign land; you have nothing to aspire after here. Try
always to go back home, back to Godhead.” In this
way, the Lord spoke, and all His devotees intuitively
came because it was NimÅi Pandita’s last night in
NavadwÈpa.

Late at night, one devotee named KholÅvechÅ
ßrÈdhar arrived. He used to make trade on the plantain tree and its fruit. He would sell the fruit, ripe or
green, and the big leaves which are used as plates.
Sometimes NimÅi would pay him less for his fruits
than what they were worth, and sometimes He would
snatch the best fruits from him. ßrÈdhar came to see
Him late at night to offer Him a choice pumpkin.
And NimÅi thought, “I have spent almost My whole
life snatching so many things from him, and now, on
this last night he has brought this wonderful pumpkin. I can’t resist.” He asked ßachÈdevÈ, “Mother,
ßrÈdhar has given me this pumpkin. Please think of
how it can be prepared.” At bedtime, someone came
with some milk. NimÅi said, “Mother, with this milk
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and this pumpkin, please prepare some sweet-rice.” So
ßachÈdevÈ prepared some pumpkin sweet-rice: pumpkin boiled with milk, rice and sugar.
Late at night, at about three o’clock in the morning, NimÅi went away. He left Vi›ˆupriyÅ-devÈ asleep
in bed. His mother ßachÈdevÈ, sensing what was to
come, was staying awake all night guarding the door.
NimÅi bowed down to her and went away. And like a
stone figure, Mother ßachÈdevÈ sat there by the gate
as NimÅi left. She could not say anything, but was
struck dumb.
A little after three o’clock in the morning, NimÅi
swam across the Ganges and in His wet cloth went
straight to KÅÊwÅ, a distance of twenty-five miles. He
reached there by nine or ten o’clock. There, He
approached KeÍava BhÅratÈ to take sannyÅsa.

In the early morning, the devotees came to see
NimÅi and found ßachÈdevÈ like a statue, sitting at the
door. The door was open. Everything was empty.
“What’s the matter ßachÈdevÈ?” they asked. She told
them, “Oh, I was waiting for you devotees. You take
possession of the house. I shall go somewhere else. I
can’t enter this house any more. You are His associates; you are the true heirs. Take possession.” They
began to throng around her and console her. “You will
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go? What about the young wife He left? The girl is
only fourteen years old. Who will protect her? You
can’t shun the responsibility given to you. It is on
your shoulders.” In this way they came and consoled
her and tried to give her some hope.
Suddenly the devotees heard that NimÅi PaˆÎita,
ßrÈ GaurÅ⁄ga, had left NavadwÈpa. They learned that
He had gone to KÅÊwÅ, to KeÍava BhÅratÈ’s ÅÍrama to
take sannyÅsa, bidding goodbye to the people of
NavadwÈpa forever.
A dark shadow came down. Many began to weep
and cry for Him. Many of them ran towards KÅÊwÅ.
NimÅi PaˆÎita was an unprecedented scholar with
beautiful features—tall, fair, and benevolent. He had
already made the people mad with the Holy Name of
Krishna. He had released the two great sinners JagÅi
and MÅdhÅi from their nasty life. He had checked the
Mohammedan ruler, the Kazi, who had broken the
mÂda⁄ga drum. As a famous paˆÎita, he had defeated
many scholars who came to conquer NavadwÈpa,
which was very much renowned for its high culture of
learning, especially of logic.
At that time in NavadwÈpa, logic (nyÅya), worship of material energy (tantra), and official
Hinduism (smÂti), were in high culture. NavadwÈpa
was highly renowned for scholarship. If paˆÎitas
could not defeat the scholars of NavadwÈpa, they
could not become famous. From far away in
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Kashmir, KeÍava KÅÍmÈrÈ had to come to
NavadwÈpa to get a certificate that he was a paˆÎita.
And he was defeated by NimÅi PaˆÎita. KeÍava
KÅÍmÈrÈ was such a big paˆÎita that it was rumored
he was the favorite child of SaraswatÈ, the goddess
of learning. No one could face him. Still, he was
defeated by NimÅi PaˆÎita.

But NimÅi PaˆÎita left NavadwÈpa forever and
took sannyÅsa because the people of NavadwÈpa could
not appreciate Him. He reached KÅÊwÅ, where, just on
the banks of the Ganges, there was a sannyÅsÈ named
KeÍava BhÅratÈ. NimÅi went to him and asked him for
sannyÅsa. KeÍava BhÅratÈ suddenly found that his ÅÍrama was full of luster. At first, it seemed as if the sun
was rising before him; then he saw that it was a bright
person approaching. He rose from his seat, and with
strained eyes approached in wonder. “What is this?” he
thought.
Then he realized that the great devotee-scholar,
NimÅi PaˆÎita, had come. He appeared before him
saying, “I want to take sannyÅsa from you.” But
KeÍava BhÅratÈ could not accept Nimai’s offer. “I am
charmed by Your beauty and personality,” he said.
“But You are so young, only twenty-four years old.
What about Your mother, Your wife, and Your
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guardians? Without consulting with them, I cannot
venture to give You the robe of renunciation.”
In the meantime, as it was Makara-sa⁄krÅnti, a
famous holiday, many people had come to take bath in
the holy waters of the Ganges. They gathered there
and the rumor spread like fire: “NimÅi PaˆÎita of
NavadwÈpa has come to take sannyÅsa.” Many men
flocked there, until a huge crowd gathered.

They all opposed MahÅprabhu’s sannyÅsa. Some of
them raised their voices in protest: “You—KeÍava
BhÅratÈ! We won’t allow you to give sannyÅsa to this
young man. He has a family, his mother and wife. We
won’t allow it. If you give sannyÅsa to this charming,
young, beautiful boy, we will break down your ÅÍrama
immediately. It can’t be!”
But NimÅi PaˆÎita kept pressing for sannyÅsa.
At last, KeÍava BhÅratÈ asked him, “So, you are that
NimÅi PaˆÎita about whom we have heard so
much? Many big scholars came to conquer
NavadwÈpa, the famous seat of learning, and You
have defeated them all. Are You that NimÅi
PaˆÎita?” “Yes,” said NimÅi. KeÍava BhÅratÈ told
him, “I can give You sannyÅsa, but You must take
the permission of Your mother—otherwise I won’t,
I can’t do it.” NimÅi suddenly began running
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towards NavadwÈpa to ask permission, but KeÍava
BhÅratÈ thought, “He has such a commanding personality, He can do anything.”
NimÅi was called back. KeÍava BhÅratÈ told him,
“With Your most extraordinary personality You can do
anything. You will go there, charm Your guardians, get
permission, and return. Nothing is impossible for You.”
The ordinary public was very much enraged, saying to KeÍava BhÅratÈ, “We can’t allow you, SwÅmÈjÈ,
to give sannyÅsa to this young boy. It is impossible! If
you do, then we shall smash your ÅÍrama.” ßrÈ
Chaitanya MahÅprabhu began performing kÈrtana,
chanting Hare Krishna and dancing madly. And the
angry mob grew, sometimes creating a disturbance.
In this way the whole day passed with no decision.
The night passed in sa⁄kÈrtana. And the next day,
Nimai’s will prevailed, although there was still some
opposition.

NityÅnanda Prabhu, along with NimÅi’s maternal
uncle ChandraÍekhara, Mukunda Datta and
JagadÅnanda PaˆÎita, gradually arrived there. And
that afternoon, the sannyÅsa function began.
ChandraÍekhara åchÅrya was asked to perform the
ceremony on behalf of NimÅi PaˆÎita, who began to
chant and dance and charm the audience.
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lak›a-locanÅÍru-var›a-har›a-keÍa-kartana˜
koÊi-kaˆÊha-kÂ›ˆa-kÈrtanÅÎhya-daˆÎa-dhÅranam
nyÅsi-veÍa-sarva-deÍa-hÅ-hutÅÍa-kÅtara˜
prema-dhÅma-devam eva naumi gaura-sundaram

“While showers of tears fell from the eyes of millions, He delighted in having His beautiful hair
shaved away. Millions of voices sang the glories of
Krishna, as ßrÈ Krishna Chaitanya accepted the staff
of renunciation. From that time on, wherever He
went, whoever saw Him in the dress of a sannyÅsÈ
cried in grief. I sing the glories of that beautiful
Golden God, the giver of divine love.”

The scene was at KÅÊwÅ. Four-hundred and seventyfour years ago, ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu took
sannyÅsa. He was young and beautiful, with a tall figure.
He was only twenty-four and had beautiful curling hair.
A barber was asked to shave Him, and approached
Him, but then withdrew. The barber could not venture
to touch NimÅi’s body. He began to cry. “How can I
remove such beautiful hair from such a beautiful head?”
And so many others were also crying aloud, “What
a horrible thing is being done here! Who is the creator
of this sannyÅsa? Who is so hard-hearted that he created the sannyÅsa-ÅÍrama, where one must give up
all that is near and dear and go from door to door,

The SannyÅsa of NimÅi PaˆÎita. Plunged into an ocean
of unhappiness, MahÅprabhu’s devotees weep in disbelief.

begging, leaving his own friends and relatives crying
helplessly? What is this creation of the Supreme? Is it
logical? Is it a happy thing? It is most cruel!”
NimÅi PaˆÎita was smiling. After the barber was
ordered repeatedly, somehow he was forced to shave
NimÅi’s head. At first, he could not venture to touch
His hair, saying, “I can’t touch Him.” But at last, he
had to do the service of shaving the beautiful, curling
hair of the beautiful face of the twenty-four year old
genius boy. He began with his shears. Some people
could not stand the scene. Some even became mad.
In the midst of the weeping, wailing, and crying of
the threatening mob, it was done.
NimÅi PaˆÎita was senseless. After being only
half-shaved, He stood up and began chanting in kÈr-
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tana and dancing in ecstatic joy. After He was shaved,
the barber promised, “I will never again shave anyone
with this hand! I would rather live by begging. This is
my last service as a barber.” After this, that barber
took up the occupation of a sweetmaker.
Ultimately NimÅi’s appeals pacified the mob, and a
little before noon the inevitable gradually came: the
sannyÅsa function was performed. ChandraÍekara
åchÅrya, the maternal uncle of NimÅi PaˆÎita, was
deputed to take charge of the rituals in the ceremony of
sannyÅsa. When the mantra was to be conferred, NimÅi
PaˆÎita asked KeÍava BhÅratÈ, “Is this the mantra you
will give me? I heard it in a dream.” He whispered the
mantra in the ear of his guru who accepted, saying,
“Yes, this is the mantra I shall give You.” Then that
mantra was given.
And the name of this sannyÅsÈ was not given in an
ordinary way either. A most peculiar name came
through KeÍava BhÅratÈ: “Krishna Chaitanya.” None
of the ten names generally given to sannyÅsÈs was
given to NimÅi PaˆÎita, but the name that was given
to Him was Krishna Chaitanya. As soon as they heard
that name, the mob began to cry, “ßrÈ Krishna
Chaitanya MahÅprabhu ki jaya!” “All glories to ßrÈ
Krishna Chaitanya!”
The father of ßrÈnivÅsa åchÅrya was a class-friend of
NimÅi PaˆÎita. On his way to his father-in-law’s house,
he heard that NimÅi PaˆÎita had come to take sannyÅsa.
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He ran there, and seeing everything, he became
dumb—he was devastated and went half-mad. After
that, nothing came from his mouth but “Chaitanya!”
After he heard the name “Krishna Chaitanya,” whatever anyone said to him, he would only say,
“Chaitanya!” He became mad. After that, his name
became Chaitanya dÅsa. His former name vanished, and
everyone used to call him Chaitanya dÅsa. He could not
stand the scene of NimÅi PaˆÎita’s sannyÅsa.
ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu, newly dressed in red
robes, embraced His guru, and both of them began to
dance, chanting the name of Krishna. After some
time, the meaning of the name was given. KeÍava
BhÅratÈ MahÅrÅj said, “ßrÈ Krishna Chaitanya means
that You arouse Krishna consciousness throughout the
entire world. You have descended to make all people
Krishna conscious. So the most suitable name for You
cannot but be ßrÈ Krishna Chaitanya.”

MahÅprabhu was very cheerful, thinking, “I am
going to relieve so many souls from their eternal misery and affliction. I have promised to deliver the
whole world from this ocean of misery and take them
to the nectarine world, and now I am going to accept
that task.” He was cheerful, but everyone around
Him was diving in the ocean of despair and sorrow.
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Some scholars stress that Chaitanya MahÅprabhu
took sannyÅsa from KeÍava BhÅratÈ, who was a
mÅyÅvÅdÈ, an impersonalist. But although KeÍava
BhÅratÈ may have externally showed himself in that
way, it is seen that by coming in connection with
MahÅprabhu, he became a devotee. Otherwise, we
may also think that he was a devotee who came in
the garb of an impersonalist to help the preaching of
MahÅprabhu by assisting Him with the social formality of taking sannyÅsa. At that time, all over India,
mÅyÅvÅdÈ sannyÅsÈs had greater recognition than
Vai›ˆava sannyÅsÈs, and KeÍava BhÅratÈ was already
situated in that post. MahÅprabhu took the garb of a
sannyÅsÈ from him for His own purpose, to help His
preaching activity. All these things may be explained
in different ways. In any case, after MahÅprabhu took
sannyÅsa, KeÍava BhÅratÈ began to sing and dance
with ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu. He joined in sa⁄kÈrtana and was immediately converted.

In this way, the sannyÅsa of NimÅi PaˆÎita took
place. What is the meaning of His sannyÅsa? Is it
redundant, auxiliary, or a necessary part of spiritual
advancement? Is it desirable? Although apparently
undesirable, still it has its necessity. In the Krishna
conception of theism, there is a deep-rooted correlation
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between union with the Lord and separation from
Him. Without separation, union cannot be deeprooted. The pain of separation can enter into the
depth of the heart much more than cheerfulness.
Such apprehension increases our satisfaction. The
greater our want, the greater our satisfaction. This is
especially true in love affairs. If there is no necessity
of a thing, it has no value. This principle is found
everywhere. A glass of water is ordinary, but according to the degree of its necessity, its value will
increase. So the degree of necessity is most important. Necessity means separation. Necessity independent of fulfillment is separation, hunger.
Separation plays the most important part in
both NavadwÈpa and VÂndÅvana lÈlÅ. How many
years of union were there between Krishna and the
gopÈs? Krishna was only in VÂndÅvana from the age
of seven years up to the age of twelve: five years.
Then, He went to Mathura. Of course, it is mentioned in the Padma PurÅˆa that in peculiar or
extraordinary cases, growth should be measured by
multiplying by one and a half. So when Krishna is
eight years old, He should be considered twelve.
When He is twelve, He should be considered eighteen years of age. So according to His growth,
Krishna was in VÂndÅvana from the age of twelve
to eighteen, but according to His years, from the
age of seven to twelve.
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He stayed in DvÅrakÅ for a long time; altogether
He lived here on this Earth for one hundred and
twenty-five years. After He left VÂndÅvana at the age
of twelve, the pangs of separation were felt by the
gopÈs throughout their whole lives. Their long, long
separation has made their devotion so dignified; the
test of separation shows whether love is real. Such a
long-standing separation and such a great test has
never been found in history; still, the depth of their
love did not diminish. Rather, an inconceivable, ever
increasing depth of divine love was found there.
And in both NavadwÈpa and VÂndÅvana, the
background is almost similar. In NavadwÈpa, to gain
victory over the opposition party, MahÅprabhu left
His household life. And in vÂndÅvana-lÈlÅ it is also
similar. The opposition in vÂndÅvana-lÈlÅ came from
Mathura in the form of Agha, Baka, PËtanÅ,
TÂnÅvarta, and other demons who were being sent by
King Ka˜sa. To uproot the opposition, Krishna had
to go to MathurÅ. And when He went there, He
found that the opposition was widespread. Ka˜sa’s
father-in-law, JarÅsandha, KÅlayavana, ßiÍupÅla,
Dantavakra, and many others were inimical to
Krishna. So Krishna promised the gopÈs that after finishing His enemies, He would return to VÂndÅvana to
play peacefully with them. To uproot the opposition
party, Krishna had to go away. And He told the gopÈs
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in Kuruk›etra, “I have some other enemies; after finishing with them, I will be reunited with you.” That
sort of hope was given to the gopÈs in Kuruk›etra.
Here also, to conquer the opposition party,
MahÅprabhu had to leave NavadwÈpa. Later, after
His conquest of all the Indian scholars and religionists of different positions and creeds, after five years,
when He returned to NavadwÈpa, everyone was
transformed. The mass approached Him madly. It is
difficult to conceive with what madness the mass
approached ßrÈ Chaitanyadeva, the child of their
own village.

They crossed the Ganges. The whole Ganges, as
far as it could be seen, was filled with human heads.
They were running towards Him from all directions in
such a way that the jungles were cleared by human
feet. For a few days, ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu
stayed nearby in VidyÅnagara, and then went towards
VÂndÅvana, singing the Holy Name of Krishna.
Thousands of devotees were running behind Him,
digging up the earth to take the dust of His holy feet,
and huge pits were being created.
For about eighteen years ßrÈ Chaitanya
MahÅprabhu led a scholarly life as NimÅi PaˆÎita.
After that, for about six years, He wandered through
the length and breadth of India, including VÂndÅvana.
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The last eighteen years of His life, He remained in
JagannÅtha PurÈ continuously. For the first six years of
His sannyÅsa, He mixed with the general public. The
last twelve years of His life, He almost retired from the
whole human society and engaged Himself deeply in
tasting the union in separation of RÅdhÅ-Govinda.
And many extraordinary symptoms of ecstasy which
have never been experienced anywhere, nor even
heard of, were expressed by Him. Separation can produce such wonderful effects in the body and mind.

ßrÈ GaurÅ⁄ga-avatÅra has twofold characteristics:
the apparent reason for His advent is to deliver the
people in general from sin, and to give them the
highest attainment of life—to take them towards
VÂndÅvana, vraja-lÈlÅ, by giving the Holy Name of
Krishna. This is actually the function of the yugaavatÅra, the incarnation of Godhead for the age.
The Lord comes to distribute the divine sound and
to show how one can reach the highest position
through divine sound. Still, He had another purpose
to fulfill. Once in BrahmÅ’s day—in a special Kaliyuga—Krishna Himself comes in the mood of
RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ to search Himself. He wants to taste the
mood of RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ, to understand the nature of Her
inner hankering for Krishna, how She can taste the
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sweetness of Krishna by Her mood, and what is the
joy She derives.
Krishna wanted to have some experience of why
RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ is so mad for Him. He thought, “What is
there in Me that makes Her so immeasurably mad for
Me? What sweetness can She draw from Me? I can’t
ascertain it.” He wanted to mold Himself in the mood
of ßrÈ RÅdhikÅ and try to taste His own self from that
temperament. So He came as ßrÈ Chaitanya.
When He conceived of such an incarnation, and
proposed His idea to ßrÈmatÈ RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ, we are told
that RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ, on Her part, said, “Sometimes You
will madly roll on the earth, taking My name, but I
wont be able to tolerate it. I shall cover Your body
with My golden form. I won’t allow You to roll on the
earth. I shall cover You with My embrace.” So it is
said by those who know the ontological aspect of ßrÈ
Chaitanyadeva, “I offer my respects to ßrÈ
Chaitanyadeva, whose mood and color is RÅdhÅraˆÈ’s
and whose inner self is Krishna searching for Himself,
tasting Himself, and trying to understand why
RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ is mad to taste Him and what sort of
sweetness She finds in Him (rÅdhÅ-bhÅva-dyuti-suvalita˜ naumi kÂ›ˆa-svarËpam).”
ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu remained in this
world for forty-eight years. In the last twelve years of
His life, He engaged Himself with deep attention in
tasting Himself. Just as everyone is mad to taste
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sweetness, Krishna, sweetness personified, is also mad
to taste Himself.
Introspection means to know oneself.
Consciousness can know consciousness. And just as
one can feel his own body, or consciousness can conceive of itself, ecstasy can also taste ecstasy. This is
confirmed by SvarËpa DÅmodara Prabhu, ßrÈ
Chaitanya MahÅprabhu’s personal secretary, who is
considered to be LalitÅ-sakhÈ, the nearest friend of
ßrÈmatÈ RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ in the pastimes of Krishna. He has
said what ßrÈ Chaitanyadeva is:
rÅdhÅ kÂ›ˆa-praˆaya-vikÂtir hlÅdinÈ-Íaktir asmÅd
ekÅtmÅnÅv api bhuvi purÅ deha-bheda˜ gatau tau
caitanyÅkhya˜ prakaÊam adhunÅ tad dvaya˜ caikyam Åpta˜
rÅdhÅ-bhÅva-dyuti-suvalita˜ naumi kÂ›ˆa-svarËpam

“I worship ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu, who is
Krishna Himself, enriched with the emotions and
radiance of ßrÈmatÈ RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ. As the predominating
and predominated moieties, RÅdhÅ and Krishna are
eternally one, with separate individual identities.
Now They have again united as ßrÈ Krishna
Chaitanya. This inconceivable transformation of the
Lord’s internal pleasure-giving potency has arisen
from the loving affairs of RÅdhÅ and Krishna.”
In this verse, SvarËpa DÅmodara says that the pastimes of RÅdhÅ-Krishna and those of ßrÈ Chaitanya
MahÅprabhu are parallel and eternal. Whether winter
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is first and summer follows, or summer is first and
winter follows is difficult to say. Similarly, in the eternal pastimes of the Lord, the movement is rolling in a
circle. Therefore, SvarËpa DÅmodara says, “Whether
Chaitanya-avatÅra is first and Krishna-avatÅra is next,
or Krishna-avatÅra is first and Chaitanya-avatÅra is
next is difficult to say—both are eternal.”
And who is ßrÈ RÅdhÅ? She is the development
of the sweetness that springs from Krishna Himself.
That sweetness, in a developed form as RÅdhÅ,
springs up from within Krishna; ßrÈmatÈ RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ is
a particular potency coming out of Krishna Himself:
hlÅdinÈ-Íakti. So RÅdhÅ and Krishna cannot be conceived of as separate entities; the two of Them are
one and the same. Still, we are told that in ancient
times They divided into two. And then again, both
of Them combine as ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu,
whose luster and mood is that of ßrÈmatÈ RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ
and whose nature and reality within is ßrÈ Krishna’s.
Fire and heat cannot be separated; sun and light cannot exist separately. They are one and the same. The
Absolute Truth is one absolute substance (advayajñÅna), but sometimes RÅdhÅ and Govinda show
Themselves as divided and again They are united.
When They are together, They are enjoying each
other, and sometimes They experience a painful separation without the possibility of union. That is
Their divine nature.
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ßrÈ RËpa GoswÅmÈ explains this as follows:
aher iva gatiÓ premˆaÓ
svabhÅva-kuÊilÅ bhavet
ato hetor ahetoÍ ca
yËnor mÅna udañcati

He says that just as a serpent naturally moves in a
crooked way, in a zigzag way, the nature of love is naturally crooked. It is not straight. So the concerned
parties quarrel, sometimes with cause and sometimes
without cause, and separation comes. Separation is
necessary for the transcendental pastimes of RÅdhÅ
and Krishna.

There are four kinds of separation: pËrva-rÅga,
mÅna, pravÅsa, and prema-vaicittya. PËrva-rÅga
means before meeting. This is found when RÅdhÅ
and Govinda are not actually meeting, but somehow one has come in remote connection with the
other’s name, portrait, or something of that nature.
When RÅdhÅ hears Krishna’s name or the sound of
the flute—no real meeting is there, but there is
some connection. The sound of Krishna’s flute, a
picture of Krishna, or Krishna’s name may bring
about pËrva-rÅga. And Krishna may experience
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something similar by hearing the sound of ßrÈmatÈ
RÅdhÅraˆÈ’s name. In this way, there are pangs of
separation, but no actual meeting. The name is so
sweet that He can’t contain Himself; She can’t
contain Herself.
When the Holy Name of Krishna enters within
ßrÈmatÈ RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ’s ear, She becomes perturbed,
thinking, “Is a name as sweet as this possible within
this world?” This is Her reaction, and She experiences this also. She feels, “I can't meet Him.” A
pang of separation comes within Her heart. That is
pËrva-rÅga: the pain of separation that comes before
meeting.
MÅna is another kind of separation. MÅna
means that when meeting, there is some difference
between Them in trifling matters. This is the very
nature of love. Therefore, ßrÈla RËpa GoswÅmÈ says
that love moves in a curved way like a serpent. It is
not diseased, but this is the nature of the path of
love. Sometimes with a trifling cause, or with no
cause, a feeling comes that, “He is neglecting Me;
He wants to avoid Me.” And thereby ßrÈmatÈ
RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ thinks, “I don’t want His company.”
Although cent per cent appreciation is there, still,
for the time being, some opposing sentiments
spring up from underground; a clash comes in the
sentiments of the Two, and One wants to avoid the
company of the Other.
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In prema-vaicittya, jealousy rises to such a degree
that although They are already together, still some
sort of thought comes within and makes Them think
that They are far away from each other. These different kinds of separation are found only in the madhurarasa. Prema-vaicittya is that condition which arises
when Krishna is there and RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ is just nearby,
but seeing Her own shadow reflected on the body of
Krishna, She is so jealous that She thinks that it is
another lady. So, great pangs of separation come within Her, and She thinks, “What is this? Another lady is
there!” Her mind revolts. But Her friend, LalitÅ, is
warning Her, “What are You saying? It is only Your
own image reflected there. Can’t You see it?” Then
RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ comes to Her consciousness. She particularly notices, “Oh, it is My own shadow.” Then that
feeling is immediately gone. This is an example of
prema-vaicittya. These are extremely high transcendental subjects, and although this is not to be discussed in details, this is the nature of divine love in
union and separation. Both are interdependent, for
One cannot stay without the Other, and separation is
created willingly to enhance union.
Another kind of separation is called pravÅsa.
There are two types of pravÅsa: one is when the separation is for a limited time; another is when one has
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left the country for a far-off place, as when Krishna
went to MathurÅ to attend to other duties. These are
the four types of separation pangs between the lover
and the beloved.
Of course, these transcendental topics are very
high, and we should not indulge in them carelessly,
for if we project mundane characteristics into the
higher plane, our future realization will be harmed.
Our mundane experience will tend to take us down,
so we must proceed with caution. What we conceive
of at present is not to be found in the plane of
Krishna’s pastimes—it is a far higher plane of existence than the realm of our experience. Our vision is
adulterated. We have only an alloyed conception of
the original thing. We must keep this in mind, and
with this caution we may deal with these things.
It is safer to deal with the topics of the separation
between RÅdhÅ and Govinda than with Their union.
Of course, we must understand that the pain of separation experienced by RÅdhÅ and Govinda has nothing to do with this plane. And so, with this caution,
we may talk to some extent about separation, but it
will be extremely dangerous for us to discuss or to
think of when RÅdhÅ-Govinda and Their intimate
friends are combined, enjoying each other’s company, because if we deal with the pastimes of RÅdhÅ
and Krishna with any mundane conception, we will
create a great offense. So to conceive of the union of
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RÅdhÅ and Govinda is more dangerous than cultivating feelings of separation, as MahÅprabhu has
shown by His example.
In separation from Krishna, ßrÈ Chaitanya
MahÅprabhu is thinking, “I can’t tolerate even My
own life without Krishna! Without His grace, without
His company, I can’t maintain My undesirable existence.” This kind of mood helps us, but still we
should not imitate it; rather we must respectfully
accept it as our highest ideal. This will help us brush
aside our filthy, unwanted habits (anarthas). If some
tears come, however, we should not think that we
have realized the highest stage; that sort of thinking
should be avoided. ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu
Himself says, “I don’t have a drop of divine love within Me, for otherwise, how could I maintain My mundane life?”
And ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu took sannyÅsa
so that the residents of NavadwÈpa would be drawn
into this high stage of separation through affection’s force. His old mother ßachÈ-devÈ was crying
hopelessly. His young wife, Vi›ˆupriyÅ-devÈ, was
helplessly passing Her days. MahÅprabhu took
sannyÅsa to create excitement, piercing into the
hearts of the people the divine love that He came
to give. They thought, “Who was NimÅi PaˆÎita?
What great benefit did He come to give us?” That
He left everything made them sympathetic towards
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Him. And for all these reasons the Lord went to
take sannyÅsa.

After the function of sannyÅsa was finished, ßrÈ
Chaitanya MahÅprabhu became mad. “I must run to
VÂndÅvana,” He thought. “I have given up all connection with this world. I have no attraction for it. I
must run to VÂndÅvana to exclusively engage Myself
in the service of Krishna.” In trance, He began to
chant a verse from the ßrÈmad-BhÅgavatam where
Krishna gives a description of sannyÅsa to Uddhava.
This verse was spoken by a tridaˆÎÈ bhik›u, a mendicant. MahÅprabhu quoted this verse, thinking, “I
have accepted this garb of a sannyÅsÈ for this is favorable to My spiritual life. Now, no one in society has
any claim over Me, and I will be able to exclusively
devote Myself to the service of Krishna. I am going to
VÂndÅvana with no other engagement or connection
with anyone.” In this way, in ecstatic madness He
began to chant and dance. KeÍava BhÅratÈ MahÅrÅj
embraced Him, and both guru and disciple joined
together, chanting and dancing. At that time
MahÅprabhu spoke the verse of the brÅhmaˆa who, in
the last stages of his life, took tridaˆÎa sannyÅsa and
had to tolerate the torture of society in different
forms. He said:
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etÅ˜ sa ÅsthÅya parÅtma-ni›ÊhÅm
adhyÅsitÅ˜ pËrvatamair mahadbhiÓ
aha˜ tari›yÅmi duranta-pÅra˜
tamo mukundÅ⁄ghri-ni›evayaiva

“The previous great sages have accepted and
shown the path of sannyÅsa. I have now accepted
that very form of life. Now leaving everything
aside, I shall run towards VÂndÅvana. There, taking
the name of Mukunda, Krishna, I shall cross over
the ocean of nescience. Crossing over this mÅyÅ, I
shall reach VÂndÅvana and fully enter the service of
Krishna.”
The dress of a sannyÅsÈ is meant only for an external adjustment, but the real thing is to serve
Mukunda. And so, with this verse, He suddenly started towards VÂndÅvana from KÅÊwÅ. Near the banks of
the Ganges, He entered the jungle thinking, “Now,
my duty is to reach VÂndÅvana as soon as possible and
there, in a solitary place, I shall sit and chant and sing
the name of Krishna.”
ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu ran towards
VÂndÅvana and entered the jungle before evening.
And NityÅnanda Prabhu, ChandraÍekhara åchÅrya,
Mukunda Datta, and JagadÅnanda pursued Him
through the jungle. Sometimes while running He
would suddenly fall on the ground and begin to cry,
“Krishna, Krishna!” Getting up suddenly, He began

The Deity of NimÅi PaˆÎita. The original Deity installed
and worshiped by Vi›ˆupriyÅdevÈ.
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running—without any apparent direction—to the
north, east, west and south.

Sometimes He would run away so swiftly that the
devotees could not trace Him, especially in the night,
when they would lose Him in the darkness. Then,
they would all be disappointed, thinking, “ßrÈ
Chaitanya MahÅprabhu, our Lord and Master, has left
us!” But suddenly they would hear Him far away, crying, “Krishna, Krishna, Krishna!” in a piteous, wailing
tone. Then they would run in that direction and see
that He was lying on the ground, crying,
kÅ⁄hÅ mora prÅˆa-nÅtha muralÈ-vadana
kÅ⁄hÅ karo⁄ kÅ⁄hÅ pÅ⁄ vrajendra-nandana

/
“Where is my beloved Krishna? I can’t tolerate
His separation. Where is the Lord of My life, who is
playing His flute? What shall I do now? Where
should I go to find the son of MahÅrÅj Nanda?” In a
piteous, heart-rendering tone, He was crying. In a
bewildered state, with no consciousness of any particular direction, He would say, “Who are you? I’m
going to VÂndÅvana. Why are you disturbing me?”
After nursing Him, again they began to start towards
the west, towards VÂndÅvana. ßrÈ Chaitanya
MahÅprabhu continued wandering in trance. But the
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great attraction of His devotees did not allow Him to
go towards the west.
Taking advantage of His trance, NityÅnanda
Prabhu somehow coaxingly turned MahÅprabhu’s face
towards ßÅntipura. It is mentioned in the ChaitanyaBhÅgavata that beginning from KÅÊwÅ, they went west
until they reached a place near VakreÍvara, about six
miles north-east of DubrarÅjpura, in the district of
Birbhum. In ViÍramatalÅ, on the other side of the
Adjai river, there is a place which is observed as the
seat of ßrÈ Chaitanya. There, they say, ßrÈ Chaitanya
MahÅprabhu turned His face from the west towards
the east, or from VÂndÅvana to ßÅntipura.
They wandered throughout the remaining
evening, and then another day and night. Finally, on
the third day, in the evening, He returned through
KÅlnÅ to ßÅntipura through the arrangements of
NityÅnanda Prabhu, who appeared before
MahÅprabhu in the red cloth of a renunciate. ßrÈ
Chaitanya MahÅprabhu, although so familiar with
Him, couldn’t recognize NityÅnÅnda. He saw a
sannyÅsÈ before Him and thought, “I am going to
VÂndÅvana, and here is a sannyÅsÈ in front of me.” He
said, O ßrÈpada sannyÅsÈ, where are You going?
“I shall go to VÂndÅvana with You.”
“How far is VÂndÅvana from here?”
NityÅnanda showed Him the Ganges, near KÅlnÅ,
saying, “Just see, there is the YamunÅ.”
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MahÅprabhu said, “Oh, We have come so near the
YamunÅ!” Then, He took his bath in the YamunÅ,
singing this verse:
cid-Ånanda-bhanoÓ sadÅ nanda-sËnoÓ
para-prema-pÅtrÈ drava-brahma-gÅtrÈ
aghÅnÅ˜ lavitrÈ jagat-k›ema-dhÅtrÈ
pavitrÈ-kriyÅn no vapur mitra-putrÈ

“O daughter of the sun: although you have
appeared in the form of water, you are most dear to
the son of Nanda, who is the spiritual sun. You dispel
the sins of all sinners. Please purify this mortal body.”
(Kavi Karˆapura: Chaitanya Chandrodaya-nÅÊaka 5.13)
Just before ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu arrived
there on the banks of the Ganges, NityÅnanda Prabhu
sent ChandraÍekahara to inform Advaita åchÅrya to
come. When MahÅprabhu asked Advaita åcharya, “Is
that you, Advaita? How did you know I was in
VÂndÅvana?” Advaita åchÅrya said, “This must be
some kind of joke. Wherever You are is VÂndÅvana.
And it is my fortune that You have come here, near
the Ganges.”
“Oh, it is the Ganges?”
“Yes.”
Then MahÅprabhu, regaining His consciousness of
this world, said, “Oh, then it is a conspiracy of
NityÅnanda Prabhu. He has brought Me here to the
banks of the Ganges and told Me it is the YamunÅ. It
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is all a hoax! I have fallen prey to His hoax.”
Advaita åchÅrya argued, “No, no, NityÅnanda
Prabhu has not spoken any falsehood. You have really
taken bath in the YamunÅ. The confluence of the
YamunÅ and the Ganges is in Allahabad, and it is
mentioned in ÍÅstra that the western side is the
YamunÅ, the eastern side is the Ganges. Now You
have taken Your bath in the western side, so You have
taken Your bath in the YamunÅ, according to scripture. So NityÅnanda Prabhu has not told any lie.
Anyway, I have come with this new dress for You.
Leave Your wet clothes and accept this new garb. I
have also cooked something for You. For three days
You have been fasting, and today, as a sannyÅsÈ, You
must take some charity in My house. I am a poor
man,” He said with folded palms, “but You must
come.” They took Him by boat to ßÅntipura, to the
house of Advaita åchÅrya. The next morning
ßachÈdevÈ came, and MahÅprabhu spent about ten or
twelve days there in ßÅntipura performing kÈrtana.

What is VÂndÅvana proper? It is a stage of consciousness. In different stages of consciousness, there
are different subjective realities. Everything springs
from the willpower of the Lord. He is the subject, and
His potency and sweet will is all subjective. The Lord
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said, “Let there be light,”—and there was light. He
said, “Let there be water,” —and there was water. He
said, “Let there be earth,”—and there was earth. If,
like a hypnotist, the higher subject wants to make the
lower subject see something, he cannot but see that
thing. We are all in the subjective, imaginary world,
but above imagination is the supersubjective plane of
reality. So, Krishna reveals Himself to one who has
developed pure consciousness, and in the stage of pure
consciousness one can perceive the true nature of subjective reality (sattva˜ viÍuddha˜ vasudeva-Íabditam).
To show us that VÂndÅvana is everywhere,
MahÅprabhu was running here and there in ecstasy.
When They met, Advaita Prabhu told Him, “You
must be jesting when You say You are going to
VÂndÅvana. Wherever You are—that is VÂndÅvana.
We have that experience. What You say is very peculiar: ‘I am going to VÂndÅvana.’ Simply to teach us
the value of VÂndÅvana, You are posing in this way.”

VÂndÅvana, the highest plane of divinity, is a
stage of consciousness. Above the plane of awe and
reverence found in VaikuˆÊha, is VÂndÅvana, the land
of simplicity and divine love. The peculiarity of the
inhabitants of that highest plane of consciousness is
that they do not feel they are in VÂndÅvana. It is
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aprÅkÂta, supramundane.
Knowledge has been classified under five headings.
The lowest is knowledge acquired through one’s own
sense experience: pratyak›a—what we have experienced through our senses. That is the first stage. The
next higher stage is knowledge we have not experienced with our own senses, but have gathered from the
experience of others (parok›a), just as the scientists
have their experience, and we have gathered some
knowledge from their inventions and discoveries.
The third stage is above the stage of human experience (aparok›a). It is something like deep sleep.
When we awaken, we say, “I slept very happily; I slept
a very good, sound sleep.” But when in deep, dreamless sleep, we have no consciousness of that state.
When we return from a deep dreamless sleep, we
express some awareness of that experience, but it is
hazy. Aparok›a is a sort of hazy experience which is
indistinct, where the subject and material object
come together, and the material object vanishes in
the subject. ßa⁄karÅchÅrya, the great proponent of
impersonalism, explains the gradation of consciousness up to this point.

On the other hand, the great devotee-scholar
RÅmÅnujÅchÅrya, as well as other Vai›ˆava ÅchÅryas,
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are of the opinion that there is a fourth stage
beyond this. That plane is called adhok›aja, transcendental, or that which exists beyond the scope of
the senses, whether gross or subtle. It is a plane that
we can experience only when, by its sweet will, it
comes down to our gross plane of understanding. If
it withdraws, we are helpless; we can’t find it. We
cannot say that the Absolute Truth is under the
control of our knowledge. We can’t measure it like
that. It is independent. By its sweet will it may
come down and we may experience that higher
realm, but if it withdraws, we are quite helpless; we
can do nothing. We may cry or we may pray, but we
can’t enter there forcibly by dint of our own power.
This is the fourth plane of consciousness, and it is
grand, all-powerful, and all-inspiring. Only if it
reveals itself to us can we have some experience of
that plane known as VaikuˆÊha, the unlimited spiritual region of awe and power
That is the adhok›aja plane. So, there is pratyak›a
direct experience through sense perception, then
parok›a, learning through the experience of others,
then aparok›a, the negative plane of indistinct consciousness, and then the fourth dimension: adhok›aja.
We are underground. Real knowledge is above, on
the surface, beyond our experience. If we can pierce
through the thick coverings walling up our experience, we can come in connection with another
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plane of consciousness: that is adhok›aja. Adho-kÂtam
indriya-ja˜ jnÅñam: adhok›aja means the superior
knowledge which can force down our knowledge of
the experience of this world. That transcendental,
supramental knowledge is the fourth stage of knowledge. That plane is different in every way. It is not
similar to this world.
But through ßrÈmad-BhÅgavatam and ßrÈ
Chaitanya MahÅprabhu, we come to know that there
is a fifth stage of knowledge which is very similar to
this mundane world, yet is not mundane. It is called
aprÅkÂta. That is Goloka, the full-fledged theistic conception which is only found in Krishna’s domain.
Central knowledge of the absolute must have a connection with even the lowest level of mundane creation; it must be able to harmonize the worst portion
of the illusory world. This is known as aprÅkÂta, supramundane. To enter that highest realm is possible only
through divine love.
Everything can be compensated only through
love. There is a saying that a loving mother thinks
that her blind child has beautiful lotus eyes. She is
blinded by affection. So, what is mean and low can
only be compensated by love—that shines very beautifully. That is prema, or divine love. Through mercy,
through pity, through grace, a king can come to play
with a boy on the street. Affection can make it possible. The difference between high and low disappears
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at such a stage.

The residents of VÂndÅvana think themselves ordinary. This is jñÅna-ÍËnyÅ-bhakti, divine love which is
free from any calculation and does not consider even
the opulence and power of the Lord. That devotion is
above even VaikuˆÊha and goes on under the spell of
yogamÅyÅ, the spiritually enchanting potency. It is the
special art of yogamÅyÅ that those holding the highest
position think themselves very insignificant. Love
removes the difference of great and small, high and low.
VÂndÅvana is such a plane of existence. There we find
devotion free from any trace of calculation (jñÅnaÍËnyÅ-bhakti). Even the residents of VÂndÅvana may not
know their own exalted position.
Advaita Prabhu tells ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu,
“Wherever You are, there is VÂndÅvana.” Narottama
dÅsa †hÅkura says wherever we find a true devotee of
Krishna—there is VÂndÅvana (yata vai›ˆavagaˆa sei
sthÅna vÂndÅvana. Prema-Bhakti-ChandrikÅ). Outwardly
we may think that they are members of this ordinary
world, but the object of all their conversation and
behavior is VÂndÅvana. Still, although they are in
VÂndÅvana, they do not feel themselves to be there.
They are not conscious of their own exalted position. A king, when he is not very conscious of his
power, thinks of himself as an ordinary person. It is
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something like that. Someone may be a great doctor but
through affection he may do the work of a nurse for his
patient. Out of his love and affection for the patient, he
may come down to do such work, but still he is great.
This is the beautiful nature of VÂndÅvana life. It is great
without the attitude, the air of bigness. Although they
are really great, they appear to be simple. Power dressed
in affection and love, couched in humility—that is
VÂndÅvana. And that is also NavadwÈpa.
ßrÈmad-BhÅgavatam and ßrÈ Chaitanya
MahÅprabhu say that this is the highest and most
laudable place for us to live. There, the Supreme Lord
Krishna and the gopÈs are living in the forest. There,
we find no grandeur or big buildings, but if we have a
true eye for grandeur, we will see it in VÂndÅvana.
From an impartial judgement of the facts, their position is very great, but through humility they have
apparently descended to our level. It is a very sweet
and beautiful form of life that we find in VÂndÅvana.
And MahÅprabhu came to show that to us through
ßrÈmad-BhÅgavatam. Krishna is the Lord of that land,
and the cows, hills, forests, and the YamunÅ river are
all creating a favorable environment there.
So MahÅprabhu took sannyÅsa to teach us, to take
us up and make us the permanent inhabitants of that
place. He says that actually, our real self lives in that
plane, but unfortunately our consciousness has become
focused outside. Now we are captured by the mundane
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aspect of this creation and think that we are suffering,
but this is all illusion. We must get relief from this
mania. Mania means madness, and now we are possessed by some mania. Just as a madman leaves his
home and wanders in the street collecting pieces of
paper and cloth, we are focused in this world, but when
this madness is gone, we will awaken in our own home.

We must return back to Godhead, back to home.
ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu says, “Your home is a
beautiful land. You must try for that. Why are you
always troubled with the horrors of war, epidemic,
earthquake, undesirable disease, stealing, dacoiting,
and fighting with so many neighbors? At the bottom
of all this is the fact that you have identified yourself
with this material world and this body of flesh and
blood. You have to retrace your path and go back to
your home.” That is what is necessary. Our homeland
is such a lovely and beautiful and divine place. ßrÈ
Chaitanya MahÅprabhu’s sannyÅsa is all for us, and it
is for the purpose of taking us back home, where we
can have home comforts, home sweetness. If we have
any home-consciousness within, then we must appreciate such a proposal: home sweet home.
ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu’s sannyÅsa is apparently very cruel to His devotees, and to His family members, but it was meant only to take us to our home. To

ßrÈla Bhaktivinod †hÅkura envisioned himself seeing ßrÈ
Chaitanya MahÅprabhu on a rooftop and expressed his heart's
desire, “When will the day come when Nimai PaˆÎita will give up
the robes of renunciation and again come and join us in kÈrtana at
the house of ßrÈvÅsa?”

work out the ecstasy of union, it was necessary for ßrÈ
Chaitanya MahÅprabhu to show separation from His
devotees and relatives. Separation and union are
mutually helpful. MahÅprabhu’s sannyÅsa, His renunciation, is a great tragedy of separation.

Nocturnal KÈrtana. NimÅi PaˆÎita and associates absorved in
the nocturnal rasa-kirtana at the house of ßrÈvÅsa †hÅkura.

Part 2

ßik›Å›Êakam
The
Precepts of
ßrÈ Chaitanya
MahÅprabhu

THE
HOLY NAME
OF KRISHNA
SANSKRIT
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ROMAN TRANSLITERATION
ceto-darpaˆa-mÅrjana˜ bhava-mahÅ-dÅvÅgni-nirvÅpaˆa˜
ÍreyaÓ-kairava-candrikÅ-vitaraˆa˜ vidyÅ-vadhË-jÈvanam
ÅnandÅmbudhi-vardhana˜ prati-pada˜ pËrˆÅmÂtÅsvÅdana˜
sarvÅtma-snapana˜ para˜ vijayate ÍrÈ-kÂ›ˆa-sa⁄kÈrtanam
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TRANSLATION
“The Holy Name of Krishna
cleanses the mirror of the heart
and extinguishes the fire of misery
in the forest of birth and death.
As the evening lotus blooms
in the moon’s cooling rays,
the heart begins to blossom
in the nectar of the name.
And at last the soul awakens
to its real inner treasure
—a life of love with Krishna.
Again and again tasting nectar,
the soul dives and surfaces in
the ever-increasing ocean
of ecstatic joy.
All phases of the self
of which we may conceive
are fully satisfied and purified,
and at last conquered by
the all-auspicious influence
of the Holy Name of Krishna.”
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ILLUMINATION
rÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu is the pioneer of ßrÈ
Krishna sa⁄kÈrtana. He said, “I have come to inaugurate the chanting of the Holy Name of Krishna,
and that name will reach every nook and corner of
the universe (pÂthivÈte Åche yata nagarÅdi-grÅma sarvatra
pracÅra haibe mora nÅma).”
What is the meaning of sa⁄kÈrtana? Samyak means
“full” and kÈrtana means “chanting.” Together, these
two words form the word sa⁄kÈrtana which generally
means “congregational chanting of the Holy Name of
Krishna.” But samyak means full not only in quantity
but also in quality. Full quantity means extensive in
number: congregational. Full quality means complete
praise. Complete praise can only mean the glorification of Krishna, and not any other gods.
So sa⁄kÈrtana means complete kÈrtana, a song in
praise of the complete whole, the Absolute Truth;
anything else is only a partial representation and
therefore defective to a certain extent. Therefore,
Krishna should be praised. His glories should be
chanted, for He is everything. He is the master, the
dispenser of both good and bad, the Absolute
Controller of everything. Everything is due to Him.
The fulfillment of all life is reached in Him alone.
Just as a horse may have reins to check his movements, but if let loose will run freely, praise which is
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unchecked by any mundane purpose will run straight
towards the Supreme Cause, Krishna.
The word ÍrÈ means Lak›mÈdevÈ: Krishna’s potency. This means that in sa⁄kÈrtana, Krishna is worshiped along with His potency, for Krishna’s potency
is included within Him.
ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu says that ÍrÈ kÂ›ˆa
sa⁄kÈrtana should thrive throughout the world; it
should be victorious without any hindrance (para˜
vijayate ÍrÈ-kÂ›ˆa-sa⁄kÈrtanam). It should be a spontaneous, unchecked, and natural flow. It should be
exclusive, independent, and without reservation. And
this praise of Krishna should be congregationally
chanted—that vibration is beneficial for the whole
world. Only by surrender and pure devotion can we
take to ÍrÈ kÂ›ˆa sa⁄kÈrtana.

What are the different stages through which we
will pass while chanting the Holy Name of Krishna?
The first stage is that it cleanses the mirror of the
mind. If the mirror of the mental system is covered
with dust, we cannot see things clearly, and scriptural
advice cannot be properly reflected there. What are
the different kinds of dust covering the mirror of the
mind? Our infinite, fleeting, and organized desires are
considered dust, and our hearts and minds are covered
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Hare Krishna Hare Krishna
Krishna Krishna Hare Hare
Hare RÅma Hare RÅma
RÅma RÅma Hare Hare
The Supreme Syllables. The Hare Krishna MahÅ-mantra.

with layers and layers of this dust. Therefore we cannot see things properly; they cannot properly reflect in
our mind because it is covered with the infinite ordinary desires of this mundane world (bhukti-mukti-siddhi-kÅmÈ—sakali ‘aÍÅnta’).
So the first effect of ÍrÈ kÂ›ˆa sa⁄kÈrtana is the
cleansing of the mind. The Vedic social system
(varnÅÍrama-dharma) has been formed for this purpose. If we discharge our social duties perfectly, without any attraction for the consequences, we achieve
purification of our consciousness—but the first
installment of nÅma-sa⁄kÈrtana gives us the end result
of varnÅÍrama-dharma: purification of the heart and
mind. Then we can understand Vedic advice properly.
The next effect of chanting the Holy Name is that
it extinguishes the fire of material existence in the forest of repeated birth and death. We are forced to come
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into creation and again die. The mundane wave catches
the soul which mingles with that vibration in different
stages. That is stopped by the second effect of ÍrÈ kÂ›ˆa
sa⁄kÈrtana, and we become liberated.
With the first stride, the intelligence is purified.
With the second stride, the Holy Name effects liberation from the great conflagration of threefold
miseries. The threefold miseries are ÅdhyÅtmika:
miseries within the body and mind, such as disease
and mental anxiety; Ådhibautika: miseries from our
neighbors: man, beasts, insects, and so many other
living beings; and Ådhidaivika: natural catastrophes
like famine, flood, and earthquake. We have to suffer from these three kinds of miseries which burn in
our heart like fire. But everything is extinguished
forever by the second stride of nÅma-sa⁄kÈrtana
which gives us relief.

The next stage is ÍreyaÓ-kairava-candrikÅvitaraˆam: the Holy Name bestows upon us the
supreme goal of life. After doing away with these two
negative engagements, our positive engagement
begins and ultimately takes us to reality, to the real
truth, which is eternal, auspicious, and beautiful. It
takes us to that auspiciousness which is above this
world of difficulty, and in a general way we achieve
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the supreme goal, the highest auspiciousness, the
greatest good from chanting the Holy Name of
Krishna. If we analyze this scrutinizingly, we find that
in this stage, the Holy Name takes us to an intimate
personal relationship with Krishna which includes
neutrality, servitude, friendship, and filial affection
(ÍÅnta, dÅsya, sakhya, and vÅtsalya rasa). ßreyaÓ covers
the grace of NityÅnanda Prabhu, for it is by His grace
that we may be allowed to worship RÅdhÅ and
Krishna in VÂndÅvana (nitÅiyer karuˆÅ habe braje rÅdhÅ
kÂ›ˆa pÅbe).
The next stage is vidyÅ-vadhË-jÈvanam. The Holy
Name prepares us for the wholesale surrender to
Krishna that is found in conjugal love (madhura rasa)
where the devotees surrender themselves infinitely at
the disposal of Krishna.
The next stage is ÅnandÅmbudhi-vardhanam.
When we come to the proper level while chanting
the name of Krishna, we find the transcendental
ocean that is above all sorts of experience. The name
comes to assert Himself over us according to the
degree of our surrender, and when our surrender is
complete, we feel a new type of ecstatic joy; we
experience an infinite ocean of joy which is not static, but always dynamic. There we find new life and a
new type of blissfulness. It never becomes stale or
static, but at every moment gives us a taste of the
infinite ocean of ecstasy.
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The last effect is that our entire existence is purified. This kind of enjoyment does not pollute—it
purifies. Enjoyment means exploitation. Mundane
enjoyment creates a reaction and pollution attacks
the enjoyer, but here, because Krishna is the aggressor, the result is purification. All enjoyment that
comes from the center, from the autocratic desire of
Krishna, purifies us completely.
In this verse, the words sarvÅtma-snapanam mean
that all different phases of the self which may be conceived are fully satisfied and purified at once by
chanting the Holy Name of Krishna. And there is
another meaning of sarvÅtma-snapanam. If we praise
Krishna congregationally, we will be purified according to our capacity. Both the singer and the audience
as well as anyone who comes in connection with the
transcendental sound will be purified. Snapanam
means “purifying.” That vibration purifies everyone
and everything that comes in touch with it.
So MahÅprabhu says, “Go on with sa⁄kÈrtana, the
congregational chanting of the Holy Name of
Krishna.” Of course, sa⁄kÈrtana must be genuine, so
association with saints is necessary. It is not an empirical attempt. We are attempting to have a connection
with the higher, unconditioned realm which can
descend to help us here. We must have that connection with higher reality, for that is all-important. The
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Holy Name of Krishna is not mere physical sound; it is
not lip-deep only, but it has a greater and higher aspect
(nÅmÅk›ara bÅhirÅya baÊe tabu nÅme kabhu naya). It is all
spiritual. We are in the marginal plane of existence, so
some higher connection is necessary in order that the
wave will descend from that higher realm and come to
us and spread its influence outside as well.
Wherever it goes, the sa⁄kÈrtana of the Holy
Name of Krishna will produce these sevenfold
results. This is the purport of MahÅprabhu’s first
verse. The first effect is that the Holy Name cleanses the soul which is attacked by the dirt of desires
from the mundane world. By the second effect it
gives mukti, liberation, perfect independence from
material forces. The third effect brings real fortune:
the opening of the soul’s treasure. The innate
resources of the soul are gradually awakened by the
Holy Name of Krishna. Here, ßrÈ Chaitanya
MahÅprabhu includes the other forms of relationship with the Personal Absolute. In describing the
next step, He takes the mood of conjugal devotion,
where one is absolutely disposed for Krishna’s
enjoyment, unconditionally surrendering everything for His maximum pleasure.

The next effect is the tasting of his ecstatic
association. In VÂndÅvana, the realm of Krishna,

Krishna’s flute. The sound of Krishna’s flute has the great mystic
power of capturing and pleasing everyone and everything.
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one who can chant the name of Krishna properly
will express himself with a peculiar sort of ego:
tuˆÎe tÅˆÎavinÈ rati˜ vitanute tuˆÎÅvalÈ-labdhaye
karˆa-kroÎa-kaÎambinÈ ghaÊayate karˆÅrbudebhyaÓ spÂhÅm
cetaÓ-prÅ⁄gaˆa-sa⁄ginÈ vijayate sarvendriyÅˆÅ˜ kÂti˜
no jÅne janitÅ kiyadbhir amÂtaiÓ kÂ›ˆeti varˆa-dvayÈ

“When the Holy Name of Krishna appears on the
lips of a devotee, it begins madly dancing. Then the
name takes over and handles him as if the person to
whom the lips belong loses all control over his lips,
and the devotee says, ‘With one mouth, how much
can I gather the ecstasy of the Holy Name? I need
millions of mouths to taste its unlimited sweetness.
I’ll never feel any satisfaction by chanting with only
one mouth.’”
When the sound “Krishna” enters the ear, he feels
that transcendental sound awaken in his heart.
“What are two ears?” he thinks. “This is the greatest
injustice of the creator—I need millions of ears!
Then, if I could hear the sweet name of Krishna, my
heart might be a little satisfied. I want millions and
millions of ears to hear the sweet name of Krishna.”
This is the temperament of a devotee when his attention is drawn towards the Holy Name. Then he faints;
he loses himself, merging in an ocean of ecstasy and
joy. And in great disappointment he says, “I failed to
understand the quality and quantity of the substance
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of Krishna’s name. I am perplexed. What sort of
honey sweetness does this name contain?” In this way,
the chanter of the name wonders.

This has been taught to us by ßrÈ Chaitanya
MahÅprabhu, who said, “Properly chant the Holy
Name, the sound representation of absolute sweetness.” That sweetness is also to be found in the flutesong of the Lord. The sound of Krishna’s flute has the
great mystic power of capturing and pleasing everyone
and everything. Upon hearing the sound of Krishna’s
flute, the YamunÅ’s current is paralyzed. The sweet
sound of Krishna’s flute attracts the trees, the birds,
and the beasts. Everything is astounded by contacting
the sweet vibration from Krishna’s flute.
Sound vibration can work miracles; sound has the
highest capturing potency. Sound can make or mar. It
can do anything; it has such intrinsic capacity. It
comes from the subtlemost plane, beyond the ether.
That universal sound is absolute sweetness and goodness. How much power is there—how it can capture
us! Like a blade of grass, we may be played by the current of that sweet sound in such a way that we cannot
even trace out our own personality. We may lose ourselves there, but we do not die; the soul is eternal.
Diving, up and down, we are played by the current of
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the sweet sound. We are less qualified than a straw, a
blade of grass, and the Krishna sound is so big and so
sweet that it can play us in any way it likes. We cannot begin to conceive how much power is in the
name, the sound which is identical with absolute
goodness and sweetness.
ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu says, “Don’t neglect
the sound which is one and the same with Krishna.”
Absolute sweetness and goodness—everything is
there within the Holy Name. And the Holy Name is
representing itself to us in a very cheap way: nothing
is required to purchase it—no money, no physical
energy. All these things are unnecessary. What is
required? Sincerity.
One who simply takes this divine sound sincerely
will be so enriched that no one will be able to conceive of so much goodness and development. And
anyone may have it very cheaply, but one must chant
sincerely with his whole heart. Of course, wholehearted sincerity presupposes going to a proper agent, a
saint, and getting the Holy Name from him.
ßrÈ kÂ›ˆa sa⁄kÈrtana is praised by ßrÈ Chaitanya
MahÅprabhu, the inaugurator of the sa⁄kÈrtana movement who came as RÅdhÅ-Govinda combined. His
advice is most valuable and necessary to tell us that
with a sincere spirit we must come to join this ÍrÈ kÂ›ˆa
sa⁄kÈrtana, the most purifying transcendental sound,
which effects liberation, gives all fulfillment, and
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grants us such a positive attainment that we lose ourselves in the ocean of joy and inconceivable sweetness.
This is ßrÈman MahÅprabhu’s grace, and He proclaims, “Let ÍrÈ kÂ›ˆa sa⁄kÈrtana be expanded into this
mortal world, that it may benefit everyone infinitely,
for this is the highest and greatest benefit for the
whole world. It is all-comprehensive. It releases us
from all sorts of troubles, establishing us in the highest position of attainment.”
And in this present degraded age of Kali, only
nÅma-sa⁄kÈrtana can help us. Of course, nama-sa⁄kÈrtana is beneficial in all ages, but it is especially recommended in Kali-yuga, because in this age all other
attempts will be opposed by many forces. NÅma-sa⁄kÈrtana cannot be opposed by the troubles and waves of
this material world, so one must adopt it. If we exclusively give ourselves to this, we will gain the highest
fulfillment of life. There is no necessity of any other
campaign, for they are all defective and partial. But
the most universal, captivating, and beneficial thing is
nÅma-sa⁄kÈrtana, which takes us to the highest goal.
That alone can satisfy everyone.
All souls that are now disconnected from Krishna
may be helped in this way. No other movement is necessary. ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu tells us, “Exclusively
devote yourself to this. It is all-embracing and all-fulfilling. And you can achieve it with the least trouble
and least energy. Let it flourish in this Kali-yuga—let it
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flourish for the welfare of the whole universe, to
reestablish all souls in their normal position.”
In the last verse of ßrÈmad-BhÅgavatam the conclusion of the book is given as follows:
nÅma-sa⁄kÈrtana˜ yasya
sarva-pÅpa-praˆÅÍanam
praˆÅmo duÓkha-Íamanas
ta˜ namÅmi hari˜ param

PÅpa means all anomalies, all undesirable things:
sin. Material enjoyment and liberation are also
included as anomalies, sinful activities. Why is liberation considered sinful? Because it is an abnormal condition; our natural function is to serve Krishna, but
we do not do that in salvation. Mere salvation does
not include service to Krishna, so that is an abnormal
position and therefore it is also a sin. To ignore our
natural duty and stand aloof cannot but be sinful.

The concluding verse of the ßrÈmad-BhÅgavatam
says, “Krishna’s Holy Name can relieve us from all
undesirable sinfulness, all filthy characteristics, and
all miseries. Let us all bow down to Him.” Uttering
this verse, the ßrÈmad-BhÅgavatam stops; that great
treatise becomes silent. The last word in the
BhÅgavatam is nÅma-sa⁄kÈrtana. The BhÅgavatam has
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given such great importance to chanting the Holy
Name of Krishna, and ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu
developed it from there. The last publication of the
compiler of Vedic literatures, ßrÈla VyÅsadeva, took
theism to that stage, and gave it to the public
announcing, “Chant the name of Krishna! Do this;
nothing more is necessary. Take this!” This is the very
conclusion of ßrÈmad-BhÅgavatam, the greatest spiritual gift of VyÅsadeva: “Chant the Holy Name of
Krishna and begin your life in this dark age with the
most broad and wide theistic conception.”

We may consider ourselves fortunate that we have
come to the verge of this most generous and useful
thought, that we have come close enough to touch it,
to accept it, and float ourselves in its waves according
to our capacity. After passing through so many conceptions and the charm of different prospects, we have
left them all behind and have come to the shore of the
ocean of nÅma-sa⁄kÈrtana. Now we may throw our bodies in this ocean and begin to swim in the waves of
nÅma-sa⁄kÈrtana, the nectar of the nectarine, by the
grace of our guru and the mercy of the Vaisnavas.
It is their property, and we are their slaves. We
have such audacity to throw our body into this ocean
of nÅma-sa⁄kÈrtana and swim in that nectarine ocean!

SanÅtana and RËpa GosvÅmÈ. The dearmost associates of ßrÈ
Chaitanya MahÅprabhu.

Swimming in RÅdhÅ-kunda, the highest conception of
spiritual attainment, can also be found in the highest
form of nÅma-sa⁄kÈrtana. This verse represents the positive side of the unlimited ocean of ÍrÈ kÂ›ˆa sa⁄kÈrtana.
The next verse explains the negative possibilities.
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ßrÈla Bhaktivinod †hÅkura has given his
Sanskrit commentary on the ßik›Å›Êakam, as well as
his Bengali translation, and his is a most original
presentation. ßrÈla BhaktisiddhÅnta SaraswatÈ
†hÅkura PrabhupÅda has also given his commentary
on the ßik›Å›Êakam. They should be carefully studied
in order to understand these points more completely. In these talks, however, I am simply coming out
with whatever I feel in my heart. Whatever comes
to my mind on these verses, I am expressing, and
that is the outcome of what I have collected from
ßrÈla BhaktisiddhÅnta SaraswatÈ †hÅkura,
Bhaktivinod †hÅkura, RËpa GoswÅmÈ, SanÅtana
GoswÅmÈ, ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu, and all the
predecessor ÅchÅryas. By their grace that is gathered
in my storehouse, and I am trying to give the gist of
these things.

By accepting the path of devotion, a wholesale
transformation of our internal system begins, and
gradually our charm for the outside world vanishes.
There is a war within, and when the Krishna conception enters into the heart of a devotee, all other
thoughts and ideas gradually have to retire. This is
explained in ßrÈmad-BhÅgavatam (2.8.5):
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pravi›ÊaÓ karˆa-randhreˆa
svÅnÅ˜ bhÅva-saroruham
dhunoti Íamala˜ kÂ›ˆaÓ
salilasya yathÅ Íarat

When the autumn season appears, the mud within
the water vanishes. In the same way, when the
Krishna conception enters into one’s heart, all other
conceptions and aspirations will gradually have to
retire, leaving Krishna in possession of everything.
When a real drop of Krishna consciousness enters the
heart, all opposing forces must leave and Krishna will
conquer and take possession of the whole.
That is the nature of Krishna consciousness: nothing can stand in competition with it, not even the socalled devotion for the demigods or faith in creeds like
Christianity, Islam, and others. All other conceptions
of theism have to retire, leaving the field to the Krishna
conception. No aggressors can stand in the fight with
Krishna consciousness, the absolute, sweet beauty.
Beauty, sweetness, and charm can capture and
defeat power. We are really aspiring after beauty and
sweetness, mercy, affection, divine love (prema). Selfdissipation—to compensate others with one’s own energy and generosity—ultimately conquers everyone. It is
more rewarding to give than to take. Divine love means
die to live: not to live for yourself, but to live for others.
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The most generous form of life—self-forgetfulness to the
extreme—is found in Krishna consciousness.
Krishna consciousness is so beautiful that one who
develops it loses his own identification and existence
also. He becomes totally self-forgetful. Such a charm
is there. Who will stand to fight against Krishna?
Everyone who comes to fight against Him is disarmed.
If in any way Krishna enters the heart, there can be
no other consequence but that He takes possession of
everything. Such a benevolent, generous, and sweet
person is Krishna: reality the beautiful.

UNLIMITED
NAMES OF GOD
SANSKRIT
feH’ehweot bxp3e ofisRrT\o∑SyÁeÅnye ofuohyA Shtgk f we[A ,
zyeå\l yr w"ne 5jrFhheon
±Dèrhlå\ohxeiof fefptejA <@<

ROMAN TRANSLITERATION
nÅmnÅm akÅri bahudhÅ nija-sarva-Íaktis
tatrÅrpitÅ niyamitaÓ smaraˆe na kÅlaÓ
etÅdÂÍÈ tava kÂpÅ bhagavan mamÅpi
durdaivam ÈdÂÍam ihÅjani nÅnurÅgaÓ
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TRANSLATION
“O my Lord, Your Holy Name
bestows auspiciousness upon all.
And You have unlimited names
such as Krishna and Govinda
by which You reveal Yourself.
In Your many Holy Names
You have kindly invested
all Your transcendental potency.
And in chanting these names,
there are no strict rules
concerning time or place.
Out of Your causeless mercy,
You have descended
in the form of divine sound,
but my great misfortune is
that I have no love
for Your Holy Name.”
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ILLUMINATION
ere it is said, “O my Lord, You have revealed the
chanting of Your Holy Names, and all Your
power has been invested within those names.” Both
the Holy Name of Krishna and its potency are eternal. All potencies or energies are found within the
Holy Name of Krishna. And there is no particular
time or place which has been fixed for chanting the
name. It is not that one can only chant in the morning, or only after taking bath, or only after going to a
holy place—there are no such conditions. One may
go on chanting the Holy Name of Krishna anytime,
anywhere, in any circumstance
In this verse, ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu says, “O
Krishna, You have given a most sublime opportunity
to all. You are so infinitely gracious that You have
given us the service of Your Holy Name (nÅma bhajana). Still, my misfortune is the worst. I don’t find
any earnest desire within me to take the name. I have
no faith, no love, no tendency to take the name. I do
not find any innate hankering to chant the name.
What can I do?”
This is the second of ßrÈman MahÅprabhu’s eight
precepts. He says, “O Lord, You have given everything from Your side to lift me up from this mundane
world of relativity. Your attempt to deliver me is so
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magnanimous that all You require from me is a little
cooperation in accepting Your grace, but I turn a deaf
ear to Your magnanimous call. O Lord, I am hopeless.”
ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu has given us great
hope in the first verse of his ßik›Å›Êakam or eight precepts. He explains that the chanting of the Holy
Name of Krishna, when properly undertaken, may
progress step by step, revealing seven consequences.
The first effect is the cleansing of consciousness; the
second is liberation from all mundane relativity. As
the third effect, positive goodness awakens within our
heart and takes us to VÂndÅvana. Then, under the
guidance of svarËpa-Íakti, the Lord’s internal energy
yogamÅyÅ, we come to the vadhË conception: we are
potency, we are to serve Krishna unconditionally.
VadhË means that rasa which gives full connection
with the Lord (madhura-rasa).

After attaining that stage, what are the other consequences that come? One becomes a particle in the
ocean of joy, and that joy is not stale or static, but
ever-new and dynamic; it is purifying to the utmost.
Although we are allowed to keep our individual conception, still we feel that all parts of our existence
become purified to the utmost when we take the
Name. And this will not only affect me, but all who
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are connected with this nÅma-sa⁄kÈrtana. They will
experience mass conversion, mass purification, the
utmost purification. These are the sevenfold results of
chanting the Holy Name.
After mentioning this thesis in His first verse,
MahÅprabhu now gives the antithesis in the second
verse. When such great hope is there in the Holy
Name, why are we having so much trouble? Where is
the difficulty? Why do we not realize the advantage of
the magnanimous sanction of divinity found in the
Holy Name? Inestimable grace is coming from
Krishna’s side. He has given us so many opportunities,
with the least requirement from our side. We must
have some taste, some earnestness to accept the Holy
Name; but there’s the difficulty—we have none. So
what hope can we have? How can we attain it? We
may be approaching the Holy Name formally, but not
from the core of our hearts, so by what process can we
really benefit and make progress? The third verse
answers this question.
Although one may feel that he does not have the
minimum required deposit to receive the grant, still it
is not a hopeless case. The very nature of this realization takes him to the conception of humility. When
one begins to practice devotion towards the infinite
Lord, he cannot but feel that in relation to the infinite, there is nothing of value in himself. He thinks,
“I have nothing to give in return; even the minimum
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requirement for the Lord’s grace is absent in me.”
That takes him to the conception that, “I have no
qualification. I am completely empty.”
A devotee feels within his heart that he is not
only unfit but too despicable for the Lord’s service.
KÂ›ˆadÅsa KavirÅja GoswÅmÈ says: “I am lower than a
worm in stool and more sinful than JagÅi and MÅdhÅi
(jagÅi mÅdhÅi haite muñi se pÅpi›Êha purÈ›era kÈÊa haite
muñi se laghi›Êha).” We should not be discouraged
when we think we have not even the least bit of
merit which is required for the service of the Holy
Name of Krishna, for this kind of consciousness is
natural for a devotee.
At the same time, we must guard ourselves from
an insincere conception of our own devotion; this is
our enemy. To think, “I do not have the least liking or
taste for the Lord,” is all right. But to think, “I have
some taste, some earnestness, some devotion for the
Lord,” is dangerous.

If we are going to have a connection with the infinite, we must be fully empty; our self-abnegation must
be complete. Worldly attainment is a negative thing,
and we must withdraw from it completely. We should
think, “I am nothing; I have no qualifications for
being accepted or used in the service of the Lord. I am
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completely unfit.” We must completely withdraw
from the egoistic world and allow ourselves to be captured by yogamÅyÅ, the Lord’s internal energy. A slave
has no position; the whole position is with the master.
Everything is His. Realizing this is our real qualification. As soon as we assert that we have some qualifications, our difficulties begin. So ßrÈ Chaitanya
MahÅprabhu Himself says, “I don’t find a trace of love
of Krishna within My heart (na prema-gandho ’sti
darÅpi me harau).” This is the standard of humility.
And that feeling must be sincere; it must not be an
imitation. We must be careful. We must not venture
to imitate the highest devotees. To genuinely feel, to
conceive that we possess nothing and that everything
is His—that is the only qualification for chanting the
Holy Name of Krishna.

HUMBLER
THAN A BLADE
OF GRASS
SANSKRIT
y'gedon spflvkf ytmotr soxQgpfe ,
aheoffe hefdkf wl¥TfluA sde xotA <#<

ROMAN TRANSLITERATION
tÂˆÅd api sunÈcena
taror iva sahi›ˆunÅ
amÅninÅ mÅnadena
kÈrtanÈyaÓ sadÅ hariÓ
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TRANSLATION
“One who is humbler
than a blade of grass,
more forbearing than a tree
who gives due honor to others
without desiring it for himself
is qualified to always chant
the Holy Name of Krishna.”

ILLUMINATION
e should mainly couch ourselves in this mood:
we should think of ourselves as the meanest of
the mean. ßrÈla Bhaktivinod †hÅkura has given his
analysis of the meaning of this verse as follows: even a
blade of grass has its value, but we do not even have
as much value as a blade of grass. We have no positive
value. It is one thing if a man is not educated, but a
madman is worse than uneducated. He can think—
but only abnormally. Therefore, ßrÈla Bhaktivinod
†hÅkura says, “I have some consciousness, some intelligence, but it is all misdirected. A blade of grass has
no misdirection. When trampled upon, it has no tendency to spring back in the opposite direction. A
blade of grass can be blown here and there by a storm,
or by the external environment, but I will always be
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reluctant to go in a particular direction. If the waves
of the environment want to take me in a particular
direction, I’ll try to oppose them. If you really consider my value, my position is lower than a blade of grass
because I have an opposing tendency.”
When we want to bring ourselves in a closer relationship with the infinite goodness, we should think,
“I have no value. Rather, my value is negative. It is
my tendency to oppose the Lord’s grace. If Krishna
wants to grace me, I try to resist. I am constituted of
such an element that I commit spiritual suicide.
Krishna comes to grace me, but I oppose Him: the
energy that is within me tries for suicide. This is my
position, but a blade of grass won’t oppose anyone. I
have such a nasty position.” We must realize that we
are in such a predicament. With this concern we may
accept the goodness of the Absolute Truth in the
form of His Holy Name.
We should not think that the path will be very
smooth; so many troubles may come from outside.
When the devotees go to chant Hare Krishna in the
street, many people come and shout, “Hey, you monkeys! Red-faced monkeys!” So many forms of hindrances and opposition will come and try to affect us,
to dissuade us from this path, but we must practice
forbearance like that of a tree. Why has the example
of a tree been given? It has been analyzed in this way:
if no one pours any water on a tree, it does not
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protest, “Oh! Give me water!” If anyone comes to disturb the tree, snatching its leaves, cutting its branches, or even chopping it down, a tree remains silent; it
gives no opposition. We should try to see how insult,
poverty, punishment, or other unfavorable dealings
are necessary to purify us, and with minimal punishment we shall be released from material existence.
Through Krishna consciousness we have connected with the highest object of life, the highest fulfillment of life—what price are we ready to pay for that?
It is inconceivable. Whatever little demands may be
exacted from us, we must accept with a smiling face,
considering the highest goal. If we are really confident, if we have faith in our bright future, then we
can gladly pay what little price nature wants to take
from us.

Once, ßrÈla GaurakiÍora dÅsa BÅbÅjÈ MahÅrÅj, the
spiritual master of ßrÈla BhaktisiddhÅnta SaraswatÈ
†hÅkura, was going through the town of NavadwÈpa
begging a little rice from different houses. The village
people sometimes attack or insult devotees, and as he
was going to his quarters they did not spare even
such an exalted soul. Some boys were pelting him
with stones and throwing dirt at him, and he
remarked, “Krishna, You are cruelly dealing with me!
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I shall complain to Your mother YaÍodÅ about You.”
That was his outlook, and in that way he harmonized
everything. We should learn to see Krishna in anything that comes to disturb or attack us. In philosophical calculation, of course, without God’s will nothing
can happen. But in a concrete way, a devotee sees,
“O, Krishna! You are backing these children. You are
disturbing me, and I shall teach You a lesson. I know
how to deal with You. I shall complain to Mother
YaÍodÅ, and she will chastise You.”
The advanced devotees are established in the
consciousness that Krishna is behind everything, and
they take everything in that way. This attitude is our
beacon light, for it will guide us to adjust ourselves
with those things that are apparently unfavorable to
us. A sweet adjustment is found there, and so we are
advised to be more tolerant than a tree. We may not
give any opposition; still, opposition will come to disturb us. And we must forbear.
And we must show our respect to others. Prestige
is the greatest and most subtle enemy of the devotee
of Krishna. Pride is the worst enemy for the devotee
of Krishna. And pride ultimately takes one to the
conclusion of the mÅyÅvÅdÈs, the monists. They say,
so ’ham—“I am!” Not dÅso ’ham, “I am subordinate,”
but “I am of the Supreme Element; I am That: I am
He,” eliminating from their consideration the fact that
we are tiny and suffering in misery. All these practical
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things are ignored by the mÅyÅvÅdÈs, the impersonalists, but position, or ego (prati›ÊhÅ), is our worst
enemy. In this verse, we are advised to deal with prestige and position in a special way.

ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu says, “You must not
desire respect from anyone or even from the environment itself; at the same time, you must give prestige
to everyone and everything in the environment
according to its position. Show respect, but don’t
desire any respect from outside.” We must be very particular about this, for pride is our hidden enemy, our
worst enemy. If we can somehow avoid or conquer
this enemy, we will be able to enter into the slave
area of Krishna and join those who have given their
lives wholesale in sacrifice to Him. The general
meaning of this verse is, “Never seek position or prestige from any quarter. At the same time, give honor to
one and all according to your understanding.”

When our spiritual master, ßrÈla BhaktisiddhÅnta
SaraswatÈ †hÅkura, went to VÂndÅvana in the early
1930’s, he rode in a motorcar. In those days, this was
unheard of for a saint. One day, a priest insulted our
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guru by deprecating the position of ßrÈla RaghunÅtha
DÅsa GoswÅmÈ, the preceptor of our highest conception of spiritual achievement. He boasted, “We are
not only residents of the holy land, but members of
the cast of high priests (brÅhmaˆas). Therefore we can
offer our benedictions to DÅsa GoswÅmÈ. He was born
in a low-class family, and he himself asked such a
benediction from us.”
Of course, in great humility, DÅsa GoswÅmÈ once
prayed,
gurau go›Êhe go›ÊhÅlayi›u sujane bhËsuragaˆe
svamantre ÍrÈ-nÅmni vraja-nava-yuva-dvandva-Íaraˆe
sadÅ dambha˜ hitvÅ kuru ratim apËrvÅm atitarÅm
aye svÅntarbhrÅtaÍ caÊubhir abhiyÅce dhÂta-padaÓ

“O mind—my brother! I fall at your feet and
implore you: ‘Give up all pride and always taste ecstatic love while remembering the divine guide, the holy
abode of VÂndÅvana, the cowherds and milkmaids of
Vraja, the loving devotees of the Supreme Lord ßrÈ
Krishna, the gods on earth or pure brÅhmaˆas, the
GayÅtrÈ mantra, the Holy Names of ßrÈ Krishna and
the divine youthful couple of Vraja, ßrÈ ßrÈ RÅdhÅGovindasundara.”
That priest remarked, “We are residents of the
holy abode of VÂndÅvana, and brÅhmaˆas as well,
so we are in a position to give benedictions to
RaghunÅtha DÅsa GoswÅmÈ.” Upon hearing these
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words, our guru mahÅrÅj, who was at RÅdhÅ-kuˆÎa at
the time, began fasting. He remarked, “I have to hear
this? This fellow is under the control of lust, anger,
and greed, and he says that he can show his grace to
DÅsa GoswÅmÈ, the most respected preceptor in our
line! And I am to hear that?” Without retaliating
against his remarks, he decided to fast.
We also stopped eating, and our whole camp
began fasting. Then a local gentleman who came to
know that the whole camp was fasting managed to
find the blasphemous priest and bring him to our guru
mahÅrÅj. That priest begged to be pardoned. Our guru
mahÅrÅj was satisfied and, after showing him some
respect, finally broke his fast. At that time someone
told our guru mahÅrÅj, “They are all ignorant fools.
Why should you be so much affected by his words?
You should ignore it.” Our guru mahÅrÅj said, “If I
were an ordinary bÅbÅjÈ and heard such a remark, I
could simply cover my ears and go away. But I am
playing the part of an ÅchÅrya, one who teaches by
example. What justification do I have for riding in a
motorcar if I do not oppose the remarks against my
gurudeva?”
Repeatedly he used this expression: “Why am I
driving a motorcar here in VÂndÅvana?” he said, “Had
I been a ni›kiñcana bÅbÅjÈ, a saint living in seclusion
and wearing only a loincloth, I would have given no
opposition to this man. To save myself, I would simply

ßrÈla BhaktisiddhÅnta SaraswatÈ †hÅkura. “. . . because I am
riding in a big motorcar in the post of ÅchÅrya, a teacher—
I must defend the dignity of the great devotees.“

leave the place and go elsewhere. But because I am
riding in a big motorcar in the post of an ÅchÅrya, a
teacher, I must defend the dignity of the great devotees. I have accepted this charge and can’t evade
these circumstances. I must face it and do everything
in my power that such things may not go on undetected or unopposed.”
Humility must be adjusted or modified in its practical application. Once, when a Hare Krishna temple
was attacked, a gun was used by the devotees to
defend the temple. Later there was a complaint
among the local people. They said, “Oh, they are
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humble? They are tolerant? Why have they crossed
the advice of ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu to be humbler than a blade of grass and more tolerant than a
tree? They can’t be devotees!” So many complaints
were coming to me, but I defended them by saying,
“No, they have done rightly. The instruction to be
humbler than a blade of grass means one should be
humble to the devotee, not to a madman.”
The general class of men are ignorant. They are
mad. They do not know what is good or bad, so their
consideration has no value. Who is qualified to judge
whether a devotee is offering respect to all and not
expecting any for himself? Who will judge whether he
is really humble and tolerant—madmen? Ignorant
people? Have they any sense to judge who is humble,
who is tolerant, and who is respectful to others? There
must be a standard by which to judge humility. We are
interested in the criterion given by higher thinkers,
not the consideration of the ignorant masses.

Of course, anyone may deceive the ordinary public with superficial humility. But a show of humility is
not real humility. It must come from the heart, and it
must have a real purpose. Everything—humility, tolerance, and pridelessness—must be considered by the
judgment of a standard, normal person, not by the
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ignorant who are like elephants, tigers, and jackals.
Should they be allowed to judge what is humility,
what is audacity and impertinence? Of course not.
Should a devotee think, “The Deity and the temple is
about to be molested, but I shall stand by and do
nothing. I should be humble and tolerant. A dog is
entering the temple; I should show him respect?” No.
This is not real humility.
We must have a normal conception of reality. We
must not allow these anomalies to continue in the
name of offering respects to others. We must not
think that we may allow anyone to harm the devotees
or molest the temple, that we shall allow the dog to
enter the temple, and by doing this we are humble
and tolerant, we are showing all respects to others.
We are not interested only in the physical meaning of
the scriptures, but the real meaning.
That I am humble means that I am the slave of
the slave of a Vai›ˆava. With that consciousness we
must proceed. If anyone comes to molest my master, I
should first sacrifice myself, thinking, “Because I am
of the least importance, my sacrifice is no loss; I must
sacrifice myself to maintain the dignity of my guru,
the devotees, and my Lord and His family.”
We must always understand what is to be honored. We offer our respects to the highest truth, the
Lord of Lords; our dealings should be in consonance
with that. If we always keep the highest conception of
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relativity within us, we will see that we are the lowest.
If there is danger to our guardians, we shall sacrifice
ourselves. All of this should be taken into account
when trying to understand the meaning of humility,
not physical imitation—but genuine humility; it is a
question of practical realization. Fame and honor
must be given to the Lord and His devotees, not to
anyone else.
In the higher stages of devotion, of course,
humility may have to be adjusted in another way for
the paramaha˜sa bÅbÅjÈs, the topmost swanlike
saints who have given up all connection with this
material world. But in the preaching stage, the second class devotee must accept things differently. As
our guru mahÅrÅj said, “Had I been in the role of a
bÅbÅjÈ, a nonassertive, reclusive saint, I would have
walked away from the place without offering any
opposition. But when we are preaching and have
taken the responsibility of leading so many souls to
the domain of the Lord, our adjustment must be
made accordingly.” Generally, we may be indifferent
to those who are personally inimical to us, but
when we preach on behalf of the Lord in an organized way, our duty changes: we cannot be indifferent to antagonists.
It is mentioned in the scriptures by JÈva GoswÅmÈ
that according to one’s own particular status, these
things should be taken into consideration and the
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necessary things should be done. He has given his
decision that if the devotee has a position of power, if
he is a king, and if someone repeatedly blasphemes a
real Vai›ˆava, or saintly person, then the king should
enforce corporal punishment by banishing the
offender from his state or by cutting out his tongue
(vai›ˆava nindaka jihvÅ hÅta). That is not the duty for
ordinary persons; if they act in such a way, there will
be a riot. We should not be eager to inflict physical
punishment upon anyone.
Hanuman is a Vai›ˆava, but he is seen to destroy
so many lives. The same is true of Arjuna and so
many other devotees. Even Krishna and RÅmachandra
are also seen to kill so many demons in war. Simply a
physical show of meekness does not constitute the
real meaning of humility. When there is an insult to
the guru or the Vai›ˆavas, a devotee will oppose the
blasphemers according to his might.
Bhaktivinod †hÅkura, in one of his songs, says
that we should not only tolerate the evil-doings of
others and a disturbing environment, but we should
do good to those by whom we are being tortured. The
example is given of a tree. One who is cutting the tree
gets shade and comfort from the tree even while cutting it down. In conclusion, he says that humility,
mercy, respect for others, and renunciation of name
and fame, are the four qualifications for chanting the
Holy Name of Krishna.
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We are the meanest of the mean. We should
always be conscious that we are beggars. We should
think, “Although I am a beggar, I’ve come to beg for
the highest thing; let no disturbance dissuade me
from my attempt.” At the same time, our attitude
toward the environment should be respectful.
In this way, by becoming educated in the Krishna
conception of divinity, everyone should be given
respect according to his position. It is the guiding
instruction in the worship of the Holy Name (nÅmabhajana) that we must take the position of the slave of
the slave of the slave of the Lord. If you want to
chant the name of Krishna, then don’t waste your
energy with the trifling things of this world. Don’t
allow your attention to be disturbed by tiny acquisitions like prestige or gain which are relative to money
or physical comfort. Remember, you are trying for the
greatest thing, and all other things are very small in
comparison to Krishna consciousness. So, don’t waste
your energy and valuable time. Be economical. You
have the chance to achieve the highest goal of life.

UNALLOYED
DEVOTION
SANSKRIT
f 3fƒ f ifƒ f spFdt˘ woryeƒ re ijdl\ wehuk ,
hh iFhof iFhflÆtk 5ryeÔo∑txXypwl Yrou <$<

ROMAN TRANSLITERATION
na dhana˜ na jana˜ na sundarÈ˜
kavitÅ˜ vÅ jagad-ÈÍa kÅmaye
mama janmani-janmanÈÍvare
bhavatÅd bhaktir ahaitukÈ tvayi
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TRANSLATION
“O Lord, I have no desires
to accumulate wealth, followers,
beautiful women, or salvation.
My only prayer is for
Your causeless devotional service,
birth after birth.”

ILLUMINATION
e should try to move in this direction. ßrÈ
Chaitanya MahÅprabhu says, “I don’t want any
money (na dhanam), I don’t want any popularity or
manpower (na janam), I don’t want the company of
beautiful ladies (na sundarÈm). I don’t want a good
name, or the fame of a poet (kavitÅ˜ vÅ).” This is the
general meaning of this verse, but it has been deeply
dealt with in the commentaries of ßrÈla
BhaktisiddhÅnta SaraswatÈ and ßrÈla Bhaktivinod
†hÅkura.
Our guru mahÅrÅj has commented that in this
verse, wealth, followers, women, and scholarship represent duty, wealth, sense pleasure, and salvation
(dharma, artha, kÅma, mok›a). Bhaktivinod †hÅkura
has explained that in this context, “wealth” means the
wealth which comes from following one’s prescribed

W
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duties. It can also mean artha, economic development. He says that “followers” means physical relationship for comforts: wife, children, and so forth.
The word sundarÈm means kÅma, the company of
beautiful ladies. And kavitÅm, poetry, represents
mok›a, liberation. Liberation apparently has a high
value but really, like poetry, it is only flowery words.
Liberation is imaginary because the ultimate result of
liberation is that one’s existence vanishes.

ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu says, “O lord of the
universe, I only pray for spontaneous devotion to You
without motive for any reward. I want a natural serving attitude.” Prema means affection, love. Prema
means, “I shall serve You, and in remuneration You
must give me more of a tendency to serve You—more
energy and more hankering to serve You. My affection for You will be enhanced and the interest will
become capital just as in the money-lending business.” In this way, a devotee prays to Krishna, “I am
serving You, and if you want to pay me something,
then give me more capital to increase my serving tendency so it may be more enhanced.
“Wherever I am born according to my karma, I
aspire only for Your service, my Lord, and I pray for
unmotivated service, not for anything else in return.”
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The general temptation that surrounds us on four
sides is of four classes: money, followers, women, and
liberation, and that means dharma, artha, kÅma, and
mok›a. In this way, the gradations of different goals of
life have been scientifically represented.
But ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu says, “I have no
attraction for any of these things, but only for You,
my Lord. I don’t even aspire after liberation. I will not
even ask, “Give me liberation, for, being liberated, I
will be able to serve You better.” That sort of condition must not be placed on divinity. This is the purest
of prayers. “According to my karma, I may be bird or
beast, here or there, or even in hell—it does not matter. My whole aspiration is concentrated on one thing
alone: I pray that my attraction for You may never be
lost. I pray that it may always be enhanced.”
Bhakti, devotion, is ahaitukÈ, causeless. It is quite
natural and has no other aspiration. Someone may
say, “If interest is always being reinvested as capital, I
will never enjoy the profit,” but we are interested in
enjoyment by self-giving. “Let others enjoy at my
cost”—that is the basis of the highest enjoyment. The
devotee thinks, “Let Krishna enjoy with others—I
will be the scapegoat.”
Bhaktivinod †hÅkura says that when a baby has
no knowledge, and an enemy or a disease comes to
attack him, he cannot defend himself. In the same way,
in the beginning, when one’s realization of the Holy
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Name is in the childlike stage, then crimes and offenses
against the name can prevail. When one’s realization is
grown up, no offense can approach him, but so many
offenses may come and attack the beginner.

Bhaktivinod †hÅkura says, “The Holy Name is so
beautiful, gracious, and charming. Let me die along
with all the offenses against it so others may enjoy its
nectar.” He wants to sacrifice himself just as in
wartime, with bombs under their armpits, the suicide
squad would jump into a ship’s chimney. The suicide
squad began with Japan’s campaign against the
British, and when Hitler heard of their fearlessness,
he said, “We have something yet to learn from
Japan.” So, Bhaktivinod †hÅkura prays, “I want to
finish myself along with all the offenses against the
Name, that others may enjoy the nectar of the Holy
Name.”
VÅsudeva Datta also prayed, “Give the sins of all
souls to me, and throw me into eternal hell, so that
they may benefit. Give them love of Krishna.” By
that highly generous sentiment, he does not die. It is
said, “Die to live.” When we have so much appreciation for the Lord that we feel this kind of sentiment,
we find a living attainment of higher life. That is the
enjoyment we want.
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The last verse of ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu’s
ßik›Å›Êakam will explain this feeling. Another example of this is found when the great sage NÅrada came
to the gopÈs and asked them for the dust of their lotus
feet for the treatment of Krishna’s headache. Here we
find self-abnegation to the highest degree, and that is
the whole point of devotion. The very life of a devotee is based on sacrifice. As much as there is sacrifice,
there is benefit. And sacrifice means “Die to live.”
This is a favorite saying of mine. These are Hegel’s
words: “Die to live.” Krishna is the highest consumer
known to the world. We should not hesitate to give
ourselves to Him.

KING
OF THE

LAND

OF

LOVE

SANSKRIT
aou fFdyfpi ow•tƒ noyyƒ heƒ orqhk 5reHbp3. ,
w"nue yr nedn•ioS6y3;[lså\ƒ orovFyu <%<

ROMAN TRANSLITERATION
ayi nanda-tanuja ki⁄kara˜
patita˜ mÅ˜ vi›ame bhavÅmbudhau
kÂpayÅ tava pÅda-pa⁄kajasthita-dhËlÈ-sadÂÍa˜ vicintaya
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TRANSLATION
“O son of Nanda MahÅrÅj,
I am Your eternal servant,
yet because of my own karma,
I have fallen into this terrible
ocean of birth and death.
Accept this fallen soul
and consider me a particle of dust
at Your Holy Lotus Feet.”

ILLUMINATION
ere, ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu prays, “O Lord,
please consider me; I want to enter into the
realm of Your merciful glance. I do not know how to
take proper care of myself, and so I invite Your care.
Please accept me and give me entrance. You are my
guardian. I want to live under Your protection.”
And who is He? We hear of different conceptions
of God, but here we have come to a beautiful conception of God—Krishna, the son of Nanda MahÅrÅj.
This is found only in VÂndÅvana.
A great spiritual scholar, Raghupati UpÅdhyÅya, once
met ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu near MathurÅ. There,
they had a discussion and MahÅprabhu asked him,
“Whom do we want to have as our master? Who is the
final goal of our life?” Raghupati UpÅdhyÅya answered:

H
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Írutim apare smÂtim itare
bhÅratam anye bhajantu bhava-bhÈtÅÓ
aham iha nanda˜ vande
yasyÅlinde para˜ brahma

“Those who fear rebirth in this world may follow
the advice of the Vedic scriptures—others may follow
the MahÅbhÅrata—but as for me, I follow Nanda
MahÅrÅj, in whose courtyard the Supreme Absolute
Truth plays as a child.”
In the system of varˆÅÍrama-dharma, Vedic social
duty, the people in general are under the guidance of
the smÂti, Vedic law. In this way, they are engaged in
bodily duties with a color of godliness. Those who are
free from physical demands, however, who are trying to
transcend this life of enjoyment and exploitation, generally take their guidance from the Upani›ads because
higher advice is given there. Raghupati UpÅdhyÅya
says, “I don’t care for all these things, but I feel a need
to follow the guidance of my heart. I am not so much
concerned with the brain; I consider that real peace
has its connection with the heart. And my heart is
always attracted by Krishna’s father, Nanda. Krishna is
said by authorities to be the Supreme Absolute Truth,
and that Absolute is crawling in the courtyard of
Nanda MahÅrÅj, so I see concrete reality there.”
How has Nanda attracted the Supreme Absolute
Truth? In the ßrÈmad-BhÅgavatam (10.8.46), the
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devoted King ParÈk›it MahÅrÅj asks the boy saint
ßukadeva GoswÅmÈ:
nandaÓ kim akarod brahman
Íreya eva˜ mahodayam
yaÍodÅ ca mahÅ-bhÅgÅ
papau yasyÅÓ stana˜ hariÓ

“O knower of Brahman, you are always merged in
the exclusive conscious world. No trace of any mundane objective reference can be found in you, for you
are always engaged in the subjective world of spirit.
Never is your consciousness thrown towards this
objective world of ours. And you say that Krishna is
the Supreme Absolute Truth. I ask one question of you,
my master: what duty did Nanda discharge, what sort
of realization did Nanda have that the Absolute Truth
is so intimate with him that He appears as Nanda’s son
and crawls about in his courtyard? He seems to be
under Nanda’s clutches. What is this? This is a most
wonderful thing. Is it possible?

“The yogÈs, the Â›is, the great scholars and
penance-makers say that they sometimes have a rare
peek into their object of aspiration and realization,
and then they come back suddenly. They can’t keep
their attention in that plane for long periods of time.
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How is it possible that the Supreme Substance sits on
the lap of YaÍodÅ and sucks her breast? If such things
are real, if it is at all possible, then why should I not
be attracted by that method by which I can have so
much intimacy with the highest entity?”
In his prayer, Raghupati UpÅdhyÅya expresses a
similar ego. He says, “I don’t want to be entangled in
the subtle discussion and analysis of the scriptures; I
just want to surrender myself to Nanda and his party.
I want to enlist my name in the group where Nanda is
the master guide.”
By the exercise of energy (karma), we can attain a
good destination; without faith in the achievements
of karma, we may try for salvation by raising our consciousness (jñÅna). But if we inquire into the solution
of life with the help of the experts of that higher spiritual realm like Nanda and his party, we can enter into
the land of love and dedication.
My faith, my common sense about religion, tells
me that if I see that Supreme Absolute Truth who is
so rare and find Him real, concrete, and intimate,
appealing directly to my heart, then why should I
engage myself in wild-goose chasing? I shall appeal
directly to the object of my search. If someone tells
me that a hawk has snatched my ear, should I chase
the hawk without first touching my ear to see if it is
still there? If I can have the Absolute Truth so intimately, why should I allow myself to run hither and
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thither? If I find that the Absolute Truth has kindly
come with all His charm, and that His charm is not a
secret and many personages are being attracted by
Him, then should I run after the phantasmagoria of
the the meditationists, the abstractionists and renunciationists? Never.
It is common sense. The straight understanding is
given by authorities that Krishna, the son of Nanda,
is Supreme. So when we have come up to that standard, then we can ask, “O son of Nanda, Krishna,
king of the country of love: I appeal for Your affection. I am Your servant. I feel within myself that I
have some connection with You. I am subordinate to
You, but somehow, I am in adverse circumstances. I
feel that there are so many enemies within me that
are trying to take me away from You that I can’t give
my attention to You all the time. At the same time, I
feel from the inner plane of my heart that You are my
master, You are all in all to me. My heart won’t be satisfied without Your companionship. So I appeal to
You: I am under unfavorable circumstances; I am suffering, and without Your grace, I don’t find any means
of relief from my present imprisoned position.”

Here it is said, “I feel that I am not eternally connected with You; if it were so, then this separation
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would have been impossible. Unlike an avatÅra, I am
not Your plenary portion.” Other incarnations of the
Supreme Lord are plenary expansions of Him
(svÅ˜Ía), but the jiva is a partial representation of His
potency (vibhinnÅ˜Ía). In Bhagavad-gÈtÅ, Krishna says
that the living entities are His eternal parts and
parcels. The soul comes from marginal potency
(kÂ›ˆera taÊasthÅ-Íakti, bhedÅbheda prakÅÍa). And the
soul is an atomic fragmental part of the Lord’s potency like a ray of the sun. But here, the devotee prays,
“I’m not part and parcel of Your own body, I’m not
even a ray, but my representation is nearer to that of a
particle of sand, a particle of dust—not even a particle of the ray coming out of the luster of Your body.”
In this way, ßrÈman MahÅprabhu is representing on
our behalf that our petition must be of this type: “I
cannot indulge myself in thinking that I possess such
fortune that I may be considered an inseparable part
of You. I am a separable part, but I also want Your
grace. Please be kind upon me; I invoke Your mercy
for a special grant. Accept me in any position in Your
connection—even the lowest position. At least this
must be sanctioned. Consider me a particle of dust at
Your feet. This is my prayer.”

HANKERING
FOR PERFECTION
SANSKRIT
fufƒ j[d«ep3etue rdfƒ jÍd-/∂ue ojte ,
np[w≈Åfovyƒ rnpA wde yr feh-jøxgk 5orQuoy <^<

ROMAN TRANSLITERATION
nayana˜ galad-aÍru-dhÅrayÅ
vadana˜ gadgada-ruddhayÅ girÅ
pulakair nicita˜ vapuÓ kadÅ
tava nÅma-grahaˆe bhavi›yati
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TRANSLATION
“O Lord, when will tears flow
from my eyes like waves,
and my voice tremble in ecstasy?
When will the hairs of my body
stand on end while chanting
Your Holy Name?”

ILLUMINATION
n this verse, the devotee’s prayer has been granted
and he has acquired a position in Krishna’s domain.
Now his ambition has no end. Although he is posted
in a safe position, he is again praying for further promotion. First he aspired only for an insignificant position as the dust under the soles of Krishna’s divine
feet. Then, the grant came. The touch of Krishna’s
holy feet came to the dust and the dust was converted
as if by a magic wand. Now a greater, higher demand
automatically comes.
The devotee thinks, “What is this? I prayed only
to become the dust of the soles of Your feet, but what
do I now feel within me? I am the dust of the earth,
and You are the Supreme Absolute Truth. But by the
very touch of Your lotus feet, dust has been converted
into such a great and inconceivable substance. I

I
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wonder, ‘How is it that I have been transformed?’
Now I find that my demand is for greater intimacy.
First I aspired for servitude but now, by the touchstone of Your lotus feet, that hope has been converted
into spontaneous attraction (rÅgÅ-marga).”

Spontaneous attraction can only mean Krishna,
not NÅrÅyaˆa or RÅmachandra. Krishna means “one
who is worshiped by divine love and affection.” He
is the king of affection, the center of affection and
love. The devotee’s whole conception of devotion
changed just by coming in touch with Krishna’s
lotus feet, and he was graced by the demand for
more intimacy; greater love and affection came to
grace that servitor.
He was raised to such a plane of dedication that
his prayer has changed. He thinks, “What is this? I
can’t check my tears. They are coming incessantly,
and when I try to chant Your name, my Lord, I feel
that I am losing control. Some interference from
another quarter is moving me, disturbing my normal thinking and aspirations. I feel I am in the
midst of another plane. I am nowhere. I have lost
control; I have become a doll in the hands of some
other power.
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“My aspiration is taking me towards something
else. Now I not only want a connection with You as a
servitor from a distance, but coming in touch with the
magic wand of Your lotus feet, my aspiration has
changed. I see that so many devotees are engaged in
Your service and chanting Your name, and seeing this,
my hopes have been raised.
“I want to be lifted to that position. I can visualize
that position from far away, but now my earnest
prayer is that I may be raised to that level. Your connection has given me such thirst. I want to be handled by You. Play with me as You like in Your own
way. My heart hankers after such a relationship with
You. When I chant Your name with this feeling, I find
that my previous conception has changed and my
new hankering is for the standard of spontaneous
love. I pray that You lift me into that plane of Your
divine affection and love.”

FOREVER
WITHOUT YOU
SANSKRIT
upjeouyƒ ofhkqkg vŒepqe Mer'qeouyh ,
\;Fueouyƒ ijy sRrˇ jmorFd-ortxkg hk <&<

ROMAN TRANSLITERATION
yugÅyita˜ nime›eˆa
cak›u›Å prÅvÂ›Åyitam
ÍËnyÅyita˜ jagat sarva˜
govinda-viraheˆa me
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TRANSLATION
“O Govinda!
Without You, the world is empty.
Tears are flooding my eyes like rain,
and a moment seems like forever.”

ILLUMINATION
ometimes this verse is translated, “O Govinda,
without You, I feel a moment to be twelve years or
more.” The word yuga is sometimes translated “twelve
years.” Some devotees say this is because MahÅprabhu
experienced the most intense separation from Krishna
in the mood of RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ for twelve years. In the
Sanskrit dictionary it is said that one yuga means
twelve years. That is one conception. Another meaning is “millennium” or “age.” A yuga can also mean an
unlimited amount of time.
ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu says, “One moment
seems like an unlimited period of time. And my eyes
are shedding tears like rain. The rainy season produces so many floods, and now it seems to me that my
eyes are flooding. The visible is becoming invisible to
me. I am so withdrawn from the present environment
that I can’t see anything. My mind feels so much
internal attraction towards the center of the infinite
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that wherever I cast my glance I see nothing.
Everything appears vacant, because I feel as if
Govinda has withdrawn from me.

“Such a peculiar sort of feeling is within me—I
have no interest in anything. All my interest is drawn
towards Govinda, and to such a degree that I am a
stranger to my present environment. I have nothing:
no consciousness. It has gone somewhere else—
towards the infinite. When there is a drought, all the
rivers and lakes dry up. The water is drawn towards
the gas world. Nowhere is a drop of water to be found.
It is something like that. All charm is withdrawn so
extensively that everything is empty. My senses, mind,
and everything else has been drawn up, attracted by
the all-attractive, all-charming, all-sweet Personality
of Godhead, ßrÈ Krishna, reality the beautiful.”
Sometimes it seems that the gap between union and
separation is like so many millennia. A devotee
thinks, “I have lost the consciousness of meeting
Krishna long, long ago.” He has a faint remembrance:
“I had some union with Krishna, but I left that so far
behind, so far off, that it appears to be an unlimited
gap of time. I once had a faint recollection, but now it
is gone, perhaps forever.” He feels such a great degree
of disappointment and despair.
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This is the standard of the infinite world. Just as
we measure the distance of the planets and stars by
light years, here the transcendental temperament is
being measured by such a standard. What audacity we
have to deal with things so great and beyond our
jurisdiction.
At first the devotee thought, “If I am raised to that
standard of service, my heart will be fulfilled. My thirst
will be quenched, and I will feel some ease and satisfaction within me.” But the development of his devotion took him to an unexpected plane of life. It is the
nature of divine love that when a drop of that medicine is given to a hankering patient, the patient thinks
he is cured, but he is taken into a dangerous position.
He thinks, “Seeing the devotees shedding tears
incessantly, the hairs of their bodies standing on end,
their voices choked up while chanting the name of
Krishna, I was charmed. Those symptoms attracted
me and I thought that if I could attain this, I would
feel real satisfaction, but upon attaining that plane,
what do I find? Just the opposite.”
Coming into real connection with the infinite, he
feels hopeless. He thinks, “There is no limit to
progress. Rather, as much as I come in intimate connection with the infinite, I feel hopeless.” The more
we advance, the more we find it unlimited, and finding it unlimited, we become hopeless but we can’t
turn back. There is no possibility of retracing our
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steps; we can only go ahead. This is the spirit of a
genuine devotee.
Finding the infinite characteristic of our prospect,
we can’t leave—we become hopeless, thinking, “The
highest kind of nectar is just before me, but I can’t
taste it—I am unable to touch it or get it in my fist.
Still, its charm is so great that I can’t retreat from this
entanglement. And without that, a small span of time
seems like millions of years.”

The devotee thinks, “Oh, long, long ages have
passed away; still I am in want! I am trying to get it,
but I can’t get it, and time is passing. Time is also
infinite. So many rivers of tears take birth from my
eyes; tears profusely run down from my eyes over
my body, but I don’t find the position of success
within my reach. My mind is fully vacant. I can’t
find any trace of my future. I have no charm, no
attraction for anything else that might seem to console this diseased body.
“I find no possibility of solace from any other
quarter. All alternatives have been eliminated. I am
fully in the clutches of Krishna consciousness and
love of Krishna. If there is anyone who can come to
my relief, help me! I am lost. I am helpless. If there is
anyone who can help me, please come to my rescue.”

“O Govinda! Without You, the world is empty. Tears are flooding
my eyes like rain, and a moment seems like forever.”
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Chaitanya MahÅprabhu says that when we are
deeply situated in love of Krishna, we can’t leave it,
but our thirst increases and we feel no satisfaction.
We are in the midst of such an apparently horrible
position.
The hankering for Krishna which awakens in one’s
mind takes this direction. When a devotee really
comes in connection with Krishna, his position will
be all-eliminating and all-exclusive. His complete
concentration will be on Krishna.
In this verse, ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu describes
how a devotee goes further, awakens a higher conception of Krishna, and then, seeing Krishna just before
him but not getting Him, feels this kind of separation.
The more he progresses, the more he finds himself in
this position of hopelessness. This highest advice of
ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu helps us adjust ourselves
to this intense mood of separation. He tells us, “You
are going to be lost in Krishna consciousness. And
what will be your position? You are a drop and you
will be thrown into the ocean of divine love.”

UNION IN
SEPARATION
SANSKRIT
aeo‹Qu re nedtyeƒ onf=p hehd\TfeFhHhTxyeƒ wtmyp re ,
u6e y6e re ord3eyp [Hn1m
hYMegfe6Syp s zr fentA <*<

ROMAN TRANSLITERATION
ÅÍli›ya vÅ pÅda-ratÅ˜ pina›Êu mÅm
adarÍanÅn marma-hatÅ˜ karotu vÅ
yathÅ tathÅ vÅ vidadhÅtu lampaÊo
mat-prÅˆa-nÅthas tu sa eva nÅparaÓ
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TRANSLATION
“Krishna may embrace me in love
or trample me under His feet.
He may break my heart
by hiding Himself from me.
Let that debauchee do whatever He
likes, but He will always be the only
Lord of my life.”

ILLUMINATION
his is the greatest medicine for the devotees. We
have come to measure the immeasurable, but we
must always embrace this principle. In attempting to
connect ourselves with the infinite Lord of love and
beauty, we must remember that He is the infinite. He
is only one to us, but He has many devotees like us to
deal with. He may embrace us with much affection
and adoration, but we must be prepared for the opposite. We may stick to His feet, but He may cruelly
trample us. We have caught hold of His holy feet with
great hope, with our whole heart; still we may find
that He tramples us and does not care for all our
attempts and affection.
We may be giving our best and find that our offering is being hatefully dishonored. He may embrace us,
but at the same time we must be prepared that His
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dealings may be extremely cruel. He may trample all
our offerings beneath His feet. We must be prepared for
both His adoration and His hateful negligence. We
should be prepared for any adverse circumstances.
Krishna may be indifferent. He may not care. And
when He is punishing us, He is nearer; but when He is
indifferent it is even more intolerable than punishment. The devotee thinks, “Krishna is ignoring me,
neglecting me so much that He does not like to keep
any connection with me. Doesn’t He know me? Am I
a foreigner, unknown to Him?” We may accept punishment as a boon, but indifference is even more
heart-rending.
The pain of separation felt by a devotee may even
go a step higher. Krishna may affectionately embrace
another right before our eyes, in front of our face,
without caring even a little for us. We may think,
“This is my claim, my right,” but that may be given to
another right in front of our face. That will be a
source of increasing trouble to us.
This is the law of affection. The law of love cannot
tolerate indifference. It is too much to tolerate, but we
must be prepared for that. We must be prepared from
the beginning that this is the meaning of kÂ›ˆa-prema,
divine love for Krishna, because He is an autocrat. He
is love. Divine love means mercy, and not justice.
There is no law there. And we have selected divine
love to be our highest fortune, so we must be prepared
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to be treated without justice. There is no justice in
divine love; it is free. It may flow anywhere and everywhere. This is the very nature of divine love, so we
can’t make any claim—we have no rights.
This is the nature of the highest thing, and it is
extremely rare. But unhesitating adherence to that
principle is required from our side. It is real love, and
you must be prepared for that. In all adverse circumstances, this is the real nature of kÂ›ˆa-prema: die to
live. If you can accommodate all these different stages,
good or bad, then you can enter this exalted plane.

Justice is within law; mercy is above law. Prema,
divine love is also above law, but it has its own law.
Another verse whose meaning runs parallel to this
one is given by ßrÈla RËpa GoswÅmÈ PrabhupÅda:
viracaya mayi daˆÎa˜ dÈnabandho dayÅ˜ vÅ
gatir iha na bhavataÓ kÅcid anyÅ mamÅsti
nipatatu Íata-koÊir nirbhara˜ vÅ navÅmbhas
tad api kila payodaÓ stËyate cÅtakena

There is a kind of small bird named chÅtaka that
only drinks rainwater. It never drinks any water from
the earth, whether it is from a river, fountain, or lake.
Its very nature is that with its mouth upward, it hankers after rainwater. ßrÈla RËpa GoswÅmÈ gives this
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example to show how a devotee should always be
waiting in expectation of the “rainwater” of Krishnalove, and no other love.
The devotee prays to the Lord, “You are the friend
of the fallen, so I have some hope. You may grant
Your grace, or severely punish me—in either case, I
have no other alternative but to wholly surrender to
Your lotus feet.”
Our attitude of surrender should be just like that
of the chÅtaka bird, who always has his eyes fixed
upward, praying for rainwater. Rainwater may come
profusely—not only enough to fill up his small belly,
but enough to drown his whole body. Thunder may
come from above; a bolt from the blue may come and
finish his small body, and send him to the nonexistent
quarter, but still the nature of that bird is to pray
exclusively for rainwater. He won’t take water from
any other place under any circumstance. Our attitude
towards Krishna should be like that: whether or not
He extends His gracious hand towards us, it is our
duty to surrender unto Him.
In this connection, one verse comes to my memory. When ßrÈ Krishna met ßrÈmatÈ RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ and the
gopÈs in Kuruk›etra after a long separation of perhaps a
hundred years, He felt that He had committed a great
crime by separating Himself from them. Approaching
near the gopÈs, especially ßrÈmatÈ RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ, and
remembering their qualities of love and surrender, He
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felt like the greatest criminal, so much so that He
bent down to touch the lotus feet of RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ.
One poet has represented the scene in this way,
and that poem has been collected by Rupa GoswÅmÈ
in his PadyÅvalÈ. Krishna was at that time the paramount king of India. But when He came in connection with the gopÈs and the atmosphere of VÂndÅvana,
He felt like a criminal, and bending down, He was
just about to touch the lotus feet of RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ, when
RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ, drawing back, remarked, “What are you
doing? Why are you coming to touch My feet? This is
astounding. Have You lost Your mind?

“You are the master of everything. No explanation
can be demanded of You. You are swÅmÈ. You are My
husband and master, and I am Your maidservant. It
may be that for some time You were engaged in some
other quarter, but what’s the harm in that? What is
the fault in You for that? That does not matter, for
that right is given to You by scripture and society.
There is no crime, no sin on Your part. You have done
nothing wrong.
“I am the real criminal. The meanness is with Me,
the defect is wholly with Me. You are not responsible
for Our separation, so why do You consider that You
are faulty, or that You have committed some wrong?
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The positive proof that I am the real criminal is that I
sustain My life; I did not die from the pangs of Your
separation.
“I am showing My face to the world, but I am not
faithful to You. I could not approach the standard of
faith which I should have maintained for Your love,
so I am the criminal, not You. It has been written in
the scriptures by the saints that the wife should be
thankful and exclusively devoted to the husband.
This has been ordained in the scriptures. A woman
should be devoted exclusively to her husband, her
lord. So in this meeting, I should fall at Your feet and
beg for Your pardon, for Your forgiveness that I have
really no love for You. I am maintaining this body,
and showing My face to society; I am not a proper
partner for You, so please forgive Me. You are begging
My forgiveness? This is just the opposite of how
things should be. What is this? Please don’t do this.”
This should be the ideal of our affection for
Krishna. We, the finite, should take this attitude
towards the infinite. At any time, He may only give a
little attention to us, but we should be all-attentive
towards Him. And there is no alternative. ßrÈ
Chaitanya MahÅprabhu advises that we have
exclusive devotion towards Krishna, and as we are
insignificant, our attitude must be of this type.
If we want such a great thing, then it is not an
injustice that we should be treated hatefully. Our
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prospect, understanding, and adjustment must be
that of self-sacrifice and self-forgetfulness, just as
when someone goes to fight for his country on the
battlefield, there is no room for luxury or excessive
desires.
I remember in this connection that when
Gandhi formed his nonviolence army, one of the
volunteer soldiers asked, “Please arrange tea for us.”
Gandhi told him, “The water of the river may be
supplied to you, but no tea. If you are ready for that
then come forward.” If we want to connect ourselves with the vÂndÅvana-lÈlÅ of Krishna, we can
make no conditions. Then, we shall understand the
method recommended by ßrÈman MahÅprabhu:
humility greater than that of a blade of grass. There
should be no complaint from our side. Not only in
the external position of our present life, but even in
eternal life, any complaint from our side should be
carefully eliminated and we must fully accept the
ways of the Lord. Krishna may accept us or reject
us; we have to take that risk. Only then may we
make progress.
In some way or other, if we can enter the group of
Krishna’s servitors, we will find that everyone has
such a nature, and when they meet together, they will
console each other in their respective groups. In different serving relationships there are different sections of
servitors of a similar nature, and they console each
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other with talk of Krishna (kÂ›ˆa-kathÅ). In BhagavadgÈtÅ (10.9, 12) Krishna says:
mac-cittÅ mad-gata prÅˆÅ
bodhayantaÓ parasparam
kathayantaÍ ca mÅ˜ nitya˜
tu›yanti ca ramanti ca

“My devotees mix together, talk about Me, and
exchange thoughts that give consolation to their
hearts. And they live as if this talk about Me is their
food. It gives them a high kind of pleasure, and they
find that when they talk about Me among themselves,
they feel as if they are enjoying My presence.”
te›Åm evÅnukampÅrtham
aham ajñÅna-ja˜ tamaÓ
nÅÍayÅmy Åtma-bhÅvastho
jñÅna-dÈpena bhÅsvatÅ

“When sometimes the feeling of separation from
Me is very acute in My devotees, I suddenly appear
before them and quench their thirst for My company.”

In this last verse of His ßik›Å›Êakam, ßrÈ Chaitanya
MahÅprabhu has given another very fine and high
type of solace. And this has been confirmed by
KÂ›ˆadÅsa KavirÅja GoswÅmÈ, who has written:
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bÅhye vi›a-jvÅlÅ haya, bhitare Ånandamaya
kÂ›ˆa-premÅra adbhuta carita

“Don’t be afraid. Outwardly you may feel a horrible
pain of separation, but internally, you will feel an
unparalleled type of rasa, the most pleasing feeling
of peace, joy, or ecstasy.” Externally, there may be
pangs of separation, but internally there is the greatest
satisfaction.
In this way we are advised by the scriptures, and
our practical experience corroborates our faith in this
subtle matter. The English poet, Shelley, has written:
“Our sincerest laughter
With some pain is fraught;
Our sweetest songs are those
That tell of saddest thought.”

When we are reading an epic where there is cruel
separation between the hero and the heroine, it is so
sweet to us that although we shed tears, still we cannot leave the book. When we hear about the pangs of
SitÅ-devÈ, how RÅmachandra banishes Her and leaves
Her uncared for in the forest although She is with
child, this is very painful. We shed tears, but still we
read on. There is sweetness within pain. It is possible.
Separation from Krishna is like that. The special
characteristic of kÂ›ˆa-prema is this: externally, we feel
extreme pain, like lava, but internally our heart is
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filled with some extraordinary ecstatic joy. This is
what ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu has given us. As
much as we can catch the meaning of His instructions, we shall be prepared for that kind of life. This is
the fare to go to VÂndÅvana, and when we are introduced to so many others like us, then our joy knows
no bounds. When we meet others who have the same
nature and mind as us, we get solace from them. We
need not be afraid. In spite of all these things, we
should think firmly that there is our home, and we
should want to go back to home, back to Godhead.
We are not foreigners there. Here we are foreigners:
every man treats me in any way that he likes. But
VÂndÅvana is most hopeful and full of the highest
prospect. It is the place of inner satisfaction. We
aspire after that; we cannot but continue aspiring for
our real home. What is real joy and ecstasy? We are
not acquainted with that. This is our present trouble.
Yet as much as we progress in Krishna consciousness,
we shall become conscious of a practical feeling of
real joy and ecstasy, beauty and charm, and in this
way, we shall become more and more encouraged.
YÅmunÅchÅrya says:
yad-avadhi mama cetaÓ kÂ›ˆa-padÅravinde
nava-nava-rasa-dhÅmany udyata˜ rantum ÅsÈt
tad-avadhi bata nÅrÈ-sa⁄game smaryamÅˆe
bhavati mukha-vikÅraÓ su›Êhu ni›ÊhÈvana˜ ca
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“Before I came in touch with the Krishna-love of
VÂndÅvana, worldly pleasure was of much importance
to me; but now, if any mundane taste comes in my
memory, my face becomes disfigured, and I spit at the
thought.”
So if we get a slight taste of that ecstasy, then at
once we come to the conclusion that there can be no
comparison between that and any peace or pleasure
here in this mundane world. At the same time, once
we are settled in that atmosphere, no pain can disturb
or affect us in any way.
There is another side also: although we are
advised to be prepared for painful separation, the fact
is not so cruel in reality. Krishna says, mayi te te›u cÅpy
aham: “I am always with My devotees.” Wherever
there is an exclusive devotee, Krishna is there like his
shadow, always invisibly moving after him. This is the
Lord’s nature:
aha˜ bhakta-parÅdhÈno
hy asvatantra iva dvija
sÅdhubhir grasta-hÂdayo
bhaktair bhakta-jana-priyaÓ

The Lord tells DurvÅsÅ, “I am the slave of my
devotees; I have no freedom apart from their will.
Because they are completely pure and devoted to
Me, My heart is controlled by them, and I reside
always in their hearts. I am dependent not only on My
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devotees, but even on the servants of My devotees.
Even the servants of My devotees are dear to Me.”

We must be prepared for any unfavorable circumstances, but we must not be discouraged.
Krishna is most affectionate; His care towards us is
most acute and sincere. His affection towards us has
no rival. Still, ßrÈman MahÅprabhu has given us a
warning in this verse: “You are coming to search
after Krishna? Krishna is not a sweetball from the
market that you can purchase and finish so easily.
You are trying to attain the highest of the high, so
you must be prepared for anything.”
At the same time, the devotees will come to us
saying, “Have no fear. We are all like you. Let us all
walk together in a straight line. Don’t be afraid—
we are here.” We are told that Krishna’s devotees
are even more sympathetic to us than Krishna
Himself. The solace of our life and our fortune is
his devotees, and Krishna says: mad bhaktÅnÅ˜ ca ye
bhaktÅh, “One who is a servant of My servant is My
real servant.” SÅdhu-sa⁄ga, the association of saints,
is the most important and valuable thing for us. To
make our advancement and progress towards the
infinite, our association is our guide; it is all-important. We must stick to this conclusion:
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‘sÅdhu sa⁄ga,’ ‘sÅdhu sa⁄ga,’—sarva ÍÅstre kaya
lava-mÅtra sÅdhu sa⁄ge sarva-siddhi haya

“The conclusion has been given in the scriptures
that all perfection can be attained by the help of the
saints. Good association is our greatest wealth in
reaching the supreme goal.”

Part 3

Conclusion

A DROP
OF DIVINE LOVE
nly ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu can give the conception of full-fledged theism. It is His grace, His
sweet will. It is His own wealth, not the property of
many. Krishna is an autocrat. He is the highest. And
whomever He selects to receive His own wealth will
get it. No one can raise the question of “no taxation
without representation”—there is no room for that
sort of slogan here.
In order to explain this for our benefit,
Bhaktivinod †hÅkura, taking himself as a fallen soul,
says, “My position is that of a servant of Krishna, but I
am devoid of Krishna. What am I? I am a slave of
Krishna, a slave of the Lord, but I am devoid of my
master? What an ironic thing it is.” You can wail, you
can repent, you can mourn, but all rights are reserved
by Him. And when you awaken to that higher stage
of self-surrender, you will get that wealth. But still, we
must conceive that Krishna is above all law.
Otherwise, surrender is meaningless.

O
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If we analyze the very basis of surrender, we must
ask where does surrender begin? In full surrender,
there are no rights. Whenever any rights are established, surrender becomes unnecessary. We cannot
think, “We must fight for our innate rights.” To a certain extent we may try for our rights in this world, but
in Krishna’s pastimes this mentality has no place.

Even the goddess of fortune, Lak›mÈdevÈ, cannot
enter there, what to speak of others. It is inconceivable. Krishna is not under any law or within anyone’s
fist. “All rights reserved.” Everything is His sweet will.
But He is absolute good; that is our solace. We cannot
enter His domain as a matter of right. Even Lord
BrahmÅ, Lord ßiva, and Lak›mÈdevÈ cannot enter
there. But still, if we take the path chalked out by ßrÈ
Chaitanya MahÅprabhu, we can enter and achieve a
position there.
It is so dear, so rare, so valuable and desirable. We
must look for the magnanimity of ßrÈ Chaitanya
MahÅprabhu which is aspired for by Lord BrahmÅ
and Lord ßiva. They are praying for a drop of His
mercy, but ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu brought that
here in a flood and inundated everyone with that
nectar, a drop of which is rarely to be had or even
thought of. We must approach His mercy with such
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an attitude of hankering and expectation. His gift is
so great and magnanimous—who can understand it?
With two verses of ßrÈmad-BhÅgavatam, one from
the mouth of Krishna Himself, and the next from the
mouth of Uddhava, He takes us straight to that highest place, eliminating so many external things.
Krishna says:
na tathÅ me priyatama
Åtma-yonir na Ía⁄karaÓ
na ca sa⁄kar›aˆo na ÍrÈr
naivÅtmÅ ca yathÅ bhavÅn

“O, Uddhava! Neither BrahmÅ, nor ßiva, nor
Baladeva, nor Lak›mÈ, nor even My own self are as
dear to Me as you are.”
And Uddhava says,
ÅsÅm aho caraˆa-reˆu-ju›Åm aha˜ syÅ˜
vÂndÅvane kim api gulma-latau›adhÈnÅm
yÅ dustyaja˜ svajanam Årya-patha˜ ca hitvÅ
bhejur mukunda-padavÈ˜ Írutibhir vimÂgyÅm

“The gopÈs of VÂndÅvana have given up the association of their husbands, sons, and other family members, who are very difficult to renounce, and they
have sacrificed even their religious principles to take
shelter of the lotus feet of Krishna, which are sought
after even by the Vedas. O! Grant me the fortune to
be born as a blade of grass in VÂndÅvana, so that I
may take the dust of those great souls upon my head.”
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The gradation of theism can be traced from Lord
BrahmÅ, the creator of the universe, to Krishna’s intimate friend Uddhava in DvÅrakÅ. And Uddhava
takes us directly to VÂndÅvana to reveal the highest
devotion, eliminating various prospects in our progressive march towards divinity. We have to march
on. And the way is that of surrender, of loving devotion, not mere formal devotion.
vaikuˆÊhÅj janito varÅ madhu-purÈ tatrÅpi rÅsotsavÅd
vÂndÅraˆyam udÅra-pÅˆi-ramaˆÅt tatrÅpi govardhanaÓ
rÅdhÅ-kuˆÎam ihÅpi gokula-pateÓ premÅmÂtÅplÅvanÅt
kuryÅd asya virÅjato giri-taÊe sevÅ˜ vivekÈ na kaÓ

“Superior to the spiritual realm of VaikuˆÊha is
MathurÅ, where ßrÈ Krishna first appears. Superior to
MathurÅ is the VÂndÅvana forest where Krishna
enjoyed the rÅsa dance. Better still is Govardhana
hill, which was the site of even more confidential
pastimes of love. But best of all is RÅdhÅ-kuˆÎa,
which is situated at the foot of Govardhana hill, and
holds the supreme position because it is overflooded
with the nectar of the highest kind of divine love.
Who is acquainted with the science of devotion who
will not aspire for the divine service of ßrÈmatÈ
RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ at RÅdhÅ-kuˆÎa?”
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We must place our faith in these subtle things.
Only through faith of a finer order can we be led to
that highest quarter. The highest conception is in the
heart of Krishna, and we have to enter into the heart
of Krishna, not any other place.
Although Krishna’s conjugal pastimes with the
gopÈs (mÅdhurya-lÈlÅ) are supreme, they cannot stand
alone: there are many other things which are present
in His pastimes. Krishna’s pastimes with His friends
and parents are essential in supporting His pastimes of
amorous love. Conjugal love is, of course, the main
thing, but still it is dependent on the other paraphernalia of Krishna’s pastimes. There must be Krishna’s
family and friends and all the different groups of servitors. Even the environment of VÂndÅvana itself also
has its valuable part to play.
And what is VÂndÅvana? The sands of the river
YamunÅ, the jungle, the birds, peacocks, and deer, the
cows, cowboys, and caves of Govardhana hill, the
motherly relatives—everything is there, and it is welldesigned and most suitable for the pastimes of ßrÈ
Krishna.
VÂndÅvana is necessary for the pastimes of RÅdhÅ
and Govinda. When RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ meets Krishna in
Kuruk›etra, Her mind runs to VÂndÅvana. She thinks,
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“Krishna is here and I am also here,” but Her mind
runs to VÂndÅvana. In Kuruk›etra, ßrÈmatÈ RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ
is hankering for the environment of VÂndÅvana; She
wants to have ßrÈ Krishna’s company there. All of
Krishna’s paraphernalia and divine associates have
their own unique value, and cannot be eliminated.
RÅdhÅ-Govinda cannot be taken away from
VÂndÅvana anymore than ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu
can be taken away from NavadwÈpa. The whole thing
is a system. One part cannot be snatched away from
the other parts. All the devotees have a necessary part
to play in order to create the harmony of Krishna’s
pastimes. Otherwise, it would not be living, but dead,
artificial, useless. It cannot even be imagined. KÂ›ˆalÈlÅ is an organic whole.
ßrÈmatÈ RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ says, “My mind is running
straight towards VÂndÅvana. I have the main object of
pleasure, Krishna Himself, but it is useless without the
favorable paraphernalia of VÂndÅvana.” So
RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ’s pain of separation rises to the highest
point in Kuruk›etra, where She has attained the
object of Her union after a long separation. There,
Krishna is very close, but, without being surrounded
by the favorable paraphernalia of VÂndÅvana, She
cannot have the real advantage of union. In this way,
Bhaktivinod †hÅkura has explained the mood of ßrÈmatÈ RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ in Kuruk›etra.
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ßrÈla BhaktisiddhÅnta SaraswatÈ †hÅkura once
revealed the importance of Kuruk›etra in a unique
way. The words of our guru mahÅrÅj were mostly very
revolutionary. When I was a beginner with only two
years or so in the GauÎÈya MaÊh, I was in charge of
the Kuruk›etra temple. Once, I came to the Calcutta
headquarters at the hired house in UlÊÅ ∂Å⁄gÅ for the
yearly preaching festival. After the festival I was to
return to Kuruk›etra. ßrÈla PrabhupÅda was thinking
of opening a “Theistic Exhibition” in Kuruk›etra,
showing with dioramas how Krishna and His friends
came there from DvÅrakÅ, and the gopÈs came there
from VÂndÅvana.
It is mentioned in ßrÈmad-BhÅgavatam that during
the solar eclipse, they came to bathe in RÅma-hrad, a
sacred lake in Kuruk›etra. ßrÈla PrabhupÅda wanted to
show that pastime with a diorama, and so the exhibition was arranged. He ordered handbills to be printed,
and twenty thousand circulated in the area, inviting
people to come for the exhibition.

In this connection, he told us, “You all know that
only the bogus, hollow people and men of shallow

ßrÈla Bhaktivinod †hÅkura. “I would like to spend the last days
of my life in Kuruk›etra.”
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thinking like VÂndÅvana.” I was very much perplexed
to hear this. I had been told that VÂndÅvana is the
highest place of spiritual perfection. I had heard that
one who has not mastered his senses cannot enter
VÂndÅvana. Only the liberated souls can enter
VÂndÅvana and have the opportunity of discussing
kÂ›ˆa-lÈlÅ. VÂndÅvana is for the liberated souls. Those
who are not liberated from the demands of their senses may live in NavadwÈpa, but the liberated souls may
live in VÂndÅvana. Now PrabhupÅda was saying that
the shallow thinkers appreciate VÂndÅvana, but a
man of real bhajan, real divine aspiration, will aspire
to live in Kuruk›etra.
Hearing this, I felt as if I had fallen from the top
of a tree. “What is this?” I thought. I am a very acute
listener, so I was very keen to catch the meaning of
his words. The next thought he gave us was that
Bhaktivinod †hÅkura, after visiting many different
places of pilgrimage, remarked, “I would like to spend
the last days of my life in Kuruk›etra. I shall construct
a cottage near RÅma-hrad and pass the rest of my life
there. Kuruk›etra is the real place of bhajan.”

Why? Service is more valuable according to the
intensity of its necessity. Shrewd merchants seek a
market in wartime because in that dangerous position,
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money is spent like water, without any care for its
value. They can earn more money if a war comes. In
the same way, when ßrÈmatÈ RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ’s necessity
reaches its zenith, service to Her becomes extremely
valuable. According to its necessity, service is valued. And in Kuruk›etra, ßrÈmatÈ RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ is in the
highest necessity because Krishna is so close, but
Their vÂndÅvana-lÈlÅ is impossible. In a football
game, if the ball is just inches from the goal, but
again comes back, it is considered a great loss. In
the same way, after a long separation, Krishna is
there in Kuruk›etra, so the hankering for union felt
by His devotees must come to its greatest point, but
because He is in the role of a king, they cannot
meet intimately. The circumstances do not allow
the vÂndÅvana-lÈlÅ to take place. So at that time,
ßrÈmatÈ RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ needs the highest service from
Her group, the sakhÈs.
Bhaktivinod †hÅkura says that in that situation, a drop of service will draw the greatest
amount of prema, divine love. In the pastimes of
RÅdhÅ-Govinda, there are two aspects: sambhoga,
divine union, and vipralambha, divine separation.
When RÅdhÅ and Krishna are very near to each
other, but can’t meet intimately, service at that
time can draw the greatest gain for the servitors.
Therefore, ßrÈla Bhaktivinod †hÅkura says, “I shall
construct a hut on the banks of RÅma-hrad in
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Kuruk›etra and contemplate rendering service to
the Divine Couple. If I can achieve that standard
where the prospect of service is so high, then there
is no possibility of returning to this mundane plane
at any time.”

Upon arriving in Kuruk›etra, ßrÈmatÈ RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ
said:
priyaÓ so ’ya˜ kÂ›ˆaÓ sahacari kuru-k›etra-militas
tathÅha˜ sÅ rÅdhÅ tad idam ubhayoÓ sa⁄gama-sukham
tathÅpy antaÓ-khelan madhura-muralÈ-pañcama-ju›e
mano me kÅlindÈ-pulina-vipinÅya spÂhayati

“O My dear friend, now I am at last reunited with
My most beloved Krishna in Kuruk›etra. I am the
same RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ, and He is the same Krishna. We are
enjoying Our meeting, but still I wish to return to the
banks of the KÅlindÈ, where I could hear the sweet
melody of His flute sounding the fifth note beneath
the trees of the VÂndÅvana forest.” (PadyÅvalÈ)
Wherever RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ and Krishna are, VÂndÅvana
is necessary. And VÂndÅvana means the favorable
paraphernalia. In this way, VÂndÅvana is unique.
When Krishna met the inhabitants of VÂndÅvana
in Kuruk›etra, He first came to Nanda and YaÍodÅ’s
camp after their long separation, to show parental
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respect to them. In the midst of their great disappointment, they felt, “Oh, our boy has come to see us
at last.” It was as if life had returned to the dead.
After some courtesy was shown to them, Krishna
made arrangements to meet privately with the gopÈs,
and suddenly He appeared in their camp. Externally,
Krishna was the leader of so many kings in India. And
the gopÈs had come from some unknown quarter,
where they lived in the jungle in the society of milkmen. Externally, they had no position, and Krishna
held the highest position in the political and royal
society. He was the central figure, like the eyeball in
every eye. And they were in a helpless, poor and
neglected condition. The gopÈs pleaded with Krishna,
saying:
ÅhuÍ ca te nalina-nÅbha padÅravinda˜
yogeÍvarair hÂdi vicintyam agÅdha-bodhaiÓ
sa˜sÅra-kËpa-patitottaraˆÅvalamba˜
geha˜ ju›Åm api manasy udiyÅt sadÅ naÓ

The group of gopÈs told Krishna, “O You who have
a lotus navel, we know that the great master yogis
who have nothing to do with this mundane world try
to meditate upon Your holy lotus feet. Their interest
is in higher realization in the conscious world. They
are said to center their highest attention on Your
lotus feet. And those who are busy elevating their life
in this world of exploitation are also busy worshiping
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Your lotus feet to escape the entanglement of action
and reaction. The center of interest for the elevationists (karmÈs) and the salvationists (jñÅnÈs and yogÈs) is
Your lotus feet.

“And what are we? We are simple people from
the country with cows as our wealth. We are animal
traders who live in the country, trade in the cow
business, and sell curd and milk on the outskirts of
society. We are neither scientific exploiters (karmÈs),
nor are we the kind of exploiters who do research in
the world of consciousness. We only know family
life. We have no other qualifications. We are busy
with our family life in the lower section of society.
But in our audacity, we pray that if at any time You
would kindly condescend to extend Your lotus feet
to our negligible hearts, we would think ourselves
blessed. We are busy in our family matters. We do
not know scriptural life or the methods of the salvationists. We know nothing of yoga, jñÅna, VedÅnta or
the Vedas. Our ultimate concern is neither with
scriptures or moral standards. We hold a negligible
position in society and simply pray that in the midst
of our family life we may remember Your holy lotus
feet. Please grant this to us. We can’t expect anything more from You.” That was their petition.
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Krishna replied to them, saying:
mayi bhaktir hi bhËtÅnÅm
amÂtatvÅya kalpate
di›ÊyÅ yad ÅsÈn mat-sneho
bhavatÈnÅ˜ mad-ÅpanaÓ

“Yes, I know. People want devotion to Me to
achieve eternal life. To cross the limit of mortality and
to have eternal life, they come to Me and worship Me.
For these reasons they want My service, but fortunately for you, you have some natural affection towards
Me. That will ultimately bring you to Me.”
That is the formal or superficial meaning of what
was spoken by Krishna and the gopÈs. But the great
preceptors of our line have squeezed out another
meaning from these prayers. They are conscious of
the real, private relationship between the two parties,
so they have drawn out another meaning based on
the divine sentiment between the lover and beloved.
When the gopÈs prayed to ßrÈ Krishna at
Kuruk›etra, their real meaning was this: “Oh, we
remember that one day You sent Uddhava to console
us. He recited many scriptural references about how
the whole world is mortal, how it is nothing, how we
shall all have to die—affection has no great value;
attachment must be cut out. He said that we must
try to liberate ourselves from any attraction for the
environment and attain salvation. You wanted to
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tell all these apparently sweet things to us through
Uddhava.
“Now, You Yourself are also showing us the same
path. You say that You are great and that everyone
should try, for their highest interest, to think of You.”
This explanation is found in Chaitanya-charitÅmÂta.
The gopÈs tell Krishna, “Do You think we are yogis
who will be satisfied with abstract meditation on You?
Can we be satisfied by imagination? We are not a
party to that. Neither are we karmÈs, fruitive workers
who are incurring a great debt from nature, who come
to Your door to get relief, praying, ‘O God, please
relieve us from all our previous sins.’ We do not belong
to either of these two sections.
“What are we? We want to live with You as Your
family. We are interested neither in abstract thinking,
nor in using You to clear off the faults of karma to nullify our sinful activities. We don’t want to use You for
any other purpose. We want to have a direct family
life with You. Don’t You know that? And still You
send messages through Uddhava, and now this! Aren’t
You ashamed of Yourself?” This is their inner meaning.

Krishna’s answer also has an inner aspect. He
replies, “You know, everyone wants Me. Through devotion they want Me to help them attain the highest
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position in the world of eternal benefit. If they have
a connection with Me, they consider themselves
fortunate. But on the other hand, I consider Myself
fortunate because I have come in touch with the
valuable affection that I found in your hearts.”
The gopÈs read the inner meaning in that way. And
when RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ could see into the inner meaning of
Krishna’s reply, She became satisfied. “Wherever He
may be in the physical sense,” She thought, “at heart,
He is mine alone.” She composed Her troubles within
and returned to VÂndÅvana thinking, “He cannot but
come to join our party again very soon.”
In PadyÅvalÈ, ßrÈla RËpa GoswÅmÈ reveals the
inner meaning of this verse. When Krishna came to
the camp of the gopÈs in Kuruk›etra, He suddenly
found ßrÈmatÈ RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ and stooped down as if to
touch Her feet. RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ began backing away, saying, “What are You doing! You are trying to touch
My feet?” She shuddered, “You have done nothing
wrong. You are my master. You are at liberty to do
whatever You want. I am Your maidservant and
should try with every nerve to satisfy You. You have
committed no crime. I am the criminal. How? I still
drag on My body and life. This is My crime—I could
not die from Your separation! Still, I show My face
to the public—I am not worth Your divine affection. The whole burden of breaking the law of love
is on My head.”
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In this way ßrÈmatÈ RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ spoke. And in a
similar verse, ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu says:
na prema-gandho ’sti darÅpi me harau
krandÅmi saubhÅgya-bhara˜ prakÅÍitum
va˜Íi-vilÅsy-Ånana-lokana˜ vinÅ
vibharmi yat prÅˆa-pata⁄gakÅn vÂthÅ
“I have not even a bit of divine love for Krishna
within Me. Not even a scent of love for Krishna is to
be traced within Me. You may ask, ‘Then why are You
shedding tears profusely, uninterruptedly? Day and
night, You are always shedding tears for Krishna. How
do You explain this?’ Oh, you don’t know. I only do
this to make a show and deceive the people in general
into thinking that I have divine love for Krishna. In
this way I want to become famous as a great devotee of
Krishna. But I am a hypocrite. Why do I say so? The
positive proof is this: I still live. I could not die! If I
had any real love for Krishna, I would have died from
His separation. That is the positive proof that I have
no trace of kÂ›ˆa-prema within Me.”
KÂ›ˆa-prema is so high and attractive that once
coming in contact with it, no one can maintain his life
without it. It is so high, so beautiful, so enchanting—it
is heart-swallowing! It is impossible even to conceive
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of it. Divine love of such a high degree is known as
prema. That divine love for Krishna is not to be traced
in this mundane world. If by chance someone had any
experience of that high and vital kind of devotion,
then by any separation from that, he would die instantly. It is so beautiful and magnanimous. We are out to
search only for that divine love in this world. And ßrÈman MahÅprabhu came to distribute that to the world
for our sake.

I have heard that a group of people in South
America committed collective suicide because they
felt that their faithful way of life was going to be
destroyed by the present civilization. They could not
tolerate that, but rather, they thought, “Let us take
posion and leave this world behind. Then we can live
safely in the world of our faith. We have no charm for
anything in this mundane world. Let us go with
peace. We are members of the peaceful world. Let us
enjoy that peace which is independent of material
acquisition.”
We can agree that there is no charm here that
shall make us hesitate to withdraw from this world,
but we must also disagree and say that our life in this
world is valuable. Why? With this life we can acquire
a higher aspiration. We can have the chance of
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acquiring the goal from this plane. This human life is
so valuable that with it we can take the path of the
highest divine conception. This human body is highly
valued and rarely achieved. In ßrÈmad-BhÅgavatam
(11.9.29) it is stated:
labdhvÅ su-durlabham ida˜ bahu-sambhavÅnte
mÅnu›yam artha-dam anityam apÈha dhÈraÓ
tËrˆa˜ yateta na pated anu-mÂtyu yÅvan
niÓÍreyasÅya vi›ayaÓ khalu sarvataÓ syÅt

“The human form of life is very rarely attained,
and although temporary, gives us a chance to achieve
the supreme goal of life. Therefore, those who are
grave and intelligent should immediately strive for
perfection before another death occurs. There are so
many forms of life: the aquatics, the vegetable kingdom, the animals, the birds, ghosts and other living
beings, but only in this human position do we hold
the key to the complete solution of the problems of
life.”
If we can use this human life in a valuable way, we
can acquire the key by which to become free from the
whole chain of life in this troublesome world. We can
get rid of the bondage of all sorts of physical and mental troubles. The key is here, in this human form of
life. JÈva GoswÅmÈ says that lower life-forms have
insufficient understanding to realize the highest truth.
And in the higher life-forms, such as demigods,
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because previously acquired energy or karma has accumulated on all sides, the chief enjoying elements are
surrounding the living being. It is difficult to escape
the charm of those influences and begin the prospect
of a fresh life in a higher plain of consciousness. This
human form of life is the most advantageous position
to escape this entanglement and reach the highest
object of our divine life.

Sometimes people ask, “Why did ßrÈ Chaitanya
MahÅprabhu choose to give the highest conception
of divine love—kÂ›ˆa-prema—to the lowest class of
people, to the people of Kali-yuga?” But that is the
very nature of ßrÈ Chaitanya-avatÅra. Why did the
gopÈs who are considered to be in the most exalted
devotees come from a neglected social position?
What is the meaning of the highest conception of
magnanimity? What should be its nature? To help
the most needy.
And because ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu comes
from the highest position, He cannot give ordinary
things, and His attention must be drawn to the
most needy. Is it unnatural? The highest magnanimity must take notice of the lowest and most
needy. And if He wants to help them, He will do so
with His own coin. He cannot distribute to them
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only glass or stone chips. When He has the opulence of jewels and gems, why should He search for
stone chips to distribute to the lowest level? He
must extend to the lowest and poorest people what
He thinks to be real wealth.

So we should all fall at the feet of the great
Messiah, ßrÈ GaurÅ⁄ga MahÅprabhu. His devotees say,
“If we had to conceive of a place where GaurÅ⁄ga had
not appeared, we could not maintain our lives. We
shudder to think of living without such a magnanimous friend as ßrÈ GaurÅ⁄ga.” How could one live his
life without GaurÅ⁄ga? It is impossible. The world is
not worth living in without GaurÅ⁄ga.
ßrÈ GaurÅ⁄ga is most magnanimous. ßrÈ
Chaitanya MahÅprabhu and His associates the
Pañcha-tattva have come to raise all souls from
their fallen condition. Generally, only deserving
persons can gain entrance into VÂndÅvana, into
kÂ›ˆa-lÈlÅ. But as ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu,
Krishna Himself has come down to cure the offenders of their offenses and grant them entrance into
VÂndÅvana. Simply by chanting the names of the
Pañcha-tattva and by remembering Their lÈlÅ, we
can be purified even from the lowest position and
prepare for participation in vÂndÅvana-lÈlÅ.
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In Goloka VÂndÅvana, RÅdhÅ-Govinda are
enjoying Their pastimes of divine love within
Their own circle. And there is another quarter,
where RÅdhÅ-Govinda are combined as ßrÈ
Chaitanya MahÅprabhu—Krishna Himself in the
mood of RÅdhÅrÅˆÈ is tasting His own sweetness
with His entourage. We have to realize this through
the recommended process. Who is ßrÈ Chaitanya
MahÅprabhu? He came here to bestow upon us the
gift that will promote us to the highest goal of life.

To bring ßrÈ GaurÅ⁄ga nearer to our soul is to
get, even unconsciously, a guarantee of our achievement in kÂ›ˆa-lÈlÅ. For the fallen souls it is more
useful to cultivate devotion for ßrÈ GaurÅ⁄ga. That
will give us the complete fulfillment of life with the
least trouble. Devotion to GaurÅ⁄ga will not lead
us to any haphazard or misconceived Krishna consciousness, but real Krishna consciousness. We can
have full Krishna consciousness—plus something
more. What is that? The distribution of Krishna
consciousness.
KÂ›ˆadÅsa KavirÅja GoswÅmÈ, the giver of ßrÈ
Chaitanya-charitÅmÂta, the most valuable theological literature that has ever seen the light of day, has
written:
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kÂ›ˆa-lÈlÅmÂta-sÅra,
tÅra Íata Íata dhÅra,
daÍa-dike bahe yÅhÅ haite
se caitanya-lÈlÅ haya, sarovara ak›aya,
mano-ha˜sa carÅha’ tÅhÅte

“What is kÂ›ˆa-lÈlÅ? It is the real essence of nectar. It is the gist of sweetness, happiness, and ecstasy.
The sweetness of the sweetest thing that can ever be
conceived is represented in kÂ›ˆa-lÈlÅ. Then what is
chaitanya-lÈlÅ? In chaitanya-lÈlÅ, that sweet nectar of
kÂ›ˆa-lÈlÅ is flowing in all ten directions in hundreds of
streams as if from a fountain. That fountain is chaitanyalÈlÅ.” Although chaitanya-lÈlÅ appears later than kÂ›ˆalÈlÅ, chaitanya-lÈlÅ is the source, the foundation. We
see that Krishna appeared in DvÅpara-yuga, in the
previous age, and then ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu
appeared later, in Kali-yuga. Still, Their lÈlÅ is eternal. First there is the giver, then the gift. And the
gift of ßrÈ Chaitanya MahÅprabhu is that in all the
ten directions, He is distributing unlimited streams
of sweet kÂ›ˆa-lÈlÅ to the world.
KÂ›ˆadÅsa KavirÅja GoswÅmÈ concludes, “O devotees, come! Like so many swans, you must swim in the
lake of Chaitanya MahÅprabhu’s pastimes. From that
lake kÂ›ˆa-lÈlÅ is flowing to the world in different
streams. Devotees, like clouds, take nectar from that
lake, and distribute that nectar freely to the fortunate
souls. Come and live in that lake. Ask the swan of
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your mind to take shelter in that lake. May that swan
swim in the nectarine lake of ßrÈ Chaitanya
MahÅprabhu’s life and precepts, from where so many
hundreds of streams of nectar are flowing in all directions. O devotees, I offer this humble prayer to you.”
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Sri Sri Guru-Gaura-vani - Australia
Sri Kalyan Kalpataru - Australia
çr^ Vai£òava To£aò^ - California
Vaishnava News - South Africa
Vai£òava Sevå - California
Vai£òava Transmission - New Jersey

iv) Various:
Archchan Khan
Divine Message for the Devotees
Gauà^ya G^tåñjali (Saík^rttan)
compiled by Spd B.P. Janardan
Maharaj
Guardian of Devotion
Haridåsa ëhåkura
Holy Trilogy
K^rttan Guide (Song Book)
Omni-Science
Relative Worlds
(çr^la Bhaktisiddhånta Saraswat^ ëhåkur)
Seeking the Essence
(çr^påd B.S. Tridaòài Mahåråj)
Spiritual Assistance for our Friends
Sri Chaitanya Mahaprabhu
- Incarnation of Divine Love
Srila Guru Maharaj
(çr^påd B.A. Sagar Mahåråj)
çr^ Brahma-saìhitå
çr^ Chaitanya Mahåprabhu—
His Life and Precepts
(çr^la ëhåkur Bhaktivinod)
çr^ Chaitanya Saraswat^—
(The Voice of çr^ Chaitanyadev)
çr^ Govinda Dhåm, Australia—
(çr^ Vyåsa-pujå Edition 1994)
çr^ Nabadw^p-bhåvataraíga
The Bhågavata
(çr^la ëhåkur Bhaktivinod)
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The Glories of Sri Harinam
(çr^påd B.A. Paramahamsa
Mahåråj)
The Hidden Treasure of the Holy
Dham Nabadwip
(Srila Bhaktivinoda Thakur)
The Life of Sri Chaitanya
Mahaprabhu
The Search
The Truth about Guru
(çr^la Bhaktisiddhånta Saraswat^
ëhåkura)
Tips for Pilgrims
Vai£òava Calendar (annually)
Bengali
Amrta Vidya
Arccan Kan
Gitavali
Paramartha-Dharmma-nirnay
Saranagati
çåßvata Sukha-niketan
(Home Comfort)
Sri Bhakti Raksak Divya-vani Vol. IV
Sri Bhakti Rasamrta Sindhu
Sri Brahma-samhita
Sri Chaitanyadever Vaisista
Sri Chaitanya Bhågavat
Sri Chaitanya Charitamrita
Sri Gaudiya Darshan
Sri Gaudiya Gitanjali
Sri Gaudiya Parvatalika (Calendar)
Sri Gurudeva o Tahara Karuna
Sri Kirttan-Manjusa
Sri Krsna Karnamrta
Sri Krsnanusilana Sangha Vani
Sri Nabadwip Bhavataranga
Sri Nabadwip Dham Mahatmya
Sri Namabhajan o Vicar Pranali
Sri Nama-Namabhasa o
Namaparadha Vicar
Sri Siksastakam
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Sri Sri Kalyan Kalpataru
Sri Sri Prapanna-jivanamrtam
Sri Sri Prema Dhama Deva Stotram
Srimad Bhagavad-gita
çuddha Bhakti Sådhan Saspada
Suvarna Sopan (Golden Staircase)
Tattva Viveka
Czech
Divine Discources –
(çr^la B.S. Govinda Mahåråj)
Utecha domova –
(çr^la B.R. çr^dhar Mahåråj &
çr^la B.S. Govinda Mahåråj)
Niterné naplnení (Inner Fulfilment)
Srimad Bhagavad-gita
Danish
Hengivenhedens Veg
(An Introduction to SCSMath)
Dutch
De Gouden Vulkaan van Goddelijke
Liefde
De Stem van Shri Chaitanyadev
Het Guru-Principe
Op Zoek Naar Sri Krishna De
Wondermooie Werkelijkheid
Sri Chaitanya’s Achtledig Onderricht
(Siksastakam)
Sri Chaitanya Saraswati
Sri Guru
Sri Guru en Zijn Genade
Farsi
The Mahamantra
(çr^la B.R. çr^dhar Mahåråj)
Yogay
French
Le Seigneur de l’Amour en Quête de
ses Serviteurs Perdus

German
Ahimsa. Sein und Bewusstsein
Amrta Ozean des Nektars Nr.1
(çr^la B.S. Govinda Mahåråj &
çr^la B.R. çr^dhar Mahåråj)
Amrta Ozean des Nektars Nr.2
(çr^la B.S. Govinda Mahåråj &
çr^la B.R. çr^dhar Mahåråj)
Auf der Suche nach Govinda Die wunderschöne Wirklichkeit
(çr^la B.R. çr^dhar Mahåråj)
Der Göttliche Beschützer
(çr^la B.R. çr^dhar Mahåråj)
Der Göttliche Diener
(çr^la B.S. Govinda Mahåråj)
Der Goldene Pfad von çr^la B.R.
çr^dhar Mahåråj
Der Goldene Vulkan
De Wondermooie Werkelijkheid
Die Würde eines göttlicher Dieners
(çr^la B.S. Govinda Mahåråj)
Eine göttliche Beziehung
Goldene Reflexionen
(çr^la B.S. Govinda Mahåråj)
Göttliche Harmonie
Göttliche Inspiration—
çr^la B.S. Govinda Mahåråj in
Deutschland
Göttliche Unterweisung von çr^la
B.S. Govinda Mahåråj
Songbuch
Sri Chaitanya Saraswati (No.1)
Sri Guru und Seine Barmherzigkeit
(çr^la B.R. çr^dhar Mahåråj)
Srila Guru Maharaj - Aus dem
Nektarozean seines Lebens und
seiner Lehren
Worte der Hingabe
(çr^la B.R. çr^dhar Mahåråj)
Zurück nach Hause - Der Pfad zur
inneren Erfüllung
(çr^la B.R. çr^dhar Mahåråj)

PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE
Gujarati
Divya Sandesh (Divine Message)
(çr^la B.S. Govinda Mahåråj)
Hindi
Paramartha Path Nirdesh (çr^la B.S.
Govinda Mahåråj)
Rasaraj Sri Krishna
(çr^la B.R. çr^dhar Mahåråj)
Sadhana Path
(çr^la B.R. çr^dhar Mahåråj)
Seva Madhurya Maryaada
(çr^la B.S. Govinda Mahåråj)
Sri Sri Prema Dhama Deva Stotram
(çr^la B.R. çr^dhar Mahåråj)
Sri Siksastakam
Amrita Vidya
(çr^la B.R. çr^dhar Mahåråj)
Hungarian
A Kutatas Sri Krsna Utan (çr^la B.R.
çr^dhar Mahåråj)
A Bhagavata
(çr^la ëhåkur Bhaktivinod)
Az Arany Avatar
(çr^la B.R. çr^dhar Mahåråj)
Belsó Beteljesøles (Inner Fulfilment)
Csodatevó Gopal
Dicsóseg Isten Szólgájanak
(Dignity of Divine Servitor)
Isteni Ùtmutatàs
çr^mad Bhagavad-G^tå—
Skryty poklad Sladkého Absoluty
Sri Guru És Kegye
Italian
L’amorevole ricerca del servitore
perduto
La Ricerca di Shri Krishna La Dolce Realta
(çr^la B.R. çr^dhar Mahåråj)
Il Principio Originario
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La Soddisfazione Interiore
Il Piano Sottile
La Ricerca di Sri Krishna la
Meravigliosa Realità
Libro dei Kirtan
Il vulcano dorato dalla lava divina
Cuore e aurea
Armonia in tavola
(the cooking book)
Srimad Bhagavad-Gira
Japanese
Original Source
Norweigian
Shri Krishna Chaitanya
An Introduction to Krishna
Consciousness
Oriyan
Paramartha Path Nirdesh
(çr^la B.S. Govinda Mahåråj)
Amrita Vidya (çr^la B.R. çr^dhar
Mahåråj)
Sri Guru and His Grace (çr^la B.R.
çr^dhar Mahåråj)
Sri Sri Prapanna-jivanamrtam (çr^la
B.R. çr^dhar Mahåråj)
Sri Sri Prema Dhama Deva Stotram
(çr^la B.R. çr^dhar Mahåråj)
Krishna Chaitanya Sadhu Sanga
(excerpt from ‘Divine Guidance’)
Portuguese
A Busca Amorosa ao Servo Perdido
(çr^la B.R. çr^dhar Mahåråj)
A Busca de Sri Krsna - A Realidade, O
Belo (çr^la B.R. çr^dhar Mahåråj)
As Divinas Instruções do Guardião da
Devoção (çr^la B.R. çr^dhar Mahåråj)
Conforto Do Lar (çr^la B.R. çr^dhar
Mahåråj)
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Demolindo os Pilares do Ego (çr^la
B.R. çr^dhar Mahåråj)
“Deus é Gente” (God is a Person)
Evidência
Evolução Subjectiva (çr^la B.R.
çr^dhar Mahåråj)
Livro de Kirtans
Nectar (newsletter)
O Céu Consciente (çr^la B.R. çr^dhar
Mahåråj)
O Vulcão Dourado Do Amor Divino
(çr^la B.R. çr^dhar Mahåråj)
Reflexões Douradas (çr^la B.S.
Govinda Mahåråj)
Servo Divino (çr^la B.S. Govinda
Mahåråj)
Som, Som, Som
Sri Guru e Sua Graça (çr^la B.R.
çr^dhar Mahåråj)
Coracaõ e Aura (çr^la B.R. çr^dhar
Mahåråj)
Canções da Alma

Russian
çr^ Guru and His Grace
(çr^la B.R. çr^dhar Mahåråj)
Almanah [Yearly magazine, “The
Mission of Sri Chaitanya Saraswat”]
Brothers (Relationship of çr^la B.R.
çr^dhar Mahåråj and Srila Swami
Maharaj)
Buroki Religei [“Lessons in Religion”]
(çr^la B.S. Govinda Mahåråj)
Divine Guidance
Divine Servitor
Sat–Sangha (magazine)
Guardian of Devotion (çr^la B.S.
Govinda Mahåråj)
Home Comfort (çr^la B.R. çr^dhar
Mahåråj)
Ocean of Nectar
Search for çr^ Krishna, Reality the

Beautiful - Hari Katha
(Sripad K. Giri Maharaj)
Sermons of the Guardian of Devotion
Vol. 1
Servant Reaches the Divine Road (çr^la
B.S. Govinda Mahåråj)
çr^ Chaitanya Mahåprabhu—His Life
and Precepts
(çr^la ëhåkur Bhaktivinod)
çr^ çr^ Prapanna Jivanamritam (çr^la
B.R. çr^dhar Mahåråj)
çr^ Sri Prema Dhama Deva Stotram
çr^ Brahma-Samhita
çr^ Guru and His Grace
çr^mad Bhagavad-Gita
The Golden Volcano of Divine Love
Bogatstvo Spugi Bojestvennogo Mira
(Treasure of the Divine Servant)
Spanish
Acercándose Genuinamente (çr^la B.R.
çr^dhar Mahåråj)
Ambrosía (Emisión periodical Ecuador)
Asistencia Espiritual para Nuestros
Amigos (çr^påd B.A. Sagar Mahåråj)
Compromiso Sagrado (çr^la B.R.
çr^dhar Mahåråj)
Divino Mensaje
Dulce Hogar (çr^la B.R. çr^dhar
Mahåråj)
El Arbol Bendito de Aspiracion Divina
(çr^la B.S. Govinda Mahåråj)
El Bagavad-Guita (Cuatro Versos
Esenciales) (çr^la B.R. çr^dhar
Mahåråj)
El Guardián De La Devoción
El Tesoro Escondido del Santo Dham
Nabadwip
El Volcán Dorado del Amor Divino
(çr^la B.R. çr^dhar Mahåråj)
Evidencia (çr^la B.R. çr^dhar Mahåråj)

PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE

Guía Divina (çr^la B.R. çr^dhar
Mahåråj)
La Búsqueda Amorosa del Señor por su
Sirviente Perdido (çr^la B.R.
çr^dhar Mahåråj)
La Búsqueda De La Más Hermosa
Realidad (çr^la B.R. çr^dhar Mahåråj)
La Búsqueda De Sri Krsna - La
Hermosa Realidad
(çr^la B.R. çr^dhar Mahåråj)
Ocupacion Sagrada (çr^la B.R. çr^dhar
Mahåråj)
Sermones del Guardión de la Devoción
(Volumen Uno)
Sri Gaudiya Darshan
Sri Brahma Samhita, La Quintasecia de
la hermosa Realidad
Un Resumen de sus Pasatiempos Y
Preceptos Divinos
(çr^la B.R. çr^dhar Mahåråj)
Sri Sri Prema Dhama Deva Stotram
(çr^la B.R. çr^dhar Mahåråj)
El Bhagavata (çr^la ëhåkur
Bhaktivinod)
Vaisnava Transmission (Edición en
Español)
Prasådam, Recetario Vegetariano
Swedish
Sökandet efter Sri Krishna, verkligheten den Sköna
(çr^la B.R. çr^dhar Mahåråj)
Tamil
Divine Guidance (çr^la B.R. çr^dhar
Mahåråj)
Home Comfort (çr^la B.R. çr^dhar
Mahåråj)
Turkish
Bilincin Öznel Evrimi, Guzel

Tanri’nim Oyünu
Yuvanin Rahatligi
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Sri Chaitanya Saraswat Math
Sri Chaitanya Saraswat Math Road, Kolerganj,
P.O. Nabadwip, PIN 741302, District Nadia, West Bengal, INDIA

Affaliated Main Centers and Branches Worldwide
International Headquarters

District of Burdwan
West Bengal, India

Sri Chaitanya Saraswat Math
Sri Chaitanya Saraswat Math Road,
Kolerganj, P.O. Nabadwip
District of Nadia, Pin 741302, West
Bengal, India
Phone: (03472) 240086 & (03472)
240752
Web: http://scsmath.com
Email:math@scsmath.com

Orissa

Kolkata (formerly Calcutta)
Sree Chaitanya Saraswata
Krishnanushilana Sangha
Opp. Tank 3, 487 Dum Dum Park
Kolkata, Pin 700055, West Bengal, India
Phone: (033) 2590 9175 and 2590 6508
Email:calcutta@scsmath.org
Sree Chaitanya Saraswata
Krishnanushilana Sangha
Kaikhali, Chiriamore (by Kolkata Airport)
P.O. Airport, Kolkata, Pin 700052
West Bengal, India
Phone: (033) 2573-5428

Burdwan
Sri Chaitanya Saraswat Ashram
P.O. and Village Hapaniya
District of Burdwan
West Bengal, India
Phone: (03453) 249505
Sri Chaitanya Sridhar Govinda Seva
Ashram
Village of Bamunpara, P.O. Khanpur

Sri Chaitanya Saraswat Math
Bidhava Ashram Road, Gaur Batsahi
Puri, Pin 752001, Orissa, India
Phone: (06752) 231413

Mathura
Srila Sridhar Swami Seva Ashram
(Contact person: Murari Prabhu,)
Dasbisa, P.O. Govardhan
District of Mathura, Pin 281502
Uttar Pradesh, India
Phone: (0565) 281 5495
Sri Chaitanya Saraswat Math & Mission
(Contact person: Sripad Bhakti Amrita
Sagar Maharaj,)
96 Seva Kunja, Vrindavan
District of Mathura, Pin 281121
Uttar Pradesh, India
Phone: (0565) 245 6778
Sri Chaitanya Saraswat Math
Hayder Para, New Pal Para,
Netaji Sarani Siliguri - 6, India

U.S.A.
California
Sri Chaitanya Saraswat Seva Ashram
2900 North Rodeo Gulch Road
Soquel, CA 95073, U.S.A.
Phone: (831) 462-4712
Fax: (831) 462-9472
Web:california.scsmath.org
Email:soquel@scsmath.org

Sri Chaitanya Saraswat Seva Ashram
269 E. Saint James Street
San Jose
Ca 95112, U.S.A
Phone: (408) 288 6360 and (408) 2876360

Oregon
Sri Chaitanya Saraswat Ashram
741 Lincoln St.
Eugene, Or. 97401, U.S.A.
Phone (541)434-1008 and (541) 6871093
Email:oregon@scsmath.org

East Coast
Sri Chaitanya Saraswat Math
P.O. Box 311
Oaklyn NJ, U.S.A.
Phone: (856) 962-0894
Web: http://www.scsmathny.org
and: http://www.scsmathnj.org
Email:bkgiri@scsmath.com

Hawaii
Sri Chaitanya Sridhar Govinda Mission
RR1 Box 450-D, Crater Road
Kula, Maui, HI 96790, U.S.A.
Phone & Fax: (808) 878-6821
Web: http://www.krsna.cc/
Email:mdasa@krsna.cc

Mexico
Mérida
Sri Chaitanya Saraswati Sridhar Govinda
Sevashram de México, A.R.
Calle 69-B, No. 537, Fracc. Santa Isabel
Kanasín, Yucatán c.p. 97370, Mexico
Phone: (52-999) 982-8444
Email:merida@scsmath.org

Guadalajara
Sri Chaitanya Saraswati Sridhar Govinda
Sevashram de México, A.R.
Reforma No. 864, Sector Hidalgo
Guadalajara, Jalisco, c.p. 44280, Mexico
Phone: (52-33) 3826-9613
Email:guadalajara@scsmath.org

Monterrey
Sri Chaitanya Saraswati Sridhar Govinda
Sevashram de México, A.R.
Diego de Montemayor # 629,
Centro, entre Isaac Garca y J. Treviño,
c.p. 66000, Monterrey, N.L., Mexico
Phone: (52-81) 8356-4945
Phone: (52-81) 8383-0377
Email: luiza_muzquiz@hotmail.com
Email: redilberto@gmail.com

Tijuana

Sri Chaitanya Sanctuary
P.O. Box 1292,
Honokaa, HI 96727, U.S.A.
Email:bororaj@yahoo.com

Sri Chaitanya Govinda Sevashram, A. R.
Ave. de las Rosas 9
Fracc. del Prado
c.p. 22440
Phone: (52-664) 608-9154
Email:tijuana@scsmath.org

Canada

Veracruz

Sri Chaitanya Saraswat Sridhar Asan,
10671, 132A Street,
Surrey, BC, V3T 3Y1, Canada.
Phone: 604.953.0280
Email:info@scsmath-canada.com

Sri Chaitanya Saraswat Math,
1ro. de Mayo No.1057, (entre Iturbide y
Azueta)
Veracruz, Veracruz, c.p. 91700, Mexico
Phone: (52-229) 931-3024
Email:madhuchanda@ver.megared.net.mx

Orizaba

Republic of Ireland

Sri Chaitanya Saraswati Sridhar Govinda
Sevashram de México, A.R.
Oriente 2, # 259,
Zona Centro, c.p. 94300, Orizaba, Ver.,
Mexico
Phone: (52-272) 725-6828

Attn: Brian Timoney
Sri Chaitanya Saraswat Sangha
Willowfield Road
Ballinamore Co. Leitrim
Republic of Ireland
Tel: 071 9645661
Email:ireland@scsmath.org

México D.F.
Sri Chaitanya Saraswati Sridhar Govinda
Sevashram de México, A.R.
2 Privada de Sinaloa, # 158-D,
Colonia Roma Norte,
c.p. 06700, Mexico Distrito Federal,
Mexico
Phone: (52-55) 5211-7349
Phone: (52-55) 5097-0533
aradia53@hotmail.com

Morelia
Sri Chaitanya Saraswati Sridhar Govinda
Sevashram de México, A.R.
Loma Florida No 258
Sector Independencia, Col. Lomas Del
Valle
Morelia, Michoacán, c.p. 58170, Mexico
Phone: (52-443) 327-5349
Email:bhagavan@unimedia.net.mx

Ticul
Sri Chaitanya Saraswati Sridhar Govinda
Sevashram de México, A.R.
Carretera Ticul - Chapab, Km 1.4,
Ticul, Yucatán, Mexico.
Email: ramahari@sureste.com

Europe
England
Sri Chaitanya Saraswat Math
466 Green Street
London E13 9DB, U.K.
Phone: (0208) 552-3551
Email:londonmath@scsmath.org
Website:scsmathlondon.org

Sri Chaitanya Saraswat Sangha
Flat A, 2, St Michaels Villas
Inchicore Dublin 10
Republic of Ireland
Tel (mobile): 087 784 3302

Italy
Villa Govinda Ashram
Via Regondino, 5
23887 Olgiate Molgora (LC)
Fraz. Regondino Rosso
Italy
Tel: [+39] 039 9274445
Email:villagovinda_ashram@virgilio.it
Sri Chaitanya Saraswat Sangha
(Mohita Krishna das)
Zona Corlo 40
06014 Montone (PG)
Tel. +39 0759306496
Email:mohita.k@virgilio.it
Email:italiano@scsmath.org
Sri Chaitanya Saraswat Sangha
(Atula Krishna das)
Via del Vescovado 42
05100 Terni
Tel: +39 074458806
Email:tulasi@inwind.it

Netherlands
Sri Chaitanya Saraswati Sridhar Ashram
Middachtenlaan 128
1333 XV Almere, Buiten
Netherlands
Phone: 036 53 28150
Email:gandiva@chello.nl

Portugal
Sri Chaitanya Saraswat Math,
Rua do Sobreiro 5,
Cidreira,
3020-143 Coimbra,
Portugal
Email:ananda.m@clix.pt

Hungary
Sri Chaitanya Saraswat Math
Andras Novak
Nagybányai út 52. H-1025 Budapest
Hungary
Phone: (361) 3980295
Fax: (361) 3980296
Email:sweetwater@scsmath.org
Mandala-Veda Ashram
Attila Bakos
Erdo utca 126. H-2092 Budakeszi
Hungary
Phone & Fax: (36) 23-452-969
Email:budakeszi@scsmath.org
Sri Chaitanya Saraswat Community
Centre
Kozep fasor 7/A IV/12.
6726 Szeged, Hungary
Email:szeged@scsmath.org

Czech Republic
Sri Sridhar-Govinda Sangha
Libecina 14
566 01 Libecina
Posta Vysoke Myto
Czech Republic
Email:czech@scsmath.org

Turkey
Sri Govinda Math Yoga Centre
Abdullah Cevdet sokak
No 33/8, Cankaya 06690
Ankara, Turkey
Phone: 090 312 4415857 and 090 312
440 88 82
Web: http://www.govindamath.com
Email:turkey@scsmath.org

Sri Chaitanya Saraswat Sridhar Govinda
Maha Mantra Yoga Center
Kuskondu Sok.
7/8 Cankaya
Ankara
Turkey
Tel +90. 312. 442 8226
Email:murali_mohandas@yahoo.com
Branch: Sri Chaitanya Saraswat Sridhar
Govinda Bhakti Yoga Center
Konutkent 2 Sitesi Finike Sok.
FII/4 Cayyolu
Ankara
Turkey
Tel +90. 312. 240 1309
Fax +90. 312. 240 0389
Yoga Ranch: Sri Chaitanya Sridhar
Govinda Seva Ashram
Address: Belen Alan K?¸ Akseki A
Ntalya Turkey

Asia
Malaysia
Persatuan Penganut Sri Chaitanya
Saraswat Sadhu Sangam
Lot No. 224A Jalan Slim Lama
35900 Tanjung Malim, Perak, Malaysia
Phone: (05) 459 6942
Web:
http://scsmath.org/centres/malaysia/
Email:klabanya@hotmail.com
Sri Chaitanya Sridhar Govinda Seva
Ashram
7 Taman Thye Kim, Jalan Haji
Mohammed Ali
32000 Sitiawan, Perak, Malaysia
Phone: (05) 691 5686
Email:sitiawan@scsmath.org
Persatuan Penganut Sri Chaitanya
Saraswat Sadhu Sangam, Malaysia,
No 19 & 21, JalanTertai 10,
Bukit Beruntung,
48000 Rawang, Selangor, Malaysia.

Persatuan Penganut Sri Chaitanya
Saraswat Sadhu Sangam, Malaysia,
No 14, Lorong Bendahara 46A,
Taman Mewah Baru,
41200 Klang, Selangor, Malaysia.
Tel:603-51616721 (Lalita Krishna Das)

Philippines
Srila Sridhar Swami Seva Ashram
c/o Gokulananda Prabhu
23 Ruby St., Casimiro Townhouse,
Talon Uno,
Las Pinas City, Zip code 1747,
Philippines
Phone: 800-1340
Email:sridharswami@hotmail.com
Sri Chaitanya Saraswat Math,
Philippines Branch
Isani Devi Dasi
27 2nd. St. Isla Home 2 and 3,
Pinagbuhatan, Pasig City, Manila,
Philippines
Email: scsmath-philippines@mail.com
Phone +63 92031 63750
Phone +63 92877 12568

Singapore
Sri Gaura Saraswati Sridhar Society
19, Upper Dickson Road, Singapore
207478
Pone: 63439018
HP: 90236341 and 91856613
Email:singapore@scsmath.org
Vegetarian Restaurant
21 Upper Dickson Road, Singapore
207478
Pone : 63967769
Fax: 63967768
HP: 98577774
Sri Chaitanya Saraswat Math (Singapore)
Blk 7, #02-107, Tanjong Pagar Plaza
Singapore 081007
Tel: +65 9062 6733
Email:jayatah@hotmail.com

South Pacific
Australia
Sri Govinda Dham
P.O. Box 72, Uki, via Murwillumbah
N.S.W. 2484, Australia.
Phone: (0266) 795541
Web: http://www.mandala.com.au/dham/
Email:uki@scsmath.org
Sri Bhakti Siddhanta Sravan Sadan,
of Sri Chaitanya Saraswat Sridhar
Mission,
1 Gladstone Street, North Parramatta,
NSW 2151, Australia.
Phone (61 2) 9890 4985
Web: http://www.mandala.com.au
Email: sydney@scsmath.org

New Zealand
1030 Coatesville Riverhead Highway,
Riverhead, Auckland, New Zealand.
Phone: (09) 4125466
Email:auckland@scsmath.org
27b Achilles Street
Shirley
Christchurch New Zealand.
Phone 385 6165.
Email:tsnryan@clear.net.nz

Fiji
Sri Chaitanya Saraswat Sridhar Asan
P.O. Box 4507, Saru Lautoka, Fiji
fiji@scsmath.org

Russia, Ukraine and Abkhazia
Russia
Moscow
Pin 107031,
Moscow, Bolshoy Kiselnyy side-street
7/2,
Russia
Phone: +7 (495) 928-8855, 928-7404
Email:russia@scsmath.org

St. Petersburg

Phone: +7 (4852) 31-15-30
Email: yaroslavl@harekrishna.ru

Pin 197229 St. Petersburg, p.Lahta
St. Morskaya b.13
Russia
Phone: +7 (812) 498-25-55, 715-17-88,
scsmath@mail.ru

Ekaterinburg, Russia:

Smolensk, Russia

Velikiy Novgorod, Russia:

Normandia-Neman st. 19/1, apt.36.
Phone: +7 (4812) 66-19-48
Contact person: Prithu Prabhu:
Phone: +7 (904) 365-2190 (mobile)
email: smolensk@harekrishna.ru

Contact person: Arunalochan Prabhu.
Email: vnovgorod@harekrishna.ru

Izhevsk, Udmurtia
Krasnoarmeyskaya st. 175-48
Contact person: Lila shakti dd.
Phone: +7 (3412) 78-60-79
Email: izhevsk@harekrishna.ru

Tomsk, Russia
Akademgorodok, Vavilova st. 16-90
Contact person: Subhada dd.
Phone: +7 (3822) 49-09-94
Email: tomsk@harekrishna.ru

Krasnoyarsk, Russia:
Contact person: Isha Krishna Prabhu.
Phone: +7 (903) 924-46-94 (mobile)
Sosnovoborsk town (nearby
Krasnoyarsk):
Contact person: Phulanana dd.
Phone: +7 (39131) 2-13-49
Email: krasnoyarsk@harekrishna.ru

Khabarovsk, Russia,
Prospekt 60-ya Octyabrya, 161
Contact person: Gandharvika dd. Phone:
+7 (4212) 23-43-91
Contact person: Tapasvini dd. Phone: +7
(4212) 52-44-70
Email: khabarovsk@harekrishna.ru

Yaroslavl, Russia:
Contact person: Nana Ratna dd.

Contact person: Anandasundar Prabhu.
Email: ekaterinburg@harekrishna.ru

For information of programmes at other
places in Russia please see the principal
Russian website:
http://www.harekrishna.ru

Ukraine
Kiev, Ukraine:
Harmatnaya st. 26/2, "Rostok" Palace of
Culture
+38 (044) 496-18-91
Contact: Krishna Bhakta Prabhu
(Konstantin Colodezni):
Phone: +38 (050) 383-44-25 (mobile)
Email: kiev@harekrishna.ru

Zaporozhye, Ukraine:
Ukraine, 69041
Kremlevskaya st. 27-40
Phone: +38 (0612) 52-78-95
Contact person: Swarup Prabhu (Sergey
Kriwonos):
Phone: +38 (066) 286-94-14 (mobile)
Email: zaporozhye@harekrishna.ru
Sri Chaitanya Saraswat Seva Ashram
11/4 Panfilovsev Street
Zaporozhya, 69000
Ukraine
Phone (0612) 33-42-14
Email:zaporozhya@scsmath.org

Donetsk, Ukraine:
Contact person: Sakshi Gopal Prabhu:
Phone: +38 (050) 602-82-21 (mobile)
Email: donetsk@harekrishna.ru

Odessa, Ukraine:

Ecuador

Contact person: Navanalini DD:
Phone: +38 (066) 902-48-33 (mobile)
Email: odessa@harekrishna.ru

Srila Sridhar Swami Seva Ashram
P.O. Box 17-01-576
Quito, Ecuador
Phone: 342-471
Fax: 408-439
Email:ssswamisevaashram@yahoo.com

Abkhazia
Sukhumi, Abkhazia:
4go Marta st. 87, apt.70
Contact person: Rasikananda Prabhu:
Phone: +995 (442) 6-88-23
Email: sukhumi@harekrishna.ru

South America
Brazil
Sri Chaitanya Sridhar Govinda Seva
Ashram
Krishna Sakti Ashram, P.O. Box 386
Campos do Jordao, Sao Paulo, Brazil
Phone: (012) 3663 3168
Email:ksa@scsmath.org
Srila Govinda Maharaj Seva Sangha
Rua Euclydes da Cunha, 294,
Porto Alegre, Brazil
Phone (51) 3339-7700
Email:sevasangha@hotmail.com
Srila Govinda Maharaj Seva Mandir
Rua 24 de Junho, 400-A
Passo D'Areia
Porto Alegre, Brazil
Phone (51) 3341-9572
Email:gopalaterapias@pop.com.br
Prema Restaurant & Sri Chaitanya
Saraswat Math
Rua Diogo Moreira 312, São Paulo,
Brazil
(Contact Bhuvana Mohan Prabhu)
Phone: (011) 3815-1448 & 3032-3322
Email:bhuvana@uol.com.br
Rio de Janeiro: contact Radha Krishna
Prabhu
Phone: (021) 2493-1008, 9297-8417

Venezuela
Sri Chaitanya Sridhar Govinda Seva
Ashram
Avenida Tuy con Avenida Chama
Quinta Parama Karuna,
Caracas, Venezuela
Phone: [+58] 212-754 1257
Email:contacto@paramakaruna.org.ve

Africa and Mauritius
South Africa
Sri Chaitanya Saraswat Math
P.O. Box 60183, Phoenix 4068
Kwa-Zulu Natal, South Africa
Phone: (031) 500-1576
Sri Chaitanya Saraswat Math
57 Silver Road, Newholmes, Northdale
Pietermaritzburg 3201
Kwa-Zulu Natal, South Africa
Phone: (0331) 912026
Fax: (0331) 947938
Sri Chaitanya Saraswat Ashram,
4464 Mount Reiner Crescent,
Lenasia South, Extension 4,
Johannesburg 1820
Republic of South Africa
Phone: (011) 852-2781 and 211 0973

Mauritius
Sri Chaitanya Saraswat Math
International
Nabadwip Dham Street, Long Mountain
Republic of Mauritius
Phone & Fax: (230) 245-3118 / 5815 /
2899
Email:mauritius@scsmath.org
Vaisnava Seva Society
Ruisseau-Rose, Long Mountain
Republic of Mauritius.
Phone & Fax: (230) 245-0424
Email:govinda@intnet.mu
Sri Sri Nitai Gauranga Mandir
Valton Road, Long Mountain
Near Social Welfare Centre
Republic of Mauritius.
Phone: 245-0212
Sri Chaitanya Saraswat Math
International
(Southern Branch)
Royal Road La Flora
Republic of Mauritius
Phone: (230) 617-8164 & 5726

